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Preface
Neurological and mental disorders affect an extensive network of neurons spread
throughout the brain and body. An intact neuronal system is essential for synaptic
interactions and for the normal functioning of the brain.
Mental disorders can result from disruption of neuronal circuitry, damage to
the neuronal and non-neuronal cells, altered circuitry in the different regions of
the brain and any changes in the permeability of the blood brain barrier. Early
identification of these impairments through investigative means could help to
improve the outcome for many brain and behaviour disease states.
This book rightly entitled “Neurological and Mental Disorders” effectively
describes the basic biochemical concepts of the neurological circuitry and their
role in the mental state of a person. The role of the BDNF protein in anxiety
disorders is very well described in the first chapter.
The following chapters describe how different therapeutic management techniques
can stabilize diseases such as personality disorders and feeding and eating
disorders. Later in this segment, the role of neurofeedback training was analysed in
maintaining cognitive reserve in aging adults.
The medical section of the book begins with describing the neuroprotective role of
non-allopathic medicine curcumin and supplement vitamin D3 in the animal model
of Alzheimer’s disease, followed by revealing the aetiology and characteristics of
ADHD and the effect of stimulants in alleviating its symptoms. The next chapter in
this section explains the demographic traits, symptoms and outcomes of “falls from
height” patients, followed by another interesting chapter on using computational
modelling and machine learning for the detection of depressive disorders. Similarly,
art-based practices and psychological interventions were clearly shown to be
effective in the treatment of Borderline Personality Disorder.
The social aspects section commences with a remarkably interesting chapter
illustrating the effect of intergenerational and psychosocial traumas on the degree
of amnesia in indigenous and non-indigenous Australians. In another chapter,
the author thoroughly describes the changes in the pattern of mass suicide with
the advent of computers and social media. Last but not the least, the readers will
be captivated by how transient global amnesia is associated with hippocampal
perturbation and memory loss paradigm.
I hope those who read this book gain a better understanding of the various facets
of neurocircuitry and behavioural patterns under the influence of social aspects
around the globe.
I would like to thank my co-editor Dr Kamil Hakan Dogan (Forensic Medicine
Specialist at Selcuk University Faculty of Medicine, Konya, Turkey) for his
contribution towards compiling this book, editing the chapters and writing
the preface.

Production of this book would not have been possible without the contribution
from the experts in the field and the continuous hard work of Ms Dolores Kuzelj,
Author Service Manager from IntechOpen Publication.
In the end I would like to emphasise that this book is meant for a broad range
of readers including undergraduates, graduates, researchers, teachers, medical
professionals and specialists such as neurologists, psychiatrists, psychologists,
forensic pathologists and social scientists.

Kaneez Fatima Shad
Professor,
School of Life Sciences,
Faculty of Science,
Centre for Health Technologies,
University of Technology Sydney,
Sydney, Australia
Kamil Hakan Dogan
Selçuk University,
Konya, Turkey
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Chapter 1

BDNF Protein and Anxiety
Disorders
Tatiana Marins Farias, Rebeca Ataíde Cerqueira,
Danton Ferraz Sousa, João Vitor Costa Freire,
Ana Carolina Tavares Lopes
and Silvia Fernanda Lima De Moura Cal

Abstract
An increase in the prevalence of anxiety disorders (ADs), in individual, social,
and economic losses, due to the high prevalence, chronicity, and disability of the
individual besides the growth of multiple environmental stressors that are related to
lifestyles, has been observed, which are all more harmful to one’s health, and associated with genetic inheritances, among other factors. This reality may contribute to
the risk of losing neurological functions, for example, cognition and memory, as
well as to the development of more severe psychiatric disorders, with high levels of
heritability and risk of suicide. Brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) is one of
the most abundant neurotrophins in the human brain. Studies with neurotrophins
allowed the introduction of one more hypothesis, called neurotrophic hypothesis,
that would explain the physiopathology of mental disorders (MD), where deficits of
neuroplasticity would occur and cause atrophy of certain regions of the brain (mainly
cortical and the hippocampus), contributing to the development of mental disorders.
Knowing the neurobiology of the ADs, as well as its relation to BDNF levels, may contribute to preventive actions regarding the said disorder in the general population. The
objective of this chapter is to analyze the relation between levels of BDNF and AD.
Keywords: anxiety disorders, BDNF, mental disorders, neurobiology, neurotrophic
theory

1. Introduction
Anxiety disorders (ADs) have become a significant public health issue worldwide, with individual, social, and economic losses, due to their high prevalence,
chronic condition, and the individual’s disability [1].
This reality may contribute to the risk of losing neurological functions, for
example, cognition and memory, as well as to the development of more severe
psychiatric disorders, with high levels of heritability and risk of suicide.
Anxious disorders like panic disorder (PD) with or without agoraphobia, generalized anxiety disorder (GAD), social anxiety disorder (SAD), specific phobias (SPs),
and separation anxiety disorder are the most prevalent mental disorders (MD) and
are associated with immense healthcare costs and a high burden of disease [1].
The word anxiety is derived from Latin anxietatis (desire, worry); anxi (contract,
narrow); anxietas (narrowing); and anxia (craving, vulgar Latin) and is considered
3
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a physiological manifestation when facing some type of danger (real or imaginary),
with adaptability in forming responses to threatening stimuli, in order to foment the
individual’s safety and survival, leading to an unpleasant somatic and psychological
experience [2].
When the severity, frequency, and persistence of the anxious symptoms become
inconsistent with the presented circumstances, and the anxious reaction causes the
behavior to be dysfunctional, then these are characterized as the anxiety disorders,
which present high levels of morbidity, with a possible increase in mortality [1],
since 6.1% of suicide cases are associated with AD [3].
Mental disorders were only recognized as a serious public health problem in
1996, in a study conducted by researchers from Harvard University and the World
Health Organization (WHO), when out of the 10 main causes of disability worldwide, 5 were associated with mental disorders [4]. In the metropolitan region of São
Paulo, 29.6% of individuals presented mental disorders with anxiety disorders being
the most common, affecting 19.9% of the population, occurring twice as much in
females [5]. Among the types of anxiety disorders, it is estimated that up to 5% of
the population suffers from generalized anxiety disorder [1].
Generalized anxiety disorder, a type of AD, has high rates of comorbidity and
stands out from mood disorders and other types of anxiety disorders. A recent
study indicates that in 67% of the cases, GAD precedes (or is concomitant) depressive disorders (unipolar), 17% have bipolar disorder, and only 16% have no lifetime
mood disorder and can be considered a risk factor. Furthermore, it is also associated
with renal and cardiovascular diseases, rendering a more reserved prognosis in
either situation [5, 6].
According to Bandelow and Michaelis, 33.7% of the world population suffers
from anxiety disorders; however, it is difficult to find reliable evidence to demonstrate the evolution of this prevalence. Because the patients with anxiety disorders
are mostly treated as outpatients, they probably receive less attention from clinical
psychiatrists [1].
Epidemiological data from the National Comorbidity Survey suggest that 67%
of the individual with GAD have depressive disorder (unipolar), 17% have bipolar
disorder, and only 16% have no lifetime mood disorder [6].
ADs are highly comorbid with other mental problems like additive psychiatric
disorders, leading to disability and impairment in quality of life [6].
Brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) is one of the most abundant neurotrophins in the human brain. Studies with neurotrophins allowed the introduction
of one more hypothesis, called neurotrophic hypothesis, that would explain the
physiopathology of mental disorders, where deficits of neuroplasticity would
occur and cause atrophy of certain regions of the brain (mainly cortical and the
hippocampus), contributing to the development of mental disorders [7]. Knowing
the neurobiology of the AD, as well as its relation to BDNF levels, may contribute
to preventative actions regarding the said disorder in the general population. The
objective of this chapter is to analyze the relation between levels of BDNF and AD.

2. Methods
The two main types of review articles are commonly found in the scientific literature: systematic and narrative review of the literature. These two types of review
articles have distinct characteristics and goals. The review of narrative or traditional
literature, when compared to systematic review, presents a more open theme. This
makes part of a specific and well-defined problem difficult and does not require a
strict protocol for its preparation. The search for sources is not predetermined and
4
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specific and is generally less comprehensive. Studies on BDNF protein and anxiety
disorders are the focus of this narrative review of the literature [8].

3. Clinical picture
For the individual, anxiety is a form of protection, a defense mechanism, with
an important role in the preservation of life, with symptoms that are somatic
(breathing discomfort, tachycardia and precordial chest pain, excessive perspiration, increased peristalsis, epigastric pain, nausea, pallor or skin redness and flushing, paresthesia, chills, muscular changes, headache, dizziness, dry mouth, inability
to remain seated or immobile for very long, etc.) and psychic (feeling of internal
unrest, insomnia, feeling of oppression and discomfort, exaggerated worry, insecurity, irritability, undefined uneasiness, difficulty concentrating, depersonalization
and derealization, among others). The effects of anxiety on thought, perception,
and the learning process may be quite intense.
Anxiety tends to produce confusion and perspective distortions, not only in
terms of time and space but also of people and the significance of events. These
distortions may cause interference in learning, lowering concentration, reducing
memory, and impairing the capability of association.
Pathological anxiety constitutes an inadequate response to a certain stimulus,
as a result of its greater intensity and duration. Pathological anxiety paralyzes the
individual, not allowing him/her to be prepared and to face threatening situations,
differentiating itself from normal anxiety by the assessment of the intensity from
the patient, his/her family, as well as from the physician [1]. The state of anxiety, its
traits, and the ADs are differentiated by the degree of impairment and the duration of the anxiety symptoms on the individual. The state of anxiety is normally
defined as a measure of acute or intermediate level of anxiety. Now, the anxiety
trait is considered a tendency of the individual to produce an anxious response to
environmental events. And, lastly, the anxiety disorders are the most severe, due to
the excessive worry and fear and the greater duration and complexity of the anxious
symptoms, which are dysfunctional and accompanied by impairment [8].

4. Classification
There are two types of international classification for anxiety disorders.
According to the International Classification of Diseases, 10th edition, and more
utilized in clinical psychiatry, there are seven main anxiety disorders: specific
phobias, social phobia, panic disorder, generalized anxiety, obsessive-compulsive
disorder, reaction to severe stress, and mixed anxiety-depressive disorder [9].
On the other hand, with the main goal of research purposes, the Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 5th edition (DSM-V), classifies the most
important ADs as (1) generalized anxiety disorder, (2) panic disorder, (3) agoraphobia, (4) separation anxiety disorder, (5) social anxiety disorder or social phobia,
(6) specific phobias, and (7) selective mutism [10].

5. Etiology
Biologically, the etiology of anxiety, with complex neurobiological mechanisms,
according to the literature in neuroscience [2] seems to be related to the noradrenergic, GABAergic, and serotoninergic systems and the frontal lobe and limbic
5
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systems. The anxious patients tend to have increased sympathetic tone, causing
delays in adapting to changes in the autonomic nervous system [1].
However, studies with neurotrophins gave rise to one more hypothesis that
would explain the physiopathology of mental disorders in general, called the
neurotrophic hypothesis, where deficits in the neuroplasticity would occur as well
as cause atrophy of certain brain regions, mainly the cortex and hippocampus [7].
Nevertheless, there are gaps in the literature on whether the ADs take this explanation into consideration.
Increased activity in emotion-processing brain regions in patients who have an
anxiety disorder could result from decreased inhibitory signaling by g-aminobutyric-acid (GABA) or increased excitatory neurotransmission by glutamate [11].
The connection between the sympathetic nervous system and the psyche is best
seen in anxiety and especially in social phobia. The hippocampus may predominantly control the avoidance components of phobic anxiety by the serotonergic
system, with other regions, such as the dorsomedial hypothalamus, controlling
the escape components with the cholinergic system. Furthermore, the autonomic
dysfunction and the overactivity of the sympathetic nervous system appear to
induce many of the symptoms of anxiety, such as sweating, trembling, and heart
racing [12].
There is increasing evidence that development and maturation of neuronal connectivity are critical components in the pathophysiology of essentially all neuropsychiatric disorders. As neurotrophins have been implicated in brain development and
in particular in the plasticity and maturation of neuronal circuits, it is understandable that neurotrophins have been popular candidate genes for psychiatric diseases
[13]. However, there are gaps in the literature on whether anxiety disorders include
this explanation.

6. Genetic predisposition and precursor factors
More well-defined classifications tend to standardize the studies on ADs,
contributing toward the biological evidence associated with these disorders, as well
as making the “phenotypic complexity” a challenge to genetic psychiatry [14].
Upon including twins and their biological families, a meta-analysis indicated
a heritability between 30 and 40% for anxiety disorders [15]. Now, a longitudinal
study estimated a heritability ranging from 72 to 89%. The results of this study
also showed a “developmental dynamic” pattern, for, over time, there is a mitigation of the genetic influence as a risk factor for anxious and depressive symptoms
[16], leading one to ponder over the influence of protective factors in the prognosis of ADs.

7. Environmental factors
Individuals with AD present attentional bias to the threatening stimulus, which
increases the vulnerability to stress, considering these “complex disorders,” due to
being influenced by multiple factors that flee from what are called “deterministic
effects” of the genes, therefore making them liable to modulation by interference [2].
According to an experimental study with laboratory animals, stress by social
subjugation is able to foster hyperalgesia with a decrease in the BDNF levels;
this condition is more evident in “susceptible” subjects rather than in “resilient”
ones [17], reinforcing the complex multifactorial theory that the neurobiological
response to stress is not only genetic but also environmental.
6
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BDNF exons decrease markedly after high corticosterone levels. BDNF levels
are controlled by epigenetic mechanisms with extinction assisted by partial NMDA
receptor agonists (e.g., D-cycloserine) and histone deacetylase inhibitors [18].
Environmental factors, via epigenetic factors, control the alterations of BDNF
gene expression, especially when young. Harmful environmental influences while
growing can cause a decrease in BDNF expression in adulthood, in addition to the
serotonin transporter and FKBP5, leading to problems in patient response to drug
and behavior therapies [19, 20].
Problems during youth lead to DNA methylation of BDNF promoter IV
and a decrease in prefrontal cortex total BDNF mRNA [21]. However, after
exercise and a healthy environment, total BDNF mRNA in the hippocampus
increases due to increases in histone acetylation at promoter IV or decreases in
its methylation [19].
In response to fear conditioning, the levels of BDNF exon mRNAs change
markedly. As an example, after fear conditioning using light shock, exon I and III
mRNA levels increase markedly, different from the exons II and IV which remain
constant [18].
Several psychological factors have been associated with increased risk for
anxiety disorders. Among the most intensively researched has been the concept of
anxiety sensitivity (AS). AS has been defined as the individual response to physiological alterations associated with anxiety and fear. Patients with anxiety disorders
have exaggerated psychological reactions that are reflective of misinterpretation of
bodily cues such that the patient misperceives these sensations inappropriately as
being harmful and dangerous, leading in a circular fashion to increased anxiety and
fear. AS is associated with a selective cognitive bias toward threat. AS predicts the
frequency and intensity of panic attacks [21].
The above section identifies several possible mediators of the psychobiological response to extreme stress and how each may contribute, alone or through
functional interactions, to resilience or vulnerability to anxiety disorders. One
prediction is that individuals in the highest quartile for measures of HPA axis, CRH,
LC-NE, and estrogen activity and the lowest quartile for DHEA, NPY, galanin,
testosterone, and 5-HT1A receptor and benzodiazepine receptor function will have
an increased risk for anxiety disorders. Other mediators that can be included for
the characterization of the vulnerable or resilient profile are glutamate and neurotrophic factors, such as brain-derived neurotrophic factor, and neuropeptides, such
as substance P and cholecystokinin [21].

8. Pharmacologic and non-pharmacologic treatments
Patients should receive “psychoeducation” about their diagnosis, the possible
etiology, and the mechanisms of action of the available treatment approaches. The
treatment plan should include psychotherapy, pharmacotherapy, and other interventions, which should be chosen after careful consideration of individual factors,
e.g., the patient’s preference, the patient’s history with previous treatment attempts,
illness severity, comorbidities such as personality disorders, suicidality, local availability of treatment methods, wait time for psychotherapy appointments, costs, and
other factors [22].
For all types of anxiety disorder, cognitive-behavioral therapy is the type of
psychotherapy for which there is the strongest evidence and which receives the
highest-level recommendation [23].
Cognitive-behavioral therapy has been found to have a moderately strong
beneficial effect against all types of anxiety disorder compared to a placebo drug
7
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(Cohen’s d = 0.57); the same is true of pharmacotherapy (e.g., sertraline, d = 0.54;
venlafaxine, d = 0.50) [24, 25].
It is important to highlight that no articles were found that evaluated the effectiveness of Jungian and integrative psychotherapy.
Pharmacological treatments for anxiety disorders have become more tolerable,
available, and numerous over the past half century. At the same time, research has
yielded a vastly improved understanding of the neurobiological and physiological mechanisms involved in chronic anxiety and stress responses, suggesting new
approaches to the treatment of anxiety disorders [26].
Numerous neurotransmitters play a role in normal states and in pathological anxiety states. Each of these systems is a potential target for pharmacological
intervention, but relatively few classes of medications are used in clinical practice
for the treatment of anxiety [27].
Due to their positive benefit/risk balance, selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors
(SSRIs) and selective serotonin norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors (SNRIs) are
recommended as first-line drugs. Patients should be informed that the onset of the
anxiolytic effect of these antidepressants has a latency of 2–4 weeks (in some cases
up to 6 weeks) [22].
We should continue to test alternative therapies for treating and preventing
anxiety disorders and to help patients whose anxiety is resistant to conventional
treatments; also, we need to consider the patient’s feelings about mental illness and
address their responses early in treatment. All of these measures will enhance the
care of patients with anxiety [27].

9. Brain-derived neurotrophic factor
BDNF is one of the most abundant neurotrophins in the human brain, identified
in 1982 by Yves Barde and Hans [17]. It is found in two distinct forms, pro-BDNF and
the mature BDNF, which have antagonistic functions. The pro-BDNF is the precursor
protein that is synthesized and undergoes cleavage to produce its mature form, BDNF,
presenting greater physiological activity in the central nervous system [28, 29].
The pro-BDNF has high affinity to the p75 neurotrophin receptor, triggering
pro-apoptotic effects and anti-plasticity [17]. On the other hand, the main receptor
where the binding of the mature BDNF occurs is the tropomyosin-related kinase
receptor type B (TrkB), distributed in the cortex, hippocampus, multiple bridged
nuclei, and the spinal cord. When activated, this receptor causes a series of
intracellular cascades that are responsible for growth, survival, and neural differentiation [15, 18].
Studies on neurotrophins allowed the release of one more hypothesis that would
explain the physiopathology of mental disorders, called neurotrophic hypothesis,
where deficits of neuroplasticity would occur and cause atrophy of certain regions
of the brain (mainly cortical and the hippocampus), contributing to the development of mental disorders [7].
The main origin of these alterations is a decrease in the BDNF expression,
caused by stress [19]. However, the association between the BDNF serum levels
and mental disorders has yet to be completely clarified. There is evidence that the
BDNF serum levels are reduced in patients with mental disorders, regardless of the
diagnosis [7].
A meta-analysis that studied the peripheral values of BDNF in different mental
disorders with the hypothesis of proving its nonspecificity obtained results pointing
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to a valid reduction of BDNF levels in acute cases as well as in other periods of treatment (i.e., with symptom remission and in the presence of residual symptoms), in
comparing groups of patients with healthy controls [30].
It is known that in a severe and prolonged state of stress, with sustained increase
of glucocorticoid (GC) hormone levels due to the activation of the HPA axis,
neuroplastic changes occur, as well as a decrease in the BDNF hippocampal levels.
Thus, a persistence and intensity of stressors may produce hippocampal dysfunction, causing a decline in the inhibitory control that the hippocampus exerts over
the HPA axis [31].
The BDNF has become an important tool in understanding cognitive deficits,
especially those related to memory loss. One of the reasons to use this neurotrophin
in these studies is its participation not only in processes of differentiation, neuronal survival, and synaptic plasticity but also in processes involving learning and
memory [32].
The BDNF also enables the strengthening of connections between neurons
(synapsis), mainly in the hippocampus, cortex, and basal forebrain—important
regions for learning, maintaining memory, and higher thinking.

10. Changes in BDNF levels in psychiatric illnesses
The BDNF may cause neurogenesis mainly in the hippocampal region of adult
brains. At the same time, in patients who suffer from psychiatric illnesses, a smaller
hippocampus has been identified, associated with a decrease in BDNF plasma
levels, than healthy individuals. Clarifying the exact mechanism of the action of
BDNF will permit a better understanding of the cognitive deficits.
BDNF crosses the blood-brain barrier, possibly through its dosage in peripheral
blood, whose serum levels correlate with the levels in the central nervous system
[7]. However, this has not become a clinical reality, despite the biological plausibility, due to great heterogeneity between the studies, which presented low power
of detection of differences and biases of publication, and influence of confounding variables (physical exercise, smoking, body mass index, laboratory techniques
that lack standardization, kits that do not distinguish between pro-BDNF and
mature BDNF). The high number of variations limits comparisons between the
studies [7].
The regular practice of physical activity has been shown to be a prophylactic
and therapeutic intervention for several dysfunctions, such as stress, by way of the
increase in adaptive responses of the HPA axis, improvement of adaptive response
to stress, and a decrease in anxiety.
It is believed that identifying variations of the epigenetic pattern of DNA and of
the gene expression of rats exposed to stress, as well as rat practitioners and nonpractitioners of physical activity, may reveal additional data that could be extrapolated to the human population, regarding the importance of physical activity in
illness prevention [24].
The interest in knowing the molecular aspects of the effect of physical activity
and/or exercise is evident; however, little is known yet regarding the epigenetic
changes resulting from physical exercise [24].
Thus, several studies have been conducted to clarify the connection between
the regular practice of physical exercise and the increased concentration of BDNF,
making it necessary to shed light on the role of this gene in suppressing the harmful
effects resulting from stressful situations [24].
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11. Conclusion
There is evidence that it is important to study aspects in common of the neurobiology of anxiety disorders, and its relation to the BNDF protein, to obtain preventive measures in mental health.
Recent clinical trials, in animals and humans, increasingly seek an association
between different spectra of mental disorders and BDNF levels and their subforms,
in different collection sites, leading to the question of the possibility of using it as a
biomarker of susceptibility to anxious disorders. The early titration and serialization of BDNF and subforms in families with a high probability of ED heritability are
shown as a future perspective for primary and integrated actions in mental health,
with modulation of gene expression, using the “dynamic developmental” pattern
for a reduction of future medication for susceptible individuals, as well as the possibility of discovering acute illnesses early, with a positive change in the history of the
disease and a reduction in social economic losses. From this perspective, we highlight the importance of further studies on the neurobiology of anxiety disorders, on
BDNF protein and its physiology, and the association between both for preventive
measures in mental health.
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Chapter 2

Personality Disorders in
Adolescents and Different
Therapeutic Approaches
Hojka Gregoric Kumperscak

Abstract
A personality disorder can be diagnosed at any age if the diagnostic criteria are
met, which means also in adolescence. Diagnosing personality disorders is important since only with clear diagnosis specialized treatment can be applied. Several
specialized (psycho)therapies have been developed for treating adolescent personality disorder with evidence-based efficiency, especially in borderline personality
disorder—adolescent identity treatment (AIT), mentalization-based therapy
(MBT), and dialectical behavior therapy (DBT). All are evidence-based therapies.
Pharmacotherapy is not the therapy of choice and only a few studies have clearly
demonstrated its efficiency; however, it is still largely utilized in clinical practice.
Keywords: personality disorders, adolescent, borderline personality disorder,
adolescent identity treatment, mentalization-based therapy, dialectical behavior
therapy

1. Introduction
Each person has a set of personality traits that are unique and make up one’s personality. Personality can be defined as recognizable and permanent characteristics
and attitudes that are reflected in thinking, feeling, and behaving (impulse control,
the way of establishing and managing interpersonal relationships) [1]. Personality
develops and evolves since childhood and shapes throughout life. Temperament is a
biologically determined trait manifested from birth [2]. Rothbart et al. introduced
three factors of temperament for the early and middle childhood that, later on
in the development, shape personality dimensions, such as negative affectivity,
extraversion, and effortful control [2].
Temperamental characteristics show high stability and are developmentally
associated with personality traits during adulthood including extraversion or high
energetic level, agreeableness, conscientiousness, neuroticism (emotional stability),
and openness [2]. An important personality trait is character, which mainly refers
to the substantive aspects of experiencing and related behavior. At the heart of the
psychological understanding of character are traits that are important in terms of
the individual’s will, morality, and ethical and value orientation [3]. Naturally, our
achievements in solving mental and life’s problems depend on our abilities. The
great scope of competence can be combined with various talents and the scope of
skills as well [3].
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Personality disorder (PD) is defined as an enduring pattern of inner experience and behavior that deviates markedly from the expectations of the individual’s
culture, is pervasive and inflexible, and leads to distress or impairment [4]. People
with PD have disrupted behavior, cognition, and emotions when in contact with
other people and society, while the individuals and the people around them suffer
[1]. The ICD-10 classifies the following PD: paranoid, schizoid, dissocial, emotionally unstable (impulsive and borderline type), histrionic, anankastic, anxious
(avoidant), dependent, and other (e.g., narcissistic) [5]. The DSM-5 divides PD
into three clusters. Cluster A personality disorders are characterized by unusual and
odd-eccentric behavior and introverted individuals including paranoid, schizoid,
and schizotypal PD. Cluster B personality disorders are associated with dramatic,
emotional, and erratic behavior: antisocial, borderline, histrionic, and narcissistic
PD. Cluster C includes avoidant, dependent, and obsessive-compulsive PD associated with anxious and fearful disorders. The division into three groups is useful for
educational and research purposes; however, it also has its limitations. Clinically,
there is a lot of overlapping between various PDs. The frequency of individual PD
varies from study to study, and even greater differences are present when looking
at the frequency of individual PD in a given population. Borderline PD is present in
0.9–3% of the general adolescent population, in 11% of outpatient adolescents, and
49% of admitted adolescents [4].
People diagnosed with PD from one group may also meet the diagnostic criteria
of PD from the other, which occurs in about 9% [4]. Individuals from group C and
A most commonly have an associated PD (6.0 and 5.7%, respectively), while this
occurs only in 1.5% of individuals in the group B [4]. Due to PD overlapping and
for other reasons as well, the PD criteria in ICD-11, which will come into effect in
January 2022, have been modified [6]. ICD-11 follows a dimensional understanding
of PD and largely abandons the categorical view. The new division of PD follows
the psychodynamic tradition, the scientific model of the core PD characteristics,
and thus provides guidance for clinical treatment [7]. It provides an assessment of
the severity of the disorder, and enables to diagnose three levels of PD and code
subthreshold personality difficulty. ICD-11 specifies five domain qualifiers of personality, which include negative affectivity, detachment, dissociality, disinhibition,
and anankastia. In addition to these five markers, a borderline pattern qualifier can
also be specified. The latter may be applied if at least five out of nine borderline PD
criteria according to DSM-5 are present. An example of a diagnosis of borderline PD
following the new features in ICD-11 is for example a moderate PD with borderline
pattern, negative affectivity, disinhibition, and dissociality [7].

2. Borderline personality disorder
Borderline PD is one of the most common PDs and these individuals are also
more likely to seek medical help and suffer from significantly more associated
mental disorders (depression, anxiety disorders, psychoactive substances abuse,
and hyperkinetic disorder) compared to the general population [8]. Vulnerability
for borderline PD can be clearly recognized during the development period. The
concept of borderline personality has evolved throughout history. Morel and
Kraepelin used this term to describe the states between neurotic and psychotic conditions primarily based on phenomenological clinical descriptions and by ignoring
the developmental and dynamic aspects of pathology [9].
Kernberg linked the classical psychoanalysis, the object relations theories, the
psychology of self (immature integrative self-functions) with the psychobiological
and neurobiological theories, and defined the concept of borderline personality
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disorder as a pathological personality organization that is intermediate between
psychotic disorders and neuroses—symptomatically, structurally, and geneticallydynamically [10, 11]. This concept was further enhanced by the Linehan’s biosocial
model [12].
According to DSM-5, at least five of the following nine criteria must be present
to code borderline personality disorder [4].
1. Frantic efforts to avoid real or imagined abandonment
2. Unstable and intense relationships
3. Identity disturbance, seen in an unstable self-image or sense of self
4. Impulsivity
5. Suicidal behavior
6. Affective instability (episodic dysphoria, irritability, anxiety: lasting a few
hours to days)
7. Chronic feelings of emptiness
8. Displays of inappropriate anger (verbal/physical fights)
9. Micropsychotic episodes, transient stress-related paranoid ideation/
dissociative symptoms
In addition, these patterns are enduring, inflexible, and clinically relevant to
diminish social, educational, or professional functioning. The onset of this pattern
is traced back at least to adolescence or early adulthood and it is not a manifestation of another mental disorder and is not due to the consumption of psychoactive
substances [4].
Quite a few features of borderline PD (impulsivity, emotional instability,
dysfunctional interpersonal relationships, impaired self-image, and identity diffusion) may also—to some extent—be characteristics of adolescent period. In order
to diagnose a borderline PD in an individual during adolescence, the features must
have been present for at least 1 year and cause severe dysfunction [4]. If the adolescent reacts highly destructive, has transient psychotic reactions and behavioral
problems, uses psychoactive substances, has emotional disorders associated with
the loss of a relationship with the important other or negative emotions, one can
suspect a borderline PD [13].
In the clinical picture of borderline PD in adolescents, one often sees anger
towards parents, depression without any existential despair, tension, loss of empathy, impulsive behavior, and brief psychotic episodes including a paranoid thoughts
and depersonalization without thought disorder [14].

3. Personality disorders during adolescence
It is a legitimate question whether to diagnose or not to diagnose PD before the
age of 18. That is during adolescence – the time of major developmental changes,
when the personality is not yet fully formed. However, relevant classifications and
guidelines, based on a number of studies, allow us to diagnose a PD before 18 years
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of age. According to ICD-10, a PD can be diagnosed regardless the age of person if
the diagnostic criteria are met; however, this is exceptionally rare before the age 16
or 17 years [5]. This is even more clearly defined in ICD-11, where the diagnosis of
PD is made whenever the diagnostic criteria are met [6].
The DSM-5 allows for a diagnosis of PD in children and adolescents, when personality traits are particularly maladapted, permanent, and not related to a specific
developmental period, mental disorder, or cultural background with the exception
of antisocial PD, which cannot be diagnosed before the age of 18. For a diagnosis
to be made, the characteristics of PD should have been present persistently for at
least 1 year [4]. One should keep in mind that the characteristics of PD identified in
childhood will change and that some types of PD will become less obvious or even
disappear in later developmental periods (borderline, antisocial PD). The NICE
recommendations do not define a chronological age at which a PD can be diagnosed.
Instead, they focus on the individual level of developmental maturity and an
understandable therapeutic plan to be provided to the person diagnosed with PD
[15]. However, PD should not be diagnosed in individuals under the age of 13 and
is not applicable until an individual finishes puberty. Because PDs have long been
considered as therapy resistant, this diagnosis is misused even today as an excuse to
refuse a patient. When diagnosing a person with PD, especially if it is an adolescent,
an appropriate treatment must be provided along with the diagnosis. Prevention,
early detection, and timely treatment are essential [15].

4. Personality disorders treatment in a development period
The purpose of diagnosing PD is to provide the adolescent with the appropriate
treatment. It is the adolescent period that has a corrective potential and by introducing a therapy in time, we can significantly influence the course of PD. Adolescents
with PD should be treated by a team of highly qualified professionals with a
clearly structured intervention model and therapeutic plan [8, 13, 15]. Primarily,
the patient must be provided with continuity and consistency. Adolescents with
PD, especially borderline patients, have a tendency to form intense relationships;
therefore, it is necessary to set clear time and space framework for treatments
with different therapists. It is essential to organize treatments adequately—not too
much and too little. Team members often have different views on the adolescent’s
problems and symptoms, which often lead to conflicts within the team; therefore,
supervision is necessary. Often, many services (social services, school, general
physician, previous therapist) are involved in the treatment; therefore, roles and
tasks need to be clearly identified and coordinated. One of the main treatment goals
of all team members is to support the adolescent in his separation and individualization and to actively involve him in the decision-making process. Many adolescents
with borderline PD have experienced traumatic events; however, trauma processing
is often not the primary intervention. Primarily, it is necessary to reduce suicidality
and increase emotional stability [15, 16].
There are many different psychotherapeutic approaches to treat
PD. Mentalization-based therapy (MBT), dialectical-behavioral therapy (DBT),
and adolescent identity treatment (AIT) are among the most common. It is not so
important which specific psychotherapeutic approach is used in the therapy but
that certain changes outside the therapeutic relationship are triggered [13, 16].
According to Lambert, these changes are to be accountable for 40% of success in
psychotherapy [17]. It is important to include the rest of the family in the therapy,
to generate changes in the school, and that all significant others receive appropriate
psychoeducation. Psychotherapeutic factors such as therapeutic posture, curiosity,
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optimism, consistency, empathy, and warmth contribute 30% to the success of
a therapy. The adolescent’s expectations of how successful the therapy will be
contributing a further 15%. In addition, 15% is contributed by the specific psychotherapeutic techniques [17].
To achieve an optimal therapeutic process, regardless of the type of therapy,
the therapist needs to be open, accepting, and optimistic and maintain a positive
mental representation of the adolescent as well as curiosity and interest in getting
to know the adolescent as a holistic personality, not only in the context of his or her
disorder [16]. Since AIT is a younger and not so known therapy as MBT and DBT, it
will be explained in more detail than the last two therapies below.

5. Adolescent identity treatment
Adolescent identity treatment (AIT) is an integrative therapeutic approach
based on the principles of Paulina Kernberg, which includes modified elements
of transference- focused psychotherapy, psychoeducation, behavior-oriented
home plans, therapeutic contract, and intensive family work with adolescents and
parents (adapted from [16]). Identity diffusion and interpersonal misfunctioning
are regarded as the core of the borderline PD in adolescents and, as such, forming a
base for the essential principles of AIT. The AIT focuses on identity stabilizing and
integration of the concepts of the self and significant others, which gradually affects
interpersonal relationships and leads to resolving interpersonal conflicts. The AIT
applies verbal and nonverbal communication as well as countertransference. The
basic principle of the AIT is to work on the dominant affect. The therapist focuses
on the dominant affect the adolescent is affected by—here and now. Clarification,
confrontation, and interpretation are applied as therapeutic techniques.
Clarification is the most common AIT therapeutic technique. It is used to explore
and understand what the patient is saying. The adolescent’s subjective feelings
and perceptions are explored in detail until the therapist is able to understand
exactly what the patient has in mind. Clarification is the therapist’s invitation to
the adolescent to explain information that is vague, not clear, confusing, chaotic,
and contradictory. It allows the adolescent to fully access the internalized, unconscious meaning of his/her actions and encourages self-reflection. This method is of
essential importance for borderline PD, as identity diffusion is strongly pronounced
in borderline patients. Examples of clarification:
• I did not understand…
• Did I get this right? You said…
• What did you mean by saying…?
• Please, could you explain that to me in detail?
• Is it because you do not have words to describe it, or because you have not
thought about it?
Confrontation is not a common therapeutic technique, especially not at the
beginning of a therapy, as adolescents may feel attacked when it is used too soon.
Confrontation is supposed to be an invitation to the adolescent to look at the
inconsistencies and contradictions and to bring to attention information (verbal or
nonverbal) he or she is not aware of or regards as completely normal. It is important
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to use it as an encouragement to talk about auto- and hetero-aggressive thoughts
and behaviors that interfere with therapy. Examples of confrontation are:
• You are telling me about a rather excruciating pain, but you are laughing at the
same time. This does not fit. Do you have any idea what could this mean?
• You are saying that you are fine, but I see fresh cuts. How do these things fit?
• You are telling me you are not disappointed, yet you are struggling with tears.
Can you explain this?
Interpretation helps the adolescent to self-reflect and explain the meaning of his/
her thoughts and actions. The interpretation does not reflect the therapist’s point of
view, who knows everything, but as a hypothesis offered to the adolescents for their
consideration. It is applied when clarification and confrontation have not had the
desired effect and when the therapist thinks it is unrealistic to expect the adolescent
will reach a certain insight on his or her own. Interpretation must follow the emotions (anger, hatred, anxiety, envy). Examples of interpretation are:
• This is how I see it, but correct me, if I am wrong.
• On the one hand, you are telling me that you are fine, but I see many fresh
wounds on your arm.
• Then you tell me that no one would be sad if you killed yourself.
• Could it be that all these contradictory images are within you and that you do
not know exactly whether you are feeling well or maybe you are still sad?
Regardless of the psychotherapeutic approach, sincerity, empathy, and warmth
are the key characteristics of a therapist. AIT, however, added playful flexibility to
the list, with the therapist explaining his/her thoughts, offering possible explanations as a hypothesis (interpretation) and adjusting to the adolescent. The therapist
maintains a sound and meaningful stance, knows right from wrong, and maintains
his or her position. Optimism is a necessary condition for the therapist to develop an
idea of the adolescent as a healthy and stable person, including therapist’s attitude
that the adolescent is able to cooperate in sessions and that he or she can develop.
The therapist maintains hope for change during therapy stagnation and when the
risk of discontinuation of therapy occurs. The absolute presence of the therapist is
crucial for the therapy. It can be manifested as curiosity and a genuine interest in the
adolescent’s experiences. The therapist is absolutely present when his or her nonverbal/body language and tone of speech reflect the adolescent’s experience of the here
and now. The therapist is a role model. For an adolescent, therapist may be the first
person to ever really take a truly interest in him or her. By doing so, the therapist
engages the adolescent to be curious, motivated, and interested in himself/herself.
Body language is an important factor in AIT. Therapists must be fully aware of
their tone, facial expressions, thinking, and interest, paying attention to the adolescent in the treatment, and how all of this is being acknowledged by the adolescent.
Nonverbal information is vital in therapy with PD adolescents, who are overly
sensitive to possible rejection, split, and are not able to recognize contradictions in
verbal and nonverbal communication or are prone to misjudging it. It does matter
how the therapist dresses and whether he/she has a piercing or a tattoo. The latter,
in particular, can be an important message of how a therapist treats his/her body or
allows for various manipulations.
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Intensive parental involvement in therapy is especially important in adolescents
with PD and is therefore a crucial element of AIT. Working with parents can only
be successful if there is no attribution of blame to the parents for the development
of PD in their adolescent. If the parents are viewed as the “bad guys,” then the
therapist may cause the adolescent to see him/her as a “better parent” and a “savior,”
which brings many risks to the therapy. At the beginning of therapy, even very competent and functional parents can appear to be “pathological” due to psychological
burden when living with an adolescent with PD.
It is important that the parents are not viewed as bad and invalidating by the
therapist. If parents are not included in the therapy, the power of family dynamics
and interactions significantly shaping the adolescent is being underestimated. It is
essential to educate parents on the adolescent’s heightened sensitivity to emotional
stressors, such as criticism, rejection, and separation, and how stressors can be
avoided or reduced. Parents need an explanation that the therapy will not change
the adolescent’s temperament; however, it will help him to control it more easily.
Their job is to encourage the adolescent to go to therapy.
Therefore, a contract with the parents is delineated as well, which covers all issues
described above. The goal of the contract is to optimize the family’s potential in
therapy and to record the expectations and limitations of therapy. Possible factors
that could lead to discontinuation of therapy are also included in the contract. The
contract contains previously agreed and expected changes in the family (and not
just in the adolescent) and clear rules regarding suicidal and self-harming behavior.
At the beginning of therapy, a treatment contract with the adolescent is drawn up
with the adolescent and therapist responsibilities. The adolescent undertakes to
attend therapy regularly, that is, 25 weekly sessions, to arrive “clean” and not to use
any psychoactive substances before therapy, to talk about important issues (e.g.,
self-harming) at the very beginning of each therapy and not at the end of therapy.
The contract also includes the duties of the therapist and exceptions to confidentiality (such as severe abuse of psychoactive substances, suicide, pregnancy), support
for the patient not to discontinue therapy (external superego; e.g., the therapist calls
the adolescent 2 hours prior to the therapy and reminds him or her of the appointment), and clear rules of a therapist conduct in case of suicidal and/or self-harming
behavior (to call parents, hospitalization).
A home plan involves clearly agreed responsibilities of both the adolescent and
parents. This includes clear measures for self-injurious behavior such as addressing
the wound without any additional comments, threats, rewards, or conversation;
the adolescent will discuss this with his/her therapist at the next regular session.
If the wounds are deep, the adolescent should be taken to see a surgeon. Behaviors
that violate the home plan resulting in the revocation of privileges are agreed upon
and set out in the contract, including a reward system for behavior if the adolescent
sticks to the home plan.

6. Mentalization-based therapy
Mentalization-based therapy is a psychosocial therapy to treat borderline
PD (adapted from [18]). It derives from psychoanalysis, attachment theory, and
developmental psychopathology and is based on mentalization. It was first intended
for the treatment of adults with borderline PD, later on a version for adolescents
(MBT-A) was developed. Mentalization is the ability to understand our own mental
states and the mental states of other people and represents the capacity that makes
us human. We mentalize when we are aware of the mental states of others and
ourselves. MBT is based on the assumption that instability in mentalization is a
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key problem of borderline PD. Similar to AIT, the therapist takes the position of
a curious listener, who does not know what is going on and therefore encourages
the adolescent to explain. The therapist observes the capacity for attachment and
mentalization and applies various interventions to improve or at least maintain the
adolescent’s capacity to mentalize.

7. Dialectical behavioral therapy
Dialectical behavioral therapy was developed by the psychologist Marsha
M. Linehan and colleagues in the late 1980s to treat borderline PD [19]. Later on,
Rathus and Miller developed a version of DBT for adolescents (DBT-A) [20].
The DBT is based on cognitive-behavioral therapy, dialectical philosophy, and on
the findings of M. Linehan that people with borderline PD are prone to more intense
and dramatic responses when facing specific emotional situations (e.g., romantic,
friendly, and family relationships) compared to people without PD. People with
borderline PD have quick and strong emotional reactions in the situations described
above, remain emotionally aroused, and require more time to calm down than people
without borderline PD [19]. As a result, DBT does not focus on the core unconscious
conflict, such as in MBT. Instead, it focuses on how to change problematic responses
with a range of different behavioral strategies [21].
DBT-A is a 16-week treatment that includes individual adolescent therapy once a
week, family therapy as required, and a skills training group for families of adolescents with borderline PD [22]. It is aimed at reducing life-threatening and undesirable behaviors in therapy and behaviors that impair the quality of life. It empowers
the adolescents to regulate their emotions, to appropriately deal with interpersonal
relationships and cope with stress, and encourages mindfulness [20].

8. Pharmacotherapy
The 2001 American Psychiatric Association recommendations [23], the 2009
NICE guidelines [15], which were reaffirmed in 2018 [24], and the Australian
NHMRC guidelines for the treatment of borderline PD [25] do not recommend the
use of pharmacotherapy as the first-line therapy. The World Federation of Societies
of Biological Psychiatry recommendations mentions several studies reporting the
efficacy of serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs), such as fluoxetine and fluvoxamine and second-generation antipsychotics in the treatment of PD [26].
The 2019 Timaus et al. study confirms clinical observations that most patients
with PD are also treated pharmacotherapeutically [27]. Polypharmacy is high,
which can also be attributed to the great comorbidity of PD with at least one
additional mental disorder. For the most part, tricyclics, first-generation antipsychotics, and mood stabilizers are being omitted in the pharmacotherapy of PD. The
mood stabilizer lamotrigine did not prove to be successful in the treatment of PD in
a 2018 study [28]. The use of the atypical antipsychotic quetiapine and the opioid
antagonist naltrexone has been increasing [27]. However, more studies are required
to support the justification for using these medicines.

9. Conclusions
Prevention and early detection of PD are essential in order to prevent long-lasting
effect of PD on adolescent’s overall functioning and interpersonal relationships.
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When diagnosing a PD in adolescence, we are obliged to provide an appropriate and
a PD specialized treatment (AIT, DBT-A, MBT-A). By introducing a therapy in time
and by a licensed therapist PD treatment is very effective especially in the adolescent
period which has a strong corrective potential.
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Chapter 3

Neurofeedback Training on
Aging: Prospects on Maintaining
Cognitive Reserve
Valeska Kouzak Campos da Paz and Carlos Tomaz

Abstract
Neurofeedback is a neuromodulation technique based on a brain-computer
interface. An individual receives feedback from a computer about their brain
activity and is conditioned to improve performance according to a training target.
Therefore, it may be used to help individuals who suffer from cognitive decline,
which is predicted to occur during aging. Cognitive decline affects working memory, which involves the medial temporal lobe—an important area for temporarily
storing information—and recruits the prefrontal cortex, an area associated with
higher cognitive functions, such as executive function. Since memory and executive
function are fundamental components for every healthy and independent human
life, cognitive decline fundamentally impairs a person’s well-being. As such, since
the aging population has been increasing at higher rates, methods to enhance their
cognitive performance have become increasingly important. These methods may be
used to increase brain reserve and help the elderly maintain a socially active life. The
purpose of this chapter is to add neurofeedback to the box of promising tools that
maintain cognitive reserve and as such promote a healthy and active life.
Keywords: neurofeedback, memory storage, executive function, brain reserve,
SMR protocol, prefrontal cortex

1. Introduction
Across a life span, changes in cognition are expected to occur as individuals grow
older. Most of the changes experienced in aging are related to a decline in fluid intelligence, defined as the capacity to solve problems and articulate ideas, to navigate
new situations, and to acquire knowledge. On the other hand, crystallized intelligence, defined as acquired general knowledge (e.g., vocabulary and procedures), is
preserved for longer periods [1]. Moreover, during aging, other neuropsychological
abilities are known to decline, such as attention, working memory, and episodic
memory [2].
Some faculties related to crystalized intelligence might increase over time, such
as general knowledge and wisdom [2]. And this amount of additional information,
when integrated to crystalized intelligence, can become an advantage. On the other
hand, the attentional and working memory decline, related to fluid intelligence,
makes it more challenging to solve problems and articulate ideas.
Image studies have shown atrophy in white matter and gray matter, synaptic degeneration, blood flow reduction, and neurochemical alterations [3].
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Those changes are more prominent at the prefrontal cortex; however, older adults
that maintain their performance on pair with young adults tend to increase activation in order to keep performance, and this increased activation creates more
hemispheric asymmetry in elderly than in youth. Consequently, Cabeza et al.
[3] proposed a model called hemispheric asymmetry reduction in older adults
(HAROLD), in which an older adult tends to compensate the neuropsychological
decline with higher activation at the frontal cortex.
Cognitive training with the intent of increasing abilities and enriching neural
networks has been a tendency since the 1960s, when the first behavior protocols
sought to train memory using strategies of “chunking” (grouping information bits
to be stored as single concepts) and using metacognitive strategies for dealing with
complex information. Those strategies to enhance memory capacity were based in
conscious and external mechanisms [4].
In the late 1980s, Baltes et al. [1] have demonstrated that older adults may benefit from cognitive training by creating reserve and increasing their performance
in cognitive tasks. Afterward, many studies and protocols have been developed to
provide cognitive training for the aging population. Some of them are related to
strategy making, where the individual has to identify a difficulty level and naturally
self-adjust. Reasoning, problem-solving, and goal management also have been
used to enhance cognition. Multimodal approaches have also been tried, in which
an unrelated task is trained in order to provide skill transfer (e.g., video games or
cardiovascular exercise). Lastly, there is the process training, which includes a set of
cognitive tasks to be trained heavily and specifically [5].
Recent technological developments have supported new forms of training,
nowadays using tools such as computer games to enhance cognitive capacity [6].
Therefore, cognitive training has increasingly become a potential tool to aid healthy
individuals with cognitive aging and patients with cognitive decline.
Training working memory—a component of the executive function—is one
of the tendencies to enhance cognition and enrich neural networks [7], especially
to form cognitive and neuronal reserve in aging people. Most of working memory
training is based on computer game protocols, such as Cogmed [4], that might
transfer the skill learned to other tasks [5, 8, 9].
Therefore, generally, executive function is trained by two interventional models:
behavioral and neuroscientific. The behavioral model focuses on one’s acquired
ability and trains executive function using computational tasks, with diverse protocols; the neuroscientific model by neuromodulation uses neurofeedback training or
neuronal direct stimulation—direct current or magnetic current [10].
Transcranial direct current stimulation (TDCS) is a form of noninvasive neuromodulation based on a small current applied by two electrodes positioned in the
scalp in order to create neuronal membrane excitability and enhance neuronal firing. Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) is also noninvasive neuromodulation
but instead based on a magnetic field applied to the scalp focused at target areas to
create a neuronal action potential to induce firing. Both models provide neuroplasticity at the area applied and, consequently, benefit cognition [10].

2. Working memory model
Working memory is a neuropsychological function that allow us to deal with
daily information, such as keeping in mind a telephone number while dialing,
organizing the mental operations to accomplish a task in hands, or listening and
remembering a sequence of facts in a story in order to understand it.
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Working memory can be described as a multimodal system, and Baddeley [11]
defines it as a system of temporary storage under attentional control, encompassing our ability for complex thought and comprising diverse neuropsychological
constructs. The abilities which working memory allows, although natural to most
humans, require a complex cognitive model and several brain areas.
For about 50 years, working memory has been studied to define its main properties. The model adopted in this chapter is based on a construct of Baddeley and
Hitch [12], in which working memory orchestrates information received through
four components, one attentional and three mnemonic (Figure 1).
According to the Baddeley and Hitch model [12], the first component of the
working memory is the central executive: an attentional control system that is
connected to other three storage systems—the phonological loop, visuospatial
sketchpad, and the episodic buffer. The episodic buffer component was included
posteriorly [13] and all the components work interconnectedly. Further, each
system is limited in capacity [14].
Briefly stating, the phonological loop is able to temporarily keep linguistic
expression (e.g., verbal and emotional) and acoustic information, and the visuospatial sketchpad works similarly to the phonological loop, but only for visual and
spatial information. Then, the episodic buffer acts as a mechanism that connects
perceptual information from the two subsystems to long-term memory, integrating
information into a limited number of episodes [11, 15]. Besides that, the phonological loop and the visuospatial sketchpad are considered two slave subsystems of the
central executive, a system that accesses long-term memory information by attentional control [14, 15].
The central executive is responsible to keep information in mind while completing a task. Its proposed mechanism is based in frontal lobe patient studies that
provided evidence from the connection between the supervisory attentional system
(SAS), developed by Norman and Shallice [11], and the central executive [16].
Therefore, according to Baddeley [11], there are four candidates to compound the
executive processes: the ability to focus attention, divide attention, change attention, and secure the connection between working memory and long-term memory.
The episodic buffer, completing this model of working memory, is responsible
for temporary storage of perceptual information from both the phonological loop
and visuospatial sketchpad, combining the information to form long-term memory

Figure 1.
Working memory model developed by Baddeley and Hitch [12].
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content [13]. In conclusion, the function of working memory is to manipulate
the information for a limited period of time, and it may increase or decrease in its
capacity according to demand and practice [17].

3. Executive function
The executive function consists of multiple top-down neuropsychological functions that enable us to deal with problem-solving in a non-automatic way. It may
involve activities demanding attention, such as when writing and remembering a
map on way to school [18], as well as activities demanding planning, controlling,
and monitoring [19], such as keeping a diet prescription, physical training, or
working long hours. All these abilities, also natural to most humans, again require a
complex cognitive model that involves inhibition (including self-control), working
memory, and flexibility.
Therefore, executive function has three neuropsychological functions associated
with it. Firstly, there is inhibitory control, which is the ability to control internal
and external stimulus that interfere with thought process while executing an
activity that demands attention, filtering out the concurrent stimulus. Inhibition
gives rise to what is commonly called self-control, an ability to prevent habits and
instinctive behavior to dominate over careful planning [20]. Secondly, there is mental flexibility, which is the capability to alter between stimuli and adjust during the
execution of a task in order to complete it [21]. Thirdly, there is a working memory,
which has been described in the previous topic.

4. Neurofeedback
Neurofeedback (NF) is a neuromodulation by operant conditioning of brain
activity, where physiological signal is acquired by electroencephalogram (EEG),
functional magnetic resonance (fMRI), or functional near-infrared spectroscopy
(fNIRS), and a computational interface provides a feedback (visual or/and sound)
to self-regulation [22].
The neurofeedback works dynamically in the cortex. For instance, when electrical activity is used as parameter, subjects can enhance a brain wave frequency in a
region while reducing another brainwave frequency in another region. The Lacroix
[23] cognitive model provides a broader view of NF training, as he proposes that
a change in a subject’s perception of his physiological self-regulation provides a
cognitive integration from the conditioned behavior. Consequently, neurofeedback
involves a cognitive component associated with a conditioned behavior.
Additionally, the neuronal mechanisms of neurofeedback training are based in
the neuromodulation model: the feedback provides a persistent functional brain
reorganization and generates neuroplasticity, as pointed out by cortical changes
after training in evidence-based studies, while those changes are ruled by a Hebbian
learning process [22].
Electroencephalogram is the most common tool for neurofeedback, in which
physiological information is collected and fed back to the same individual to induce
self-regulation. EEG captures electrocortical activity and decomposes it into
brainwaves. Generally it has four components: electrodes, an amplifier, a converter,
and software. The electrodes often collect the electrocortical activity from layers III
and V at pyramidal cells that occur close to the scalp.
The brain activity is characterized by the postsynaptic potential difference
of billions of neurons and captures data closest to the scalp [24]. The potential
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difference forms a bidimensional (amplitude and frequency) topographic
representation of the cortical activity that will be mathematically calculated by the
Fourier transformation. Therefore, the Fourier transform makes a decomposition of
sinusoidal signals from the cortical depolarization, forming the following frequency
band waves: delta, 1–4 Hz; theta, 4–8 Hz; alpha, 8–13 Hz; beta, 13–30 Hz; and
gamma, 30–60 Hz.
When applying EEG to neurofeedback, the electrodes are placed according to
the international system 10–20, where 10–20 means 10 or 20% distance between
electrodes. The placement areas are classified by the distance measured from the
middle point between nasion and inion at sagittal direction and right and left
temporomandibular disc measurement at coronal direction, placing the vertex at
location Cz. From the vertex, a measurement of 10% for the total sagittal and total
coronal mark and 20% for the subsequent regions is placed, or in other words, if the
distance between nasion and inion is 32 cm, then the vertex is 16 cm, and 10% of
each sagittal mark is 3.2 cm. The classification follows the cortical regions F (frontal), C (central), P (parietal), and O (occipital), odds to left hemisphere and evens
to right hemisphere [25].
The voltage received by cortical electrodes is very low, around a thousand times
lower than cardiac electrical impulse and hundred times lower than muscular
activity. Despite capturing a low amplitude, there are further challenges in capturing
brain wave signals: electrical information from brain waves must be excluded from
many layers of interference, such as the skin, scalp, pia mater, and fluid, beyond
external noises and electrical current from electrical apparatus. Therefore, an amplifier and filter must be used to improve the signal [26]. The filters act by reducing
noise, leaving mostly the biopotential desired to be converted; the amplifier amplifies the signal to a range of 100–100,000 times the information from electrodes
[25]. The converter then changes the analogical signal from the amplifier to digital
form. In this process, the analogical signal is decoded as repeated samples over fixed
intervals, forming a sampling rate and transforms the signal into a digital information, where the converted resolution has lower amplitude [26]. Lastly, the software
presents the digital signal to the experimenter that will be now able to analyze it.
There is a general association between frequency band and cortical activity:
higher cortical activity provides higher frequency band waves and is usually
involved in higher brain activity. Symmetrically, lower cortical frequency bands
are generally associated with lower brain activity. Hence, delta brain waves are
associated with sleep, theta and alpha band waves are associated with working
memory, attention and creativity, beta and gamma band waves are associated with
intense thoughts and stimulus integration [27]. Those associations are based in
several evidence-based studies, including the creation of EEG by Berger [28] that
firstly divided brain activity into two brain wave frequencies, alpha and beta, and
favored the understanding of mental states and electrophysiology, promoting the
development of the neurofeedback technique.
Another form to capture brain signal and provide neurofeedback is from
functional magnetic resonance image (fMRI) that will offer data of cortical activity
from hemodynamic signals—blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD)—in which
the magnetic resonance captures changes in blood flow during brain activity. In
other words, when there is a neuronal activation, creating a metabolic demand,
oxygen venous blood increases to regulate the de-oxygenated arterial blood. This
increase of oxy-deoxyhemoglobin also increases the resonance signal around
the activated nervous tissue, forming the image. This technique has high spatial
resolution but low time resolution, as to capture an image it is necessary to wait for
a metabolic process, which may take minutes. Therefore, the protocols used in fMRI
neurofeedback must contemplate this temporal delay [29].
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The neurofeedback by fMRI is called real-time functional magnetic resonance
image (rt-fMRI) and has the advantage of providing training in deeper and specific
regions of the brain. Further, although it is a new technique, its results have been
significant [30].
Functional near-infrared spectroscopy is similar to magnetic resonance, since
the brain activity captured is from BOLD signals. Therefore, the hemodynamic
changes are registered by an infrared proximal light spectrum. However, this
spectrum only captures activity from layers closer to the scalp [31]. The neurofeedback training by fNIRS is as recent as the rt-fMRI, but it has the advantage
of being more accessible, as it involves simpler equipment and less medical
environment [32].

5. The EEG neurofeedback
5.1 A brief history of neurofeedback
The first studies that evaluated the association between operant conditioning
and cortical changes were conducted by Sterman et al. [32], where he incidentally
observed that cats trained to increase their activation in 12–15 Hz at Rolandic cortex
were resistant to a convulsion-inducing chemical—hydrazine. Afterward, he conducted this experiment in humans to check if the neurofeedback would be able to
inhibit not controlled seizures. This frequency band (12–15 Hz) observed centrally,
at the sensorimotor region, became known as the sensorimotor rhythm (SMR).
Another study also related to cortical operant conditioning by neurofeedback is
a study conducted by Hardt and Kamiya [33]. The study observed that meditators
have higher alpha wave patterns associated with a calm and tranquil state of mind.
The study found that increasing alpha wave patterns could successfully reduce
symptoms of anxiety.
Afterward, Lubar and Lubar [34] tested the effects of increasing SMR in
children with attention deficit hyperactivity disorder with comorbid hyperkinesia
and demonstrated that neurofeedback can reduce motor movements and increase
attention.
From the mentioned studies, diverse protocols have been developed and
applied in order to diminish symptoms of psychiatric disorders, improve cognitive performance, and manage stress. Therefore, neurofeedback has been used
since its creation in the 1960s to improve conditions such as convulsion, ADHD,
anxiety, depression, and addiction [35–38]. These protocols which have been
extensively studied mainly train the central regions of the cortex to change SMR
(12–15 Hz) [37].
The SMR occurs precisely over the primary motor cortex. This was observed
when cats were operantly conditioned by having the animal press a bar as it waits
for a reward. By measuring cortical activity, they found that, when cats increased
awareness and reduced movement, this was associated with the activation of
12–15 Hz over primary motor cortex [31].
In humans, the SMR follows the same pattern [39], that is, when there is
increased activity (12–15 Hz) over the sensorimotor cortex, there is a suppression of
movement and an increased attention.
The mechanism of SMR neurofeedback is through the inhibition of thalamiccortical circuits, which reduces interference of somatosensorial information [40].
Inhibition caused by the increase of SMR rhythm provides a higher integration of
information processing over the cortex, by reducing interference of motor activity
on cognitive performance [41].
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5.2 Neurofeedback training in the cognitive aging
Cognitive training by neurofeedback has been applied over the last 15 years in
healthy subjects. Successful protocols have been established with young populations [42–45]. However, there are fewer studies conducted with elderly populations [7, 46–50].
Angelakis et al. [46] conducted a study with 30 sessions in 6 health elderly
subjects in order to test alpha neurofeedback at occipital region measuring their
cognitive ability before and after the training. As a result, despite the fact that the
training was conducted at the occipital region, changes in alpha production were
observed frontally. Moreover, the alpha pick experimental group had an increase
at processing speed and executive function, while the increased alpha amplitude
is correlated with increase at verbal, visual, and working memory but decreased
processing speed and executive function.
Becerra et al. [47] conducted a study for theta suppression at the cortical region
that presented a higher-level amplitude at baseline quantitative EEG with 56 health
elderly subjects which were evaluated cognitively before and after training. The
results have shown that theta suppression promoted changes at absolute power of
alpha and, in cognitive terms, there was a significant change at verbal comprehension, verbal IQ at WAIS-III [51], and working memory at Neuropsi [52].
LeComte and Juhel [48] trained four sessions to increase theta centrally (C3C4) in order to improve memory in healthy elderly. The training happened with
30 subjects evaluated before and after training using the Signoret memory battery
[53]. The results have not indicated any memory changes between tested groups.
However, it highlighted how important might be the number of neurofeedback
sessions to provide cortical changes. Gruzelier [45] has demonstrated it is necessary
to have at least 10 sessions to produce an effective training.
Wang and Hsieh [49] conducted a study comparing how neurofeedback might
improve attention and working memory in healthy elderly and young subjects. It
had 32 subjects randomically assigned to increase theta activity at frontal vertex
(Fz) since studies have shown that that working memory tasks require theta activity
in this area [54, 55]. Elderly and young subjects showed improvement in attention
and working memory even at rest. This study highlighted the question of whether
cognitive enhancement performance protocols developed to young people might be
applied to elderly as well, although the cortical differences with aging.
A study conducted by Belham et al. [56] suggested that a higher activation
in theta centrally in adults and elderly is related to attentional processes as well
as cortical integration during mnemonic processes. They also suggested that the
mechanism behind brain wave intensity differences observed in elderly in comparison to young people is related to the Compensation-Related Utilization of Neural
Circuits Hypothesis (CRUNCH). According to CRUNCH, the elderly brain will
recruit higher cognitive resources according to task demand and will have a higher
intensity neuronal activity at the beginning and middle of the task, as a way to
compensate for the decrease in processing speed and for atrophy. Consequently,
elderly will reach the performance ceiling faster, while a young will increase brain
activity throughout the task [57].
Another study, conducted by Reis et al. [50], tested the neurofeedback using
a short but intensive protocol to increase alpha and theta at several regions (Fp1,
Fp2, Fz, and Pz) comparing subjects while they trained their cognitive abilities in
working memory tasks. All elderly subjects were tested and retested in order to
check for improvement. The results demonstrated that the neurofeedback group
increased their working memory significantly, while the group of cognitive training
plus neurofeedback had only shown a tendency to improve.
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The neurofeedback group was also able to increase theta and alpha frontally
(Fz), while neurofeedback with cognitive training presented only a tendency
to increase alpha and theta frontally. An interesting result about neurofeedback
observed by Reis et al. [50] was that the placebo group was also able to increase
their alpha rhythm, as alpha is predominantly involved at attentional tasks, and
when a simulation of neurofeedback was presented, the cortical activity was
recruited even in a placebo situation. Therefore, the study has demonstrated that
neurofeedback was able to change alpha and theta rhythm, consequently improving
the performance in working memory task.

6. Neurofeedback training to improve working memory
We conducted a study with 17 healthy elderly subjects in order to increase SMR
activity centrally (Cz) in 10 sessions to improve working memory performance,
based on the assumption that attentional control is required at the central executive
to keep the information continuously accessible [58]. The study conducted was an
experimental-placebo randomized study. Quantitative EEG was collected during a
working memory task called delayed matching-to-sample (DMTS) task before and
after training to check for the cortical changes observed [7].
The DMTS task is a type of match-to-sample task, a pictorial working memory
task which subjects are presented with a visual stimulus they are required to
remember. It consists of two phases: the first phase presents the subject with an
image for 500 ms, and then the image disappears for an interval of 15,000 ms.
Then, in the second phase, two images are presented for 2000 ms, one being
the same image as in the first phase and another being randomly chosen from a
database. The objective is to click using a computer mouse on the picture that was
initially presented at the first phase. An auditory feedback is provided (pinched
sound to correct answers and bass sound to incorrect or not answered).
The neurofeedback protocol was developed by the authors, where the subjects
sit comfortably in front of a computer screen and three cortical electrodes were
installed, one at Cz and two other at ears lobes, one for reference and another for
grounding. Two other electrophysiological electrodes were installed, one for heart
rate frequency and another for breath frequency, both being only for measurement
and not analyzed or used as feedback. The objective of the training was to increase
SMR in 10% higher of each baseline measurement. The training took 3 min and was
divided in three intervals, whereas in every interval it was collected a baseline frequency for 1 min. In other words, the training protocol consisted of 1-min baseline
and 3 min of neurofeedback distributed in three blocks.
The equipment used for the neurofeedback training was ProComp Infiniti from
Thought Technology, Canada. The amplifier pattern of the ProComp sampled the
raw EEG at 256 Hz and converted A/D for live feedback. The software applied an
infinite impulse response (IIR) filter to the recorded signal to extract frequency
domain information. Spectral amplitude estimates were calculated for the active site
(Cz) on raw 1-s EEG segments. A band-pass filter was used to extract the reward
EEG frequency band for SMR (12–15 Hz) for feedback.
The EEG equipment used to measure brain wave activity while subject were
performing DMTS task was Neuron-spectrum from NeuroSoft, Russia, with a
19 channels WaveGuard Connect cap, ANT Neuro, Deutschland, in a monopolar
montage, decoded by Neuron-Spectrum software, NeuroSoft, that capture cortical
activity of regions according to the 10/20 system. It was applied a rejection rate of
120 dB established by the program, sample rate of 2000 Hz, higher band filter pass
of 0.5 Hz, lower band filter pass of 35 Hz and notch of 60 Hz.
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The experimental group did ten sessions of SMR neurofeedback twice a week for
5 weeks. The placebo group did one session and then replayed their first session for
the other nine sessions, twice a week for 5 weeks. The control group did the DMTS
task firstly, waited 5 weeks, and did another DMTS task, without any contact to
neurofeedback.
The results have demonstrated an improvement in working memory performance at the neurofeedback group comparing to placebo group and control. That
is, subjects from the experimental group presented a higher number of correct
response in the DMTS after neurofeedback training, demonstrating that neurofeedback facilitates attentional process that is critical for a good performance in working
memory tasks.
Besides that, a comparison between groups at the pre-training phase has demonstrated that they were not different in performance as a sample (p > 0.05 ANOVA).
Therefore, there was no performance difference between group compositions that
could justify the observed changes. Consequently, the neurofeedback training
might be responsible for the change in the performance.
Moreover, the ANOVA between groups after training have demonstrated
no difference between experimental group and placebo, although there are
differences between experimental and control groups (p < 0.05) as well as
placebo and control groups (p < 0.05) (Figure 2). However, the placebo group
presented some improvement at their performance on DMTS after training,
suggesting that the training procedure, even when without contingency, is
capable of facilitating effects over attentional processes that reflect on working
memory performance [50].
Therefore, merely being at the office, having the electrodes put on and playing
a neurofeedback session that does not give real feedback can exert and facilitate
cognitive processes. And although the placebo group also did demonstrate
an improvement in performance, it was not statistically significant as in the
neurofeedback group.
Thereby, it can be stated that from the principles of operant conditioning,
the reward must be contingent to achieve conditioning; however the incontigency
of reward can also influence in the results [59], since somehow there is a
feedback acting over the subject action. Moreover, it can be observed that none
of the participants noticed the placebo condition. That is, even though the
training was a repetition of their first session and there is no real feedback, the
contingencial expectation over the results interferes in the self-regulation of those
subjects [60].

Figure 2.
ANOVA delayed matching-to-sample mean of correct response between groups after neurofeedback training in
all groups: NF, experimental group; SNF, placebo group; and NNF, control group. *p < 0.05.
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Figure 3.
Mean of the correct responses pre- and post-training at delayed matching-to-sample between condition and
groups. NF, experimental group; SNF, placebo group; and NNF, control group. *p < 0.05.

Hence, if the participant believed the training to be true and received the
impression of feedback, even not-contingency over their action, it might be
able to modify its self-regulation and consequently obtain an improvement of
performance.
Thus, the improvement of working memory does not occur only by the effective
training but also by placebo, demonstrating that the exposition to the technique is
sufficient to induce a positive changes in cognitive abilities, while the lack of stimulation demonstrate to be deleterious to the participant, as the control group does not
present any changes between the conditions (Figure 3).
As stated before, the working memory model is multicomponent and involves
more than one cortical area: mainly regions of medial temporal lobe and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. The activation of EEG is superficial, unable to capture
neural activity from deeper areas such as hippocampus and inferior parietal cortex.
However, in the study, it was possible to observe a higher activation at the pretraining DMTS task from recruited areas associate to working memory task, frontal
and central, mainly in alpha and theta frequency band.
It can be also highlighted that at the pre-training condition, all frequency
bands had an increased intensity in almost every region measured and, on
the other hand, at the post-training there were changes at position with less
intensity of some frequency bands. In theta, all cortexes were activated during a
DMTS task, but at the post-training, less regions were activated during a DMTS
task, with significant difference at the frontal, temporal, central, and occipital
areas (Figure 4).
For beta band, at the pre-training and post-training, all regions measured
presented significant differences, predominantly at the right hemisphere.
It was also possible to observe statistically significant differences at the interaction between the placebo and control groups in gamma activation, at pre- and posttraining condition. The activations in both conditions and for all subjects reinforce
the role of gamma activity to provide integration at connectivity during working
memory tasks [61].
In relation to activation between pre- and post-training, the results of the
study have indicated that participants of experimental groups have less activation
in all frequency bands at the post-training DMTS task than the placebo group.
However, the performance at task increased. Therefore, it can be inferred that the
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Figure 4.
ANOVA between condition (pre- and post-training) and interaction of theta (4–8 Hz), alpha (8–13 Hz), beta
(13–30 Hz), and gamma (30–60 Hz) frequency band (columns). The first role is placebo (SNF) to left and
experimental (NF) to right, at pre-training and post-training; second role is placebo (SNF) to left and control
(NNF) to right, at pre-training and post-training; and third role is experimental (NF) to left and control
(NNF) to right, at pre-training and post-training. The red dots are p < 0.05.

neurofeedback training resulted in a less-generalized cortical activation, which is
related to a better performance at the working memory task.
In aging populations, cognitive and behavioral changes are evident by neurobiological changes that occur due to volumetric changes in brain structure, and lower
efficiency is observed at information processing, including a diminish in speed,
working memory, inhibition, and long-term memory [62]. And in compensation
for their inefficiency, the elderly increase the intensity of activation during complex
task performance, as observed at the placebo group.
Therefore, brain wave changes observed at placebo group as higher activation
during DMTS task before and post-training neurofeedback might have occurred to
keep performance, which is in line with the CRUNCH hypothesis, previously stated,
in which elderly will overcome their difficulty with an increment of brain activity
[57]. On the other hand, in the neurofeedback group, the activation was less statistically different from pre- to post-training at DMTS task, but their working memory
performance increased. Therefore, the neuromodulation of neurofeedback relies
on persistent human functional reorganization and neuroplasticity that is observed
in pre- and post-test EEG comparison [63–65]. These changes are based on the
combination of Hebbian and homeostatic plasticity [22].
Hence, the neuroplasticity observed at the neurofeedback group is in accordance
to the interactive model [66] that is based in two principles:
• First, when a task involves a learning characteristic based on repetition, it is
associated with less activation and more specificity of the area.
• On the other hand, if the learning process of a training is based on metacognitive strategies, there is a higher activation of several cortical areas.
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Consequently, as the neurofeedback was related to the increase of SMR repeatedly, it was a repeated training, and a reduction of activation was observed and an
increase of efficiency.
Afterward, the neurofeedback training even at placebo condition was able to
change cortical activity. However, the changes on the experimental group were
more precise and specific.

7. Conclusion
The studies mentioned above have demonstrated that the training protocols
with elderly involve diverse proposals and sometimes may have inconsistent results.
However, despite the diversity of protocols, the studies have demonstrated positive
neurophysiological and cognitive effects related to working memory and attention.
Therefore, these results suggest that neurofeedback might be an important tool to
increase cognitive reserve at aging.
To conclude, since
1. Neurofeedback is an accessible technique for neuromodulation by EEG that
provides operant conditioning and cognitive self-perception.
2. Aging individuals experience decline in their neuropsychological abilities.
Techniques and tools that favor the formation of cognitive reserve have become
of fundamental importance to society, once the increase in life expectancy leads to a
longer period in this later stage of life.
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Chapter 4

Feeding and Eating Disorders
Bianca Suciu and Cătălina-Angela Crișan

Abstract
Eating disorders, which are well known as a substantial mental health problem
in society, have been reclassified as feeding and eating disorders in DSM-5 and also
in the 11th revision of ICD. The new classification includes binge eating disorder
and avoidant-restrictive food intake disorder (ARFID), in addition to anorexia and
bulimia nervosa. They are considered serious disorders, with high morbidity and
mortality risks, that affect the young community in particular. Current research
shows increases in all genders and age groups. Various genetic and biologic factors,
an insecure personality type, impulsive traits, dysfunctional emotion regulation,
and society’s ideal of slimness have been found to play a role in the development of
these disorders. A dual approach with focus on the symptom and the underlying
problems is needed for all types of eating disorders throughout the psychotherapeutic interventions. Assessing comorbid psychiatric and medical symptoms is
extremely important. Further research and new directions of treatment are needed
with regard to the expanded classifications.
Keywords: eating disorders, anorexia nervosa, bulimia nervosa, binge eating
disorder, treatment

1. Introduction
Eating disorders, which are well known as a substantial mental health problem
in society, can come across all ages, but anorexia nervosa and avoidant-restrictive
food intake are more common in childhood and adolescents, while bulimia nervosa
and binge eating disorder are less prevalent in pediatric patients, but also with
significant functional impairment [1].

2. Epidemiology
Recently, a systematic review analyzed the lifetime prevalence of eating
disorders and found for anorexia nervosa a prevalence of 1.4% for women and
0.2% for men. Bulimia nervosa had higher prevalence scores 1.9% for women and
0.6% for men. Binge eating disorder had the highest prevalence percentage with
2.8% in women and 1% in men. The prevalence for avoidant-restrictive food intake
disorder was investigated and was found to be 0.3% [2, 3]. All these results must be
cautiously taken into consideration because the real community incidence of eating and feeding disorders is unknown. Other studies found an increasing number
of cases diagnosed with bulimia nervosa or binge eating disorder [4, 5]. In the
young women’s population, anorexia nervosa seems to be the most predominant
form of feeding and eating disorders, while binge eating disorder is more common
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in men [6]. Overall, studies show a higher prevalence of eating disorders among
females and the young population [7].

3. Causes
Genetic predisposition is associated with the diagnosis of anorexia nervosa.
Studies demonstrated that it is also a vulnerability inherited for anxiety and obsessiveness, by examining the family members of patients suffering from eating disorders and identifying anxiety disorders, obsessive compulsive disorder and autistic
spectrum disorders diagnosed in the family members. The families with eating
disorders have higher levels of academic achievement, traits of perfectionism and
sensitivity, being above the average [8]. On the other hand, some studies explained
the onset of anorexic episodes in the context of nonspecific triggers such as puberty,
changes of schools or home, exams, conflicts with friends, family members, being
bullied and bereavement. The anorexic behavior becomes a mechanism that manifest’s in discomfort situations rather than confronting them [9]. A report showed
that bulimia and binge eating disorders are being influenced by environmental
factors, but theses play also a part in the onset and evolution of anorexia nervosa.
In the same study it was mentioned that 17–18 years old was the peak age onset for
bulimia and binge eating disorders [10].

4. Symptoms
Typical symptoms describing patients with anorexia nervosa are an obsessive
fear of gaining weight, body dysmorphia, voluntary and deliberate purging and over
exercising. Purging is a voluntary action, characterized by putting the fingers down
the throat to induce vomiting. Because of this repeated action on the knuckles of the
right hand appear calluses, known as Russell sign, caused by the repeated pressure from the teeth during purging. In time purging becomes a reflex and patients
can vomit without effort, quickly, within seconds. Due to the gastric acidity after
vomiting, teeth may become denuded of enamel and the parotid gland becomes
enlarged. As a consequence of many hours of physical exercise joint problems can be
precipitated and, on the long term, osteoporosis can develop caused by malnutrition
and endocrine abnormalities [11, 12].
Specific behaviors usually used by patients in order to lose more weight are represented by avoidance of calorie intake such as a restrictive diet, consuming vegan
food, hiding or disposing the food that is served by offering to pets or friends,
chewing gum or smoking just to feel the mouth full with something, trying to
mimic the feel of fullness by drinking water or diet drinks, always calculating the
amount of calories intake by reading all food labels or avoiding medication that can
lead to weight gain. Another way to maintain or reduce weight is to overcome the
calorie intake by inducing vomiting, using laxatives in excessive doses, exposing
the body to cold just for burning more calories, doing exhausting physical exercises, administering pain killers to release pain in order to be able to over exercise,
using and buying substances for losing weight. Also, compulsive behaviors of
rechecking ones weight, examining oneself in mirrors for hours, seeking to feel
their bones through skin, comparing their body to magazines or online pictures can
be present [13].
To define compulsive exercises we must assume any form of physical activity
that cannot be stopped or cut down even in the presence of detrimental effects
on health status [14, 15]. For persons who associate excessive physical exercises,
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this behavior usually started for healthy issues, prior to the presence of eating
symptoms, and patients describe themselves as having greater levels of physical
activity than their friends during childhood, or even being athletes during that
period [16, 17]. For normal subjects, usually these activities come unplanned and
are done in a spontaneous manner, with joy in participating, but for patients with
eating disorders activities become carefully planned and self-conscious. A possible
explanation of this behavior comes from ancient times, as an evolutionary adaptation; despite weight loss individuals are able to search food in wider areas [18]. Also,
a strong emotional involvement is attached to physical activities [19, 20], and it is
considered to be the last symptom that resolves [21]. Examples of such exercises are:
swimming, running, cycling, all of this done in privet and solitude; go up and down
the stairs more than it is required for a task, getting of public transport for walking
long distances, standing on feet for longer than it is required or pacing all the time.
Studies connect the over activity that is still present after discharge with a more
chronic evolution, earlier relapse rates and longer periods of time spent in hospital
admissions [22, 23].
Gastrointestinal functional symptoms can also associate in the course evolution
of an eating disorder. Patients with anorexia nervosa reported postprandial fullness, abdominal distension and unspecific abdominal pain. On the other hand, for
bulimia nervosa more frequent were reported bloating, flatulence and constipation
as gastrointestinal functional symptoms [24]. If these symptoms are severe enough
and require more investigations, for patients that are malnourished, invasive investigations of the gut such as colonoscopy or upper gastrointestinal endoscopy, could
lead to important risks. Patients diagnosed with anorexia nervosa have the gut
much thinner than well-nourished patients, and so the risk of tear or perforation is
much higher, therefore, less invasive investigation are considered to be safer, such as
CT scanning or barium passage [25].
Osteopenia represents a consequence of bone loss after a long period of low
weight and sex steroid suppression. This effect may become irreversible in patients
with severe anorexia nervosa, and implies a high risk for bone fracture even in
young old patients [26].

5. Examination
One of the most important phases in physical examination consists in determining the body mass index, which expresses weight in kilograms reported to height
in squared meters (height is greater early in the morning). It is a simple formula
to measure the nutritional risk but always needs to be interpreted in the clinical
context. Sometimes based on this measurement, the case management plan can
be influenced in determining which patient needs the most to be admitted and
which can be treated in the community [27]. A so-called normal BMI is considered
between the interval of 20–25 kg/m2, but if this parameter keeps falling as a consequence of inappropriate restriction of food intake, this has to be taken into consideration. Measuring the physical resilience of the patient with a simple screening test
can be done by telling the patient to sit up, squat and stand, or by using handgrip for
measuring strength [28]. Another important step is measuring pulse, blood pressure, and ECG for investigating the risk of prolonged QTc interval (over 450 ms)
that can indicate electrolyte disturbances (hypokalemia, hypomagnesaemia, and
hypocalcemia), heart disease (myocardial ischemia and cardiomyopathies), and
improper use of drugs such as antipsychotics, antidepressants, antihistamines,
antibiotics, and antiarrhythmics. Commonly anorexic patients present cardiovascular instability as bradycardia, showing a pulse under 50 bpm, or resting tachycardia
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with a pulse over 100 bpm suggesting infection or dehydration [29]. Also, basic
screening is necessary. A full blood cell count has to be done, biochemical assays
such as transaminase to evaluate liver function, creatinine and urea for determining
renal function. Electrolytes abnormalities are common and need to be measured to
exclude hyponatremia after an excessive water intake, hypokalemia in the context
of excessive purging, or hypocalcaemia, hypomagnesaemia that can indicate the
improper use of laxatives. Thyroid function should be checked together with
plasma ferritin, folate, and B12 vitamin [30].
Body temperature frequently drops under 36°C in anorexic patients, who
voluntary induce hypothermia in order to start shivering, consume energy and
lose some more weight. Fever in a patient with low BMI is always significant and
can indicate infection, with negative consequences because even minor episodes
of sepsis can have a fatal outcome. Other signs present could be pale conjunctives,
dry tongue and teguments, muscular weakness, peripheral edema in the context of
low-level albumin, hand calluses after self-induced vomiting. It is not uncommon
that patients present constipation, as a paradox effect of withdrawing the laxatives
that were used for long periods of time in very high doses [31].

6. Making a diagnosis of eating disorder
The ICD-11 restructured the chapter of feeding and eating disorders guided
by the principles of more clinical utility and relevance around the world, after
25 years of research and evidence based knowledge. The disorders included in this
chapter are not better explained by other health problems, developmentally conditions or cultural context. Moreover, two previous distinct conditions were united
in one single block named feeding and eating disorders that combines abnormal
eating patterns associated with fear of gaining weight, body image and feeding
behaviors that imply limited food intake, eating non-edible substances, or voluntary regurgitation of foods that have been eaten. We could say that this grouping
decision enhances the clinical importance of feeding problems during infancy and
childhood [32].
The ICD-11 guidelines for Pica have not been changed in a substantial way from
the previous version of ICD. Pica is still characterized by a frequent and regular
ingestion of non-nutritive substances, like different objects or materials, to a persistent and severe degree that requires special clinical attention, in a subject capable to
distinguish between substances that can and cannot be eaten. This type of behavior
has severe risks on the health and functioning system of an individual [31, 32].
For the rumination and regurgitation disorder the ICD-11 guidelines are
almost the same as in the ICD-10. The main symptoms of the disorder need to be
frequent as several times per week and present over a sustained period of at least
several weeks. Characteristic symptoms that appear in an individual that reached
the age of 2 are represented by regurgitation of food that was previous swallowed
or the food that was brought up in the mouth could be re-chewed, re-swallowed or
spat out [33].
A new ICD-11 diagnosis is avoidant-restrictive food intake disorder, characterized by a very low and insufficient amount or variety of food in order to supply
an adequate level of energy or demands. This course of restriction causes weight
loss and nutritional deficiencies but without a preoccupation of body weight and
shape [33].
For Anorexia nervosa, the major features of the disorder remained unchanged
in the ICD-11, such as a low body weight for an individual’s height, age and developmental phase without a better explanation of another condition. The low weight
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is defined by a body mass index under 18.5 km/m2 or less than the fifth percentile
in children or adolescents, but these should be used as general aspects of reference
permitting in some circumstance to diagnose anorexia nervosa at higher levels
of weight. A detailed specification was added to anorexia as a severity qualifier
indicating that the level of underweight status can influence the prognosis by other
health complications determining a high mortality risk or a poorer outcome. This
classification consists in significantly low body weight; defined as a BMI between
18.5 and 14.0 kg/m2 for adult subjects and between the fifth percentile and the 0.3
percentile in children. The next severity step is named as dangerously low body
weight and requires a BMI below 14.0 kg/m2 for adults and for children less than 0.3
percentile. Another important aspect in the ICD-11 is the qualifier anorexia nervosa
in recovery with normal body weight, providing a solution for those patients that
have regained weight but still need special attention and care. Despite the DSM-5
classifications, ICD-11 emphasizes the behavior patterns (restricting pattern and
binge-purge pattern) that are weight related and used by patients in order to lose
more weight. In both classification systems, physical symptoms such as amenorrhea, osteopenia are frequent consequences of food restriction, they still occur but
they are no longer considered as one of the main criteria for diagnosis. Also, the
ICD-11 and DSM-5 do not include as mandatory the presence of a reported fear
about gaining weight, considering this symptom as a more culturally based belief.
On the other hand, there is a need of modified normal behavior in order to prevent
loss weight so that anorexia nervosa diagnosis can be confirmed [32–34].
Bulimia nervosa in the ICD-11 remains characterized by binge eating episodes
and compensatory behaviors to prevent weight gain but, different from anorexia
nervosa, the patient is not underweight even if they are preoccupied by body shape
image. A change in the frequency of the binge eating episodes was made by reducing them to once a week or more over a period of at least 1 month. Also, the time
criteria have been shortened admitting the importance of receiving clinical care
without any further delay. In parallel, for DSM-5 the time criteria include a period
of at least 3 months. A binge eating episode represents a distinct period when an
individual has no control over the eating or the amount of food intake. The common
type of bulimia is the one without purging but with severe fasting or physical exercises and can be difficult to differentiate from binge eating disorder based solely on
the regular compensatory behaviors [35].
A new diagnosis was added to ICD-11, named binge eating disorder, separated
by the other eating disorders as a disturbance characterized by recurrent binge
eating episodes accompanied by negative emotions and severe distress, without
compensatory behaviors to prevent weight gain. This category was previously
described in the Appendix of DSM-IV and now forms a new diagnosis in the DSM5. To assume a correct diagnosis according to DSM-5, 3 out of 5 additional features
have to be present, like: eating faster than normal; eating even if the patient does
not feel hungry; eating until he feels uncomfortably full; the food intake is done
in solitude; and negative emotions such as guilt, disgust or depression can follow
the overeating. An important aspect is that ICD-11 guidelines do not require for
the binge eating episodes an objective evaluation of the amount of food eaten but
suggests the importance of the subjective experience of losing control over eating
rather the quantity ingested [36].
While both bulimia nervosa and binge eating disorder associate marked distress
in the ICD-11 criteria, the DSM-5 requires marked distress just for binge eating
disorder and not in the case of bulimia nervosa. A possible explanation for these
differences between the two diagnostic categories would be the presence of the
weight-compensatory behaviors that we can assume to reflect severe distress. In
ICD-11 disturbances in body shape are required for anorexia and bulimia nervosa;
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self-body image concerns can be present in the binge eating disorder or avoidantrestrictive food intake disorder but are not necessary criteria. All in all, the new
changes have the purpose to broaden the diagnostic process and facilitate clinical
practice with the disadvantage of over diagnosing but also with respect to the course
of life evolution [37].
If the criteria of behavior frequency are not fulfilled or other symptoms are
considered sub-threshold, those eating disorders are classified in the DSM-5 as
unspecified feeding and eating disorders, and in the ICD-11 as poorly specified
other feeding and eating disorder [34, 37].

7. Differential diagnosis
Eating disorders must be medically assessed in order to establish if present
physical conditions are consequences of the mental illness or different somatic
health problems. This strategy allows developing an integrated management plan,
because both problems need proper evaluation and treatment and can impact
recovery or the quality of life [38].
The most common symptoms in anorexia nervosa are the fear of gaining weight
and the excessive preoccupation of being overweight or fat. Despite the fact that
they are malnourished, patients try to lose even more weight. In contrast, many
gastrointestinal illnesses have as a central symptom the weight loss and in this
situation the patient is worried about the loss and tries to regain weight. The main
two illnesses with this symptomatology are coeliac disease and inflammatory bowel
disease. More family members can be affected by these diseases, but such family
predisposition can be present for eating disorders too [39].
On the other hand, functional gastrointestinal disorders cam mimic an eating
disorder, but usually they do not associate weight loss and have a long past evolution
in the patient’s history. Such frequently reported diseases are the irritable bowel
syndrome and the non-ulcer dyspepsia, also common in patients with diagnose of
eating disorder. Food intolerance and allergies can simultaneously be present in a
patient with eating disorders, but in this scenario it is more difficult to precisely discriminate between the two conditions [40]. The loss of appetite is a very common
symptom, but nonspecific, in both mental and physical disorders. It can associate
with weight lost and needs more investigating. In eating disorders, patients do not
lose their appetite, the restriction from food intake has a voluntary component,
that is not present in organic disorders, were the loss of appetite is without effort
and involuntary. On the other hand, compulsive eating with an increased level of
appetite can be present in Prader-Willi syndrome, craniopharyngioma, tumors of
the hypothalamus or recovery from acute illnesses. This symptom is characteristic
in bulimia nervosa or the binge purge subtype of anorexia [41]. Dysphagia is considered an alarming symptom in old age patients, and needs endoscopy or barium
passage, malignancy strictures or achalasia are usually suspected. Other gastrointestinal symptoms that are commonly present include odynophagia, nausea, vomiting, hematemesis or melena, abdominal pain, constipation, diarrhea. Odynophagia
described as pain when swallowing can be present in a reflux esophagitis or esophageal candida. Vomiting is a very unspecific symptom usually associated with nausea
that can have different causes such as inflammatory bowel disease, side effects of
different drugs, a high intracranial pressure, pyloric stenosis, gastro-paresis, but
in these circumstances a voluntary control is not present as in eating disorders and
it is not hidden [42]. Hematemesis or melena can represent a medical emergency,
but frequently represent a consequence of purging and vomiting, with the development of Mallory Weiss tears. For the abdominal pain the doctor should establish
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the level of intensity, quality and localization of the pain in order to differentiate a
peptic ulcer, gallstones, pancreatitis or appendicitis. Constipation, diarrhea, and
rectal bleeding are symptoms that need to be integrated with other factors and the
most important aspect is the change in bowel habit that can imply Crohn’s disease or
ulcerative colitis [43].
The age of onset can be a very important clue. Usually, organic conditions, in
special malignant illnesses that can manifest with weight loss, become more frequent with old age. If symptoms appear over 50 years, appropriate investigations
are required. Moreover, the onset of eating disorders is identified in the teenage
years or early adulthood [43].
In order to establish a diagnosis of an eating disorder the patient should be physically examined, the mental state evaluation should be done, all of these supported
by a detailed medical history, family history and social context. All symptoms must
be placed in a chronological order.

8. Management of eating disorders
International guidelines recommend psycho-behavior therapy for all eating
disorders, which can be applied in a form of outpatient care, when the treatment is
accepted and the patient accepts to cooperate, with major beneficial effects, being
more cost-effective, reducing hospitalizations, making patients feel more secure
in their own environment, maintaining social contact with friends and family
members, being able to perform other pleasant activities and making the rehabilitation phase much easier. Patients with a BMI over 16 kg/m2, with bulimia nervosa or
binge purge syndrome are usually treated in outpatient or day care units because
the risks are less serious on physical harm and this form of outpatient context has
been proved to be highly effective [44]. On the other hand, for more severe forms,
when patients’ symptoms are not improving with home treatment or the patients’
physical status is unstable (weight is rapidly diminishing, the BMI is under 14 kg/
m2, low pulse, blood pressure, body temperature decreasing or fever being present,
difficulty in performing the basic test of physical strength) more restrictive measures must be taken in a partial or day admission, or even a compulsory treatment
would be necessary in order for the patient to improve physical and mentally but
also, to limit potential harm behavior [45]. Anorexic patients in general do not want
to die, but it is needed to understand the psychological drive of an anorexic patient
who has an extreme fear of gaining weight, who is unable to rationally see that their
physical state has become critical, and if the weight will continue to drop the result
will lead to death [44].
It is highly recommended for these patients to be treated by a multi-disciplinary
team with a minimum of a psychological therapist and a family doctor, but in
hospital care additional support is required as a registered dietician, specialist
physician, psychiatrist, nurses, physiotherapist, occupational therapist and social
worker [46]. Nurses and other medical staff represent a key element in the management treatment approach by limiting mobility, imposing bed rest, monitoring fluid
balance and physical symptoms (pulse, blood pressure, temperature), supervising
mealtimes (observation for at least 1 h after eating), showers, toilets (patients being
alone can consider a perfect opportunity to engage in behaviors such as purging,
excessive physical exercises or water loading for a false weight gain). Even with the
risk of some saying these rules are unethical; protocols like this can avoid numerous
unwanted behaviors done by patients in the purpose of resisting the weight gain and
destroying the process of recovery. In the context of bed resting for an easier and
closer observation it is important to start prophylaxis for deep vein thrombosis with
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low molecular weight heparin [47]. Also, clothes need to be checked because they
can represent means for falsifying weight or transport regurgitated food. Dieticians
are also important for the safe management of patients with eating disorders. They
need to be consulted for the risk of re-feeding syndrome, must establish a meal
plan for proper nutritional requirements, to include all nutrients, carbohydrates,
proteins, fats, vitamins and all kinds of minerals, to use supplements if the case
imposes, and monitor weight gaining in a correct pace, and also, on the long term,
to provide proper education for a balanced nutrition plan and teach patients how to
prepare their meals and eat adequately in social situations [46].
The management of over activity can be treated firstly by providing psychoeducation about the advantages and disadvantages of this behavior and to discourage
exercise. Also, relaxation and distractions techniques can be helpful, the use of
wheelchairs to reduce the level of energy spent, administer Olanzapine with a good
effect on the compulsive behavior, providing a calm and warm environment, with a
permanent supervision from medical staff [48].
Treatment goals address numerous aspects such as nutritional, physical, social
and mental health comorbidities. Some studies were made on healthy subjects, who
voluntarily agreed to be starved, and the effect of this demonstrated that even in
normal subjects thought processes were slowed, executive functions were impaired,
with decision making disturbances, and personality traits accentuated in a manner
that persons were more paranoid, depressed or became psychotic. The majority of
these symptoms were reversed by re-feeding treatment in normal individuals and
similarities were observed for anorexic patients, who had an improvement in thinking, mood stability and improved the engagement level for psychotherapy [49].
For malnourished patients re-feeding may represent the only solution for surviving. It has to be initiated promptly with benefits on the physical strength, cerebral
function. It restores the reduced size of internal organs, heart, gut and their functions, offers a better functioning of the immune system, patients being less susceptible for infections. All of these outcomes appear after a slow process, because the
body needs to readapt to the increased availability of calories and nutrients [50]. If
the patients have a very low BMI, under 16 kg/m2, or had a rapid loss weight within
the last 3–6 months of over 15% of the body weight, had little nutritional intake for
more than 10 days or have low levels of potassium, phosphate, magnesium prior to
the re-feeding, they are at risk of developing a re-feeding syndrome, according to
the NICE guidelines [51]. The re-feeding syndrome can be defined as a consequence
of trying to re-establish the normal weight of a very malnourished patient. During
this phase, the maximal risk is within 72 h and implies potentially fatal shifts in
fluids and electrolytes. The characteristic biochemical abnormality is the hypophosphatemia, but hypokalemia and hypomagnesaemia can also occur. NICE recommends starting re-feeding process at 5 kcal/kg/24 h for those with severe anorexia
nervosa, through a nasogastric re-feeding tube and progressively increasing the
rate of re-feeding to the target calorie intake over the next 4–7 days. Other studies
showed that higher initial re-feeding rates can be applied such as 15 or 20 kcal/kg/
24 h, with or without the association of re-feeding syndrome [52].
In order to avoid this kind of situations the patient has to be admitted in special medical units with experience in re-feeding syndrome, to monitor the blood
chemistry twice a day, start with caution and increase quickly if the patient tolerates
well. A particular aspect is to start giving thiamine before feeding starts, and to
continue with it at least 10 days in order to overcome the development of Wernicke’s
encephalopathy or Korsakoff syndrome. Hypophosphatemia can have fatal effect
through numerous clinical features such as cardiac failure, arrhythmias, seizures,
tremor, rhabdomyolysis, and respiratory failure. Hypomagnesaemia can also occur
and complicate the feeding treatment by cardiac arrhythmia, hypertension crises,
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tremor, tetany, confusion, seizures and abdominal pain. Hypokalemia can appear as
a consequence of staring to feed the anorexic patient, but more common it is present in patients with binge-purge subtype because of vomiting or induced laxative
diarrhea. All of these electrolyte deficiencies must be treated properly to offer a safe
outcome. Other complications that can occur during re-feeding are elevated transaminase levels with liver failure, coagulation problems, acute tubular renal necrosis,
tubular renal nephritis, cardiac Torsade du Pointes, arrhythmias, prolonged QTc,
cardiomyopathy [53, 54].
If the patients is in a severe state for the re-feeding process doctors have to
decide if an enteral tube feeding is required. For this intervention training and
experience is need, because the gut wall in malnourished patients is extremely
thin and there is the risk of rupture, a lethal complication. Also after passing the
tube, the safety position must be checked before it is used. In order to confirm the
placement of the tube, gastric fluid can be aspirated, and the level of acidity can
be determined, or an X-ray might be required. Gastrostomy tubes are not advisable
to use, they need an endoscopic or radiologic approach, with the risk of peritonitis
or other infections. Feeding through a tube is just a temporary solution, as part of
an integrated plan, and patients need to be responsible and slowly introduce a full
oral intake [55].
For osteopenia the recommended treatment is weight restoration and a normalization of the endocrine hormones. Also hormones substitution with transdermal
estrogen, analogue of parathyroid hormone, bisphosphonates, raloxifene and
denosumab drugs can be prescribed in this case [56].
Psychotherapy should be the treatment of choice for all eating disorders. The
number of sessions required is different in each eating disorder type. In the case of
anorexia nervosa no specific psychotherapy has shown clear superiority, but the
number of sessions required is the highest, with an average of 40. Adolescents with
anorexia nervosa have better outcomes after family therapy. For bulimia nervosa
and binge eating disorder psychotherapy should be offered as a first line treatment,
especially cognitive behavior therapy, or as an alternative interpersonal psychotherapy, psychodynamic, or family-based therapy in children and adolescent with
bulimia nervosa. Usually the number of sessions required is less for bulimia and
binge eating disorder, with a medium of 20 weeks [57, 58].
Pharmacological therapies with positive results in controlled trials in eating
disorders are second generation of antipsychotics and antidepressants. For anorexia
nervosa olanzapine had the most beneficial effects, in the case of bulimia nervosa
and binge eating disorder Fluoxetine showed a good outcome, with a small effect
from Lisdexamfetamine for binge eating disorder and Mirtazapine for avoidant
restrictive eating disorder [59, 60].

9. Evolution and prognosis
Eating disorders characterized by low weight associate high morbidity and mortality rates. A follow-up study which monitored hospitalized patients with anorexia
nervosa reported an average life expectancy of 39 years. Studies showed that 1/3
of patients suffering from anorexia nervosa tend to have a full recovery, in same
percentage patients have just a partial recovery, and approximately 1/3 will have
a chronic evolution or die. On a more optimistic point of view, a full recovery has
been shown to be possible but with early intervention plan and sustained treatment
over a medium of almost 7 to 9 years [61].
In general the prognosis for bulimia nervosa is good with treatment and assistance, but if the patient associate low self-esteem or different forms of personality
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disorders these aspects can affect the outcome. Little is known about the prognosis
in binge eating disorders or other eating and feeding disorders [62].
For all eating disorders, poor prognostic factors can be considered as: late onset,
anxiety in the presence of others when eating, severe weight loss, association of
other chronic disorders, difficulties in childhood for social adjustment, being
a male, having conflicts with parents or friends, being present binge and purge
behaviors, low motivational for change, shame or not having enough money for
engaging in psychotherapies sessions, association of concomitant depressed mood
and obsessive body imagine preoccupation. Better evolutions have been identified
in adolescents than adults, but only in association with family psychotherapy making the majority of these patients partially recovered, with less episodes of relapse.
Also, in the young group distribution an onset in adolescents have a much better
prognosis than one in early childhood [62].

10. Insight in eating disorders
There is now a general agreement that insight is not an all-or-none phenomenon,
but rather a complex, multidimensional concept in psychiatric disorders. It includes
different components, like the ability of a patient to recognize the presence of a
mental illness, the capacity to accept that some symptoms are pathological and
are determined by a mental disorder, the awareness of illness’s consequences and
compliance with treatment [63].
Lack of insight has been largely demonstrated in schizophrenia, other psychoses
and bipolar disorder [64–67]. DSM-5 included an “insight” specifier in OCD, body
dysmorphic and hoarding disorder. Also, different levels of lack of insight, from
good to absent, have been found in other psychiatric disorders, like depressive and
anxiety disorders, specific and social phobias, Alzheimer disease and other neurocognitive disorders, eating disorders [68–71].
Patients with anorexia nervosa (AN) commonly lack insight, at least in the early
stages of illness. This element will determine important difficulties in assessment,
lack of compliance or avoidance of treatment, frequent relapses and also may limit
the identification of eating disorders. These patients have distorted cognitions
about body weight and shape and also, they are ambivalent regarding motivation to
recover [72]. On the other hand, patients with bulimia nervosa (BN) have typically
a bigger level of motivation to recover.
Until now there is not a disorder-specific scale for the assessment of insight in
patients with eating disorders. Many researchers use SAI-ED (the Schedule for the
Assessment of Insight for EDs), a short self-report questionnaire, which has only
seven items. Even if the SAI-ED has not been fully validated, has a significant level
of internal consistency [72].
10.1 Factors associated with insight
In their study evaluating the clinical insight in 193 patients with anorexia
nervosa, Gorwood et al. observed that 88% of patients (171) had a high level
of insight (SAI-ED total score > 4) and 12% of patients (22) had a poor insight
(SAI-ED < 4).
The authors drew three important conclusions:
1. Insight was not improved in a vast majority of patients, even if they followed
4 months of specialized care and all clinical and cognitive markers improved.
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2. In this study, the only factor that has been demonstrated improving insight
was minimum BMI.
3. Premorbid IQ was highly associated with the level of baseline insight.
Other studies revealed other factors correlated with insight (cognitive functions memory and executive functions), psychiatric and addictive comorbidities, associated personality disorders prescribed psychotropic drugs, social cognitions, use of
psychotherapy [72–76].

11. Psychiatric comorbidities in eating disorders
Beside comorbid somatic conditions of eating disorders (anemia, arteriosclerosis, hypertension, high cholesterol, high triglycerides, myocardial infarction,
lung problems, stomach ulcer, Bowel problems, liver diseases, fibromyalgia, stroke,
epilepsy or seizures, cancer, arthritis, osteoporosis, sleep problems), all three EDs
(eating disorders) are associated with other psychiatric conditions, especially mood
disorders, anxiety disorders, posttraumatic stress disorder, substance use disorder
and personality or conduct disorder [77].
Regarding mood disorders, most common associated with EDs are major depressive disorder, persistent depression, bipolar I [78]. Affective disorders, substance
use disorders and anxiety disorders represent the most common predictive factors
for suicide. Researchers have reported also that eating disorders are associated with
suicide. The meta-analysis of Smith et al. [78], which included 2611 longitudinal
studies, concluded that ED diagnosis is significantly associated with an increased
risk for suicide attempt (SA) although the rate of SA varied considerably across
studies [78]. In the group of patients with anorexia nervosa (AN), the rate of SA
was between 3 and 20% [79]; in bulimia nervosa patients (BN), the rate ranged
between 25 and 35% [79]; and in BED patients, the rate was 12.5% [78] and 20.8%
when combining all EDs [80]. In the study of Udo et al., which included 36,171
respondents in the Third National Epidemiological Survey on Alcohol and Related
Conditions (NESARC-III), the prevalence of suicide attempts was 24.8% for AN,
15.5% for anorexia nervosa-restricted type (AN-R), 44.1% for anorexia nervosa
binge/purge type (AN-BP), 31.4% for bulimia nervosa, and 22.9% for binge-eating
disorder (BID) [77].
Regarding anxiety disorders, most common associated with eating disorders are
panic disorder, social anxiety disorder, specific phobias and general anxiety disorder [78]. The association between social anxiety and EDs could be a part of a wider
socio-emotional phenotype which it is considered to contribute to the development
and maintenance of EDs. SA may be a risk factor for ED, or SA may be secondary to
the ED, as a consequence of ED psychopathology or malnutrition [81].
Abuse of substances is common in EDs, the lifetime prevalence being estimated
between 23 and 37% [82]. Tobacco, caffeine and alcohol were the most prevalent
SUD in the study of Bahji et al., being followed by cannabis and cocaine [83, 84].
Between axis II DSM diagnoses, most common comorbidities in ED are antisocial, borderline and schizotypal personality disorders and conduct disorders [78].
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Chapter 5

Neuroprotective Effects of
Curcumin and Vitamin D3 on
Scopolamine-Induced
Learning-Impaired Rat Model of
Alzheimer’s Disease
Saima Khan and Kaneez Fatima Shad

Abstract
The purpose of this study was to find out the beneficial effects of curcumin and
vitamin D3 in rats treated with scopolamine as to generate animal model of tauopathies, i.e., neurodegenerative disorders, including Alzheimer’s disease (AD). Abnormal
phosphorylation of tau results in the transformation of normal adult tau into pairedhelical-filament (PHF) tau and neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs). Our results indicated
that scopolamine-treated rats exhibit increased levels of hyperphosphorylated tau
protein along with PHF, and curcumin and vitamin D3 lowered the levels of PHF
better than donepezil. The effect of abnormal hyperphosphorylation of tau was also
detected in the hematoxylin and eosin staining of brain tissues as well as in the western
blot analyses in our experimental rat models of AD. This abnormal level of hyperphosphorylated tau probably causes cognitive and memory deficit as observed in different
behavioral tests on exploratory groups. Hyperphosphorylated tau may have disrupted
the microtubule network in experimental rats. Signs of temporal region dementia
noted during behavioral studies may be linked to the neurodegeneration and abnormal
hyperphosphorylation of tau observed in our experimental animal model of AD. The
curcumin and vitamin D3-treated group presented lower levels of hyperphosphorylated tau and a better behavioral response. Thus, inhibition of abnormal hyperphosphorylation of tau offers a promising therapeutic target for AD and related tauopathies.
Keywords: Alzheimer’s disease, memory impairment, inflammation, scopolamine,
curcumin, vitamin D3, donepezil

1. Introduction
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a neurodegenerative disorder, which present mainly
in the elderly patients. It is characterized by progressive loss of cognitive functions,
amyloid β (Aβ) deposition, and formation of paired-helical-filament (PHF) tau and
neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs) in the brain cells. NFTs are formed inside the cell
bodies of the neurons. These NFTs cause shrinkage of neurons and resultant loss of
cognition and learning [1, 2].
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Tau protein is a highly soluble microtubule-associated protein found abundantly
in the neuronal cells of the central nervous system (CNS). Tau proteins are the product of alternative splicing from a single gene, designated for microtubule-associated
protein tau (MAPT) in humans, located on chromosome 17. There are six isoforms of
tau found in the human brain. They can be distinguished by their binding domains.
Tau has 79 potential phosphorylation sites on the longest isoform [3]. Tau is the major
microtubule-associated protein of a mature neuron. The other two neuronal MAPs
are MAP1 and MAP2, which are involved in tubulin interaction and promotion of its
assembly into microtubules and stabilization of the microtubule network [4].
Normal adult human brain contains 2–3 moles of phosphorylated tau protein.
Hyperphosphorylation of tau decreases its normal function. In Alzheimer’s disease, brain tau is approximately three- to fourfold more hyperphosphorylated
than the normal adult brain. This hyperphosphorylated state polymerized into
paired-helical-filament tau and when mixed with straight filaments (SF) formed
neurofibrillary tangles (NFT). The hyperphosphorylated tau in AD brain has the
ability to sequester normal tau, MAP1, and MAP2, to disrupt microtubules, and to
self-assemble into PHF/SF. Abnormal hyperphosphorylated tau, in the cytosol, does
not polymerized into PHF [5]. The cytosolic hyperphosphorylated tau is involved
in tubulin assembly but inhibiting its normal assembly and disrupting microtubule
[6]. In addition, with hyperphosphorylation of tau, conformational changes and
abnormal cleavage of tau may contribute to the pathogenesis of AD [7, 8]. Tau
hyperphosphorylation has been reported in AD and other tauopathies; thus, the
inhibition of abnormal hyperphosphorylation of tau offers a promising therapeutic
target for AD and related tauopathies [9].
Similarly, oxidative stress is also strongly linked to neuronal dysfunction and
neuronal cell death [10]. It is suggested that oxidative stress plays a significant role
in the pathological conditions of AD by enhancing Aβ deposition, tau phosphorylation, and loss of synapses and neurons [11].
Reactive oxygen species (ROS) are by-products of biochemical and physiological processes in the body and can cause oxidative damage to macromolecules in an
uncontrolled manner that may lead to many chronic diseases. Thus, overproduction
of ROS is a hallmark of neurodegenerative disorders and other diseases [12, 13].
Neuroinflammation also causes neurodegeneration in the vulnerable regions of
the brain such as the hippocampus. Microglia and astrocytes play important roles in
neuroinflammation and contribute to neurological disorders [14, 15].
Previous studies showed that curcumin acts as an antioxidant by activating
macrophages to remove ROS-like, superoxide anions, H2O2, and nitrite radicals.
Its anti-inflammatory properties were tested in vivo and in vitro on animals
in acute and chronic inflammatory conditions [16]. Moreover, vitamin D also
reported to play a part in the cerebral processes of detoxification by interacting with reactive oxygen and nitrogen species in the rat brain and by regulating
the activity of glutamyl transpeptidase [17, 18], which is a key enzyme in the
metabolism of glutathione. Vitamin D3 is the active form of vitamin D. This study
investigated the effects of curcumin and vitamin D3 on memory and learning, by
assessing the behavioral responses of scopolamine-induced learning-impaired
rats through assays involving the locomotive and maze activities and histological
and protein analysis in the rat brain tissues. The findings of this study show that
inducing learning impairment in rats by using scopolamine followed by treatment with curcumin and vitamin D3 results in neuroprotection and attenuation
of cognitive deficits as shown by reduced brain tissue damage in histoanalysis,
decreased accumulation of abnormal proteins with immunoblot analysis and
increased in the numbers of correct responses to behavioral stimuli during
locomotive and maze tests.
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2. Literature review
Aging is the primary risk factor for AD development. Aged population is prone
to oxidative stress that results in the degeneration of their brains [19, 20]. Diets
containing saturated fat and less intake of vitamin E and C are linked with the
risk of AD [20]. AD patients suffer from memory impairment along with other
cognitive deficits such as language, visuospatial skills, insight, and apraxia. Most
patients may suffer from other symptoms such as depression, hallucination,
apathy, and delusions at later stages of AD [21]. Numerous studies have indicated
that accumulation of amyloid beta proteins (Aβ) and phosphorylated tau (p-tau)
are the key pathological hallmarks of AD [22]. Similarly, oxidative stress changes
ionic homeostasis and other biochemical parameters, which ultimately causes
neuronal dysfunction and cell death leading to progressive dementia associated
with extensive Aβ and tau pathology [23]. Tau is a neuronal microtubule-associated protein that is responsible for maintaining the microtubule dynamics and its
function of transportation by axons and neurite outgrowth [24]. Animal models
have demonstrated that loss of synaptic plasticity is one of the key components in
the neurodegenerative process of AD, and tau is one of the contributing factors
for neurodegeneration [25]. Literature indicated that the oxidative stress plays
a significant role in the pathology of AD by enhancing Aβ deposition, tau phosphorylation, and loss of synapses and neurons [26].
Vitamin D is a group of fat-soluble secosteroids that helps to absorb calcium,
magnesium, phosphate, iron, and zinc. Vitamin D protects the brain from the
degenerative processes of AD by binding itself with vitamin D receptors [27].
Vitamin D deficiency has been associated with neurological and psychiatric disorders. Previous studies revealed that it controls Ca2+ homeostasis in the hippocampus
by regulating intracellular Ca2+. It also controls neurotrophic agents and protects
the brain from Aβ-42 accumulation by stimulating phagocytosis. It also protects
acetylcholine deficiency by increasing the activity of choline acetyltransferase in
the brain. Due to its multiple biological targets, vitamin D can be used as an aide
with the standard anti-dementia treatment. Among vitamin Ds, the most important
compound is vitamin D3, also known as cholecalciferol. Increasing evidence highlights the impact of vitamin D deficiency as an important factor in various central
or peripheral neurological diseases, especially multiple sclerosis and other neurodegenerative diseases, such as amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, Parkinson’s disease, and
Alzheimer’s disease [28].
Curcumin (Curcuma longa (Haldi)) was used as a treatment in the animal models
of AD. It was observed that curcumin reduced the formation of NFTs, Aβ deposition, and Aβ oligomerization. Curcumin can cross the blood–brain barrier because
of its lipophilic nature. It can also inhibit acetylcholinesterase (AChE) activities [29]
and can bind with the plaques leading to the alleviation of behavioral impairment
[30–31]. Curcumin also acts as an antioxidant by activating macrophages to remove
ROS-like radicals, superoxide anions, H2O2, and nitrite radicals [32–35].
Donepezil is available with the trade name “Aricept” developed by Eisai Inc. in
1983. It is a reversible AChE inhibitor, used for the treatment of mild to moderate
dementia in AD patients. It has a long plasma half-life of 70 h. It is a noncompetitive
reversible inhibitor of AChE that improves the function of cholinergic transmission. It increases the concentration of acetylcholine by preventing its hydrolysis.
Animal studies have shown its selectivity for brain tissues and inhibition of AChE
activities in smooth, striated, cardiac muscles. It can also inhibit AChE in red blood
cells similar to its effect at synapses in CNS. AChE inhibition in red blood cells has
been used as an indicator of the clinical effectiveness of donepezil in Alzheimer’s
disease patients [36].
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Scopolamine is a tropane alkaloid that acts as a muscarinic receptor antagonist.
Scopolamine is used to study memory and cognition in animal model of AD.
Studies have shown that scopolamine provides a suitable pharmacological model
of memory defect. Scopolamine administration characterizes cognitive deficits
resulting in the impairment of verbal learning, spatial learning, and reaction time
[37]. Scopolamine can also have an influence on other neurotransmitter systems due
to the functional interaction of cholinergic neurons with other neurotransmitter
systems [38]. Cholinergic transmission is blocked, resulting in cognitive impairment in a rat model of AD [39]. Histological studies of the brain of Alzheimer’s
patients have revealed the presence of activated microglia and reactive astrocytes
around the Aβ plaques. The chronic activation of microglia secretes cytokines and
some reactive substances that exacerbate Aβ pathology; thus, neuroglia plays an
important part in the pathogenesis of AD [40]. Curcumin has a lipophilic property
that is capable of passing through all cell membranes and thus exerts its intracellular effects. Curcumin has antiproliferative actions on microglia. A minimal dose
of curcumin affects the neuroglial proliferation and differentiation. The overall
effect of curcumin on neuroglial cells involves decreased astrocytes proliferation,
improved myelogenesis, and increased activity and differentiation of oligodendrocytes [40].

3. Aims and objectives of this study
This study was conducted with the following objectives:
1. To determine the effects of curcumin, vitamin D3, and donepezil on behavioral
responses of scopolamine-induced memory and learning-impaired rats.
2. To examine the structure of brain tissues obtained from scopolamine-treated
rats with and without curcumin or vitamin D3 or donepezil.
3. To investigate the concentration of hyperphosphorylated tau protein in scopolamine-treated rat brain tissues with donepezil, curcumin, or vitamin D3.

4. Material and methods
4.1 Animals
Male Sprague Dawley rats of 200 ± 25 g were obtained from the animal
house (PAPRSB Institute of Health Sciences Animal Facility, University Brunei
Darussalam). Thirty animals were divided into five groups of six animals per group
and reared under a standard laboratory condition with free access to food and
water. Rats were acclimatized in a laboratory condition for a minimum of 1 week
before undergoing behavioral test. The food was restricted under a daily feeding
regime to maintain the weight of the rats.
All experiments were performed during daylight for 27 days, and all groups
except group I (saline control) received daily scopolamine injection (2.5 mg/kg) to
induce excitotoxicity. Curcumin, vitamin D3, and donepezil were administered to
rats orally (Table 1). All experiments were conducted in accordance with institutional ethics guidelines for animal care and use (Table 2).
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Group

Treatment

Group 1

Saline control (0.9% saline)

Group 2

Scopolamine (2.5 mg/kg) injection

Group 3

Scopolamine (2.5 mg/kg) injection and curcumin (80 mg/kg) oral

Group 4

Scopolamine (2.5 mg/kg) injection and donepezil (2.5 mg/kg) oral

Group 5

Scopolamine (2.5 mg/kg) injection and vitamin D3 (0.0179 mg/kg) oral

Table 1.
List of treatments received by each of the five groups of rats.
Control

Scopolamine

Curcumin

Vitamin D3

Donepezil

Mean

17.42607

176.1054

27.29171

33.8713571

34.12914

SEM

1.261983

71.34413

14.49811

11.5630538

12.12356

Table 2.
Data expressed as mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM), expressed as the mean of time taken by different
groups to reach the reward chamber each alternate day for 27 days.

4.2 Experimental design
4.2.1 Behavioral tests
4.2.1.1 Rectangular maze
This test was used to investigate learning and memory. The maze consisted of a
rectangular box with an entry and a reward chamber with food, which were placed
at the opposite ends of the box (Figure 1). All groups were given training in rectangular maze 1 week before drug administration. Each animal was placed in the same
spot, recording the time taken by the animal to reach the reward chamber (transfer
latency). Five readings were taken for each animal, and the average was calculated
as their learning score [41–43].

Figure 1.
Rectangular maze test.
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4.2.1.2 Locomotor activity
Actophotometer was used to measure the locomotor activity (Figure 2). Each
animal was treated with their respective compound, was placed in actophotometer,
and was given 2 min in activity cage. When the beam of light falling on photocell
was cut off due to the movement of the animal, an activity count was recorded. The
increase or decrease in locomotor activity was then calculated [42, 43].
4.2.2 Histology
After the behavioral study was conducted, the animals were anesthetized, and
their brains were removed and stored in 4% paraformaldehyde (Figure 3). The
brains were embedded in paraffin and kept in the refrigerator. Paraffin sections
(5 μm) were prepared using rotary microtome (Figure 4) and stained with hematoxylin and eosin [44]. Photographs were taken for each section.
4.2.3 Estimation of protein concentration
4.2.3.1 Immunoblotting
Curcumin, donepezil, and vitamin D3 reduce tau phosphorylation in the brains
of a scopolamine-treated rat model of Alzheimer’s disease.
The brain tissues were dissected from the coronal area with clean tools and put
on ice as quickly as possible to prevent protein degradation by proteases. The tissues

Figure 2.
Actophotometer for locomotor activity.
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Figure 3.
Freshly dissected rat brains.

Figure 4.
Paraffin embedding for immunohistochemistry.

were placed in microcentrifuge tubes and immersed in liquid nitrogen to snapfreeze. They were homogenized on ice after adding 1× ice-cold lysis buffer, rinsed
twice with the same buffer, and agitated on a shaker for 2 h at 4°C. After centrifugation for 20 min at 12,000 rpm at 4°C, the supernatant was transferred into a fresh
tube kept on ice discarding the pellet. A small volume of lysate was sampled to
perform a protein quantification assay.
After boiling each cell lysate in Tris-buffered saline, 0.1% Tween 20 (TBST) at
100°C for 5 min, 50 μg of protein was loaded into the wells of the sodium dodecyl
sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) gel for immunoblot analysis. After gel running for 1–2 h at 100 V, the proteins were then transferred onto
the membrane and blocked for 1 h at room temperature. The membrane was then
incubated with 1:1000 dilution of primary antibody in blocking buffer followed by
washing three times with TBST for 5 min each wash. The membrane was incubated
with the 1:1000 dilution of conjugated secondary antibody in blocking buffer at
room temperature for 1 h and washed three times with TBST at 5 min each wash.
Excess reagents were removed, and the membrane was covered with transparent
plastic wrap. The image was acquired using the darkroom development techniques
for chemiluminescence detection.
4.3 Statistical analysis
Data were expressed as mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM). The analysis
of variance (ANOVA, single factor) was used to measure transfer latency with
statistical significance set at p < 0.05.
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5. Results
5.1 Rectangular maze test
The effects of curcumin and vitamin D3 on scopolamine-induced rats were
investigated using the rectangular maze test comparing the results obtained with
that of donepezil, a widely accepted AD standard drug. Rats that were injected
with scopolamine showed significantly higher transfer latency, indicating the
longer time for rats to reach the food (nearly 200 s). Also, there was no sign of
improvement during the successive days (Figure 5). Rats treated with curcumin
and vitamin D3 displayed significant reduction in transfer latency, which means
that treated rats did not take a longer time to reach the food, less than 50 s as
shown in Figure 6. Furthermore, there was a slight reduction in the latency time
from day to day. The effect of these two compounds was also comparable to that
of donepezil.
5.2 Locomotor activity
Actophotometer was used to measure locomotor activity by counting total
photocell counts per rat for 2 min. Rat injected with scopolamine showed progressive decline in their locomotor activity (Figure 7), and average values were shown
in Table 3 and Figure 8. Rats treated with curcumin and vitamin D3 showed an
initial increase in locomotor activities then slightly declined after 7 days followed
by leveling off in the succeeding days. In contrast, rats treated with curcumin and
vitamin D3 showed high locomotor activity compared with the non-treated control
rats treated with donepezil that exhibited similar response as those treated with
curcumin and vitamin D3, suggesting that these two compounds had triggered
alertness and excitatory activities in scopolamine-treated rats.
5.3 Histology
Non-treated rats injected with scopolamine revealed prominent degeneration
of cells and decrease number of nuclei in their brain tissues as compared to those
treated with curcumin and vitamin D3. Moreover, treatment with curcumin, vitamin D3, and donepezil showed similar cell morphology similar to the control group
demonstrating brain cells that appeared normal (Figure 9).

Figure 5.
Effect of curcumin, vitamin D3, and donepezil on latency time compared with the disease control group (mean,
n = 6). The histogram shows the mean of latency time in seconds.
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Figure 6.
Time taken to reach the reward chamber in the rectangular maze. Y-axis represents time in second. Data
expressed as mean ± SEM.

Figure 7.
Effect of curcumin, vitamin D3, and donepezil on latency time compared to scopolamine-treated group (mean,
n = 6). Graph shows mean latency time in seconds.
Control

Scopolamine

Curcumin

Vitamin D3

Donepezil

Mean

12.88686

6.161643

9.911429

11.77929

12.0664286

SEM

3.712271

6.766518

2.502838

3.992999

3.23978538

Table 3.
Data expressed as mean ± SEM for the total number of photocell counts for each group.

Figure 8.
Locomotor activities of all rats except scopolamine-treated rats in actophotometer showed no significant difference.
Data expressed as mean of photocell count (mean ± SEM, n = 6) of animals on each alternate day for 27 days.
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Figure 9.
Hematoxylin and eosin staining of rat brain tissues: A, control; B, scopolamine-induced; C, curcumin-treated;
D, vitamin D3-treated; and E, donepezil. The images show no significant difference in the cellular histology
of the hippocampal area (cornu ammonis) (CA3) in the experimental groups (curcumin, vitamin D3, and
donepezil) as compared with those of scopolamine group, which showed less number of nuclei stained as
revealed by H and E staining. Arrows in scopolamine slide B indicated the gaps around the neuronal cells of
coronal sections (5 μm) at magnification 40×.

5.3.1 Immunoblotting
See Figure 10.

Figure 10.
Western blot analyses of scopolamine-treated and other treatments (curcumin and vitamin D3 and donepezil)
groups showing difference in the levels of hyperphosphorylated tau in a rat model of AD. (a) Immunoblot of
hippocampus homogenates from treated rats (scopolamine, vehicle, treated with curcumin and vitamin D3)
using the PHF monoclonal antibodies and (b) normalized with β actin.

5.3.2 Vitamin D3 + scopolamine
See Tables 4, 5 and Figure 11.
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S/No.

Area

Percent

1

13690.4

17.975

2

22076.4

28.986

3

16481.8

21.641

4

10,292

13.513

5

13,621

17.884

Table 4.
Densitometry data were obtained using image J software, exhibiting relative density of protein from all groups.
S/No.

Area

Percent

1

4240.34

23.631

2

3502.99

19.522

3

1857.51

10.352

4

4913.31

27.381

5

3429.87

19.114

Table 5.
Densitometry data were obtained using image J software. Representing relative density of Tau protein for all
groups.

Figure 11.
Densitometry data obtained from image J software, presented as relative density of tau protein present in all
groups.

6. Discussion
This study investigated the effects of curcumin and vitamin D3 on learning and
memory and locomotion. The first part of the study involved subjecting the rats to
several behavioral tests and examining their memory competencies and locomotor responses. Histological studies were also done on rats’ brains to observe the
changes that have occurred in the brain tissues after various treatments. The results
obtained from rats treated with curcumin and vitamin D3 were compared with
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donepezil-treated rats. Scopolamine (muscarinic cholinergic antagonist) was used
to induce memory impairment in rats [45]. Curcumin was selected as the previous
research showed that curcumin could be used to recover learning and memory
abilities in rats in AD and other inflammatory conditions [46]. Literature also
reported that curcumin facilitates learning and memory functions by diminishing
or preventing lipid peroxidation in the brains of aged rats [47]. In general, curcumin
is a well-known oxygen free radical scavenger [46].
Vitamin D plays an important role in the regulation of numerous neurotransmitters including acetylcholine, dopamine, serotonin, and gamma aminobutyric acid.
Several studies have also been reported that vitamin D deficiency is associated
with neurological dysfunction and that supplementation of vitamin D may induce
a protective effect against neurological disorders [48]. Based on the results of this
study, the rats that were injected with scopolamine only revealed a gradual increase
in the latency time until day 9, indicating a longer time required for rats to reach the
end of the maze where food as a source of attractive stimuli was placed. After the
ninth day, the latency time remained high and was three times higher than that of
curcumin, vitamin D3, and donepezil. Rats treated with curcumin and vitamin D3
exhibits reduced latency time. A slight increase in time was observed between days
1 and 7 and gradually decreased up to day 27. The daily decrease in the latency time
represented the effects of these two compounds on long-term memory. When comparing between curcumin and vitamin D3, rats treated with curcumin had slightly
lower latency time than vitamin D3, suggesting that curcumin was comparatively
more effective than vitamin D3 and donepezil in improving learning and memory
among rats. Rats treated with donepezil initially showed low latency time, but
remained constant until the 27 days. The similarity of latency time values obtained
among curcumin, vitamin D3, donepezil, and the control suggested that curcumin
and vitamin D3 have comparable effects like that of donepezil and may reverse the
memory impairment induced by scopolamine.
The locomotor activity of rats was investigated by placing each rat in an actophotometer for 2 min and then assessing their movement as compared with those treated
with curcumin and vitamin D3. Furthermore, the results indicated a decline in daily
activities suggesting signs of slowing down. Vitamin D3 showed an increase in locomotor activity, which was comparable with those of donepezil and the controls
confirming previous studies on the role of vitamin D in motor activities [49].
Curcumin exhibited slightly less action when compared to vitamin D3, donepezil treated, and control rats but was still exhibiting higher movements than
scopolamine only. After 9 days, the locomotor activity for each treatment except
scopolamine became relatively stable throughout 27 days and did not show any
signs of slowing down, indicating that rats treated with vitamin D3 and curcumin
exhibited signs of alertness that continued for a longer time.
The effects of each treatment were also histologically examined in rat brains.
Sections of the brain tissue from the region of hippocampus were stained to
investigate histological appearance before and after the treatment with selected
compound. The cells in the brain tissue treated only with scopolamine exhibited
less number of nuclei that appeared to be shrunken and smaller than with those
of the control group. Treatment with curcumin and vitamin D3 showed no
difference as compared with those of the brain tissue treated with donepezil and
control group, suggesting that the brain tissues seemed to have recovered after
the rats were treated with curcumin and vitamin D3. The difference in the levels
of tau protein was also assessed using immunoblotting. In scopolamine-induced
group, phosphorylated tau proteins were relatively higher than other groups
indicating a state of proliferation in the brain tissues. Previous studies reported
that accumulation of phosphorylated tau protein is one of the hallmarks of AD [50].
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Western blot images were also assessed visually by making comparisons between
bands in different lanes (Figure 10). Densitometry data obtained from image J
software presented as relative density of tau protein found in all groups (Tables 4
and 5). After the rats were treated with curcumin and vitamin D3, the levels of tau
proteins were reduced suggesting an attenuation of phosphorylated tau proteins in
the rat brains, confirming the earlier studies (Figures 10 and 11) [51, 52].

7. Conclusion
We concluded that Alzheimer’s disease is a progressive neurodegenerative
disorder characterized by gradual memory loss and shrinkage of neuronal cells particularly in the hippocampus and basal forebrain regions. Curcumin and vitamin D3
have biomedical qualities that protect the brain from degeneration associated with
AD. In this study, the behavioral tasks involving rectangular maze test and locomotor activity were used to determine if curcumin and vitamin D3 could improve
learning and memory among rats subjected to scopolamine-induced impaired
cognition. With cognitive impairment, the correct response rate of animals during
acquisition and retention period was significantly lower than that of the control
group. However, treatment with curcumin and vitamin D3 has increased their correct response rate for both tasks that became equal with those of the control group
(p < 0.05). Tissue analysis by H and E staining of the rat brain from the scopolamine group showed less number of cells, which was improved upon the treatment
with curcumin and vitamin D3, resulting in significantly increase in the number of
cells with no gap around them. This was accompanied by reduced level of abnormal
tau proteins detected via immunoblot analysis. Together, these findings demonstrate that curcumin and vitamin D3 have the potential to reverse some cognitive
deficits, correct memory impairment, and protect the brain from degeneration.
The animal model of AD has shown improvement in learning and memory after
exposure to curcumin and vitamin D3 treatment, which slowed down the progress
of AD pathologies delaying the onset of AD. With potential as a treatment for AD in
future, the active structure and the target of both curcumin and vitamin D3 can be
further investigated to elucidate the molecular mechanism by which their beneficial
effects can be enhanced for the improvement of AD patients. Vitamin D due to its
multiple biological targets can be used as an adjunct to standard anti-dementia
treatment in AD. Curcumin has intensively been studied for the improvement of
AD symptoms, and existing investigations on inhalable curcumin and ar-turmerone
on neural stem cells (NSCs) are currently under clinical trials.
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Abstract
Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) is a mental disorder of the
neurodevelopmental type. The disorder represents one of the common causes of
referral for behavioral problems in children to medical and mental health doctors
all around the world. The diagnosis can be done by DSM-V criteria. According
to DSM-V, there are three main subtypes of ADHD: ADHD-inattentive type,
ADHD-hyperactive-impulsive type, and ADHD-combined type. The etiology of
ADHD is not definitively known. A genetic imbalance of catecholamine metabolism in the cerebral cortex appears to play a primary role. Various environmental
factors may play a secondary role. Cognitive impairments in a variety of domains
have been found in ADHD as well as impairment in overall intellectual function.
A meta-analysis of children and adolescents with ADHD showed impairments in
several aspects of executive functioning. The most important part of any intervention plan for a child with ADHD is the physical, behavioral and neuromotor/
neuropsychological examination. Medication should be started with one of the
stimulants. Both d-amphetamine and methylphenidate have been shown to be
effective for improvement of hyperactivity, concentration problems, learning
disorders, and other comorbidities.
Keywords: ADHD, inattention, hyperactivity, impulsivity, behavioral therapy

1. Introduction
Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) is a mental disorder of the
neurodevelopmental type. It is characterized by difficulty paying attention, excessive activity and acting without regards to consequences, which are otherwise not
appropriate for a person’s age. The disorder represents one of the common causes of
referral for behavioral problems in children to medical and mental health doctors all
around the world. It is one of the most prevalent psychiatric conditions in children
affecting 5% of children and adolescents worldwide. Symptoms which are specific
for ADHD could decrease with age as almost 65% of children with ADHD have
partial resolution of signs but 15% of ADHD children exhibit complete disappearance of clinical picture in adulthood [1].
A meta-analysis of 175 research studies worldwide on ADHD prevalence in
children aged 18 and under found an overall pooled estimate of 7.2% [2].
The number of children with ADHD can reach millions. According to data
received in 2016 from USA almost 6.1 million of children have ADHD (9.4%). About
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388,000 children are 2–5 years of age; 4 million children are 6–11 years; and 3
million children aged 12–17 years. Boys are more likely to be diagnosed with ADHD
than girls [3]. The prevalence age for diagnosis is 2–17 years.
Centers for Disease Control and prevention (CDC) uses datasets from parent
surveys and healthcare claims to understand diagnosis and treatment patterns for
ADHD. Estimates for diagnosis and treatment can vary depending on the source [4].
The methods used for ADHD assessment are also different.
Coexisting disorders are common in children with ADHD. According to a
national 2016 parent survey every 6 in 10 children with ADHD could have at least
one other mental, emotional or behavioral disorder; almost half of the children
with ADHD have coexisting behavioral and conduct disorders. One third of ADHD
children could exhibit anxiety disorders as well. Depression, autism spectrum disorder and Tourette syndrome are also common disorders accompanying ADHD [2].
The first information about ADHD appeared in 1865 while German doctor
Heinrich Hoffman described hyperactive child (“Fidgety Phil”). The enormous scientific contribution was done by George Still and Alfred Tregold who were the first
authors to emphasize those clinical clues which still persist [5]. In 1922, the condition
was called as “postencephalic behavior disorder”, later in 1947, it was changed with
“brain-injured child,” then in 1963 it was renamed as “perceptually handicapped
child” and ending with “minimal brain dysfunction” in 1966 [6]. Two years after in
1968 Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (DSM) recognized it as a syndrome under
the term “hyperkinetic reaction of childhood or adolescence.” In late 80s DSM-III
recognized two subtypes of attention deficit disorder (ADD) with hyperactivity
and ADD without hyperactivity. DSM-III revised the term ADD and changed it with
“attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD).” Finally DSM-IV identified three
subtypes of the syndrome: ADHD-inattentive type, ADHD-hyperactive-impulsive
type, and ADHD-combined type [7]. The DSM-V shared the same clinical forms of
ADHD and identified strict diagnostic criteria for each [8].

2. DSM-5 diagnostic criteria
A. A persistent pattern of inattention and/or hyperactivity-impulsivity that
interferes with functioning or development as characterized by (1) and/
or (2):
1. Inattention: Six (or more) of the following symptoms have persisted for
at least 6 months to a degree that is inconsistent with developmental level
and that negatively impact directly on social and academic/occupational
activities.
Note: The symptoms are not solely a manifestation of oppositional behavior,
defiance, hostility or failure to understand tasks or instructions. For older adolescents and adults (age 17 and older) at least five symptoms are required.
a. Often fails to give close attention to details or make careless mistakes in
schoolwork, at work or during other activities (e.g., overlooks or misses
details, work is inaccurate).
b. Often has difficulty sustaining attention in tasks or play activities (e.g.,
has difficulty remaining focused during lectures, conversations or
lengthy reading).
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c. Often does not seem to listen when spoken to directly (e.g., mind seems
elsewhere, even in the absence of any obvious distraction).
d.Often does not follow through on instructions and fails to finish schoolwork, chores, or duties in the workplace (e.g., starts tasks but quickly
loses focus and is easily sidetracked).
e. Often has difficulty organizing tasks and activities (e.g., difficulty
managing sequential tasks; difficulty keeping materials and belongings
in order, messy, disorganized work; has poor time management; fails to
meet deadlines).
f. Often avoids, dislikes or is reluctant to engage in tasks that require
sustained mental effort (e.g., schoolwork or homework; for older
adolescents and adult, preparing reports, completing forms, reviewing
lengthy papers).
g. Often loses things necessary for tasks or activities (e.g., school materials, pencils, books, tools, wallets, keys, paperwork, eyeglasses, mobile
telephones).
h.Is often easily distracted by extraneous stimuli (for older adolescents
and adults may include unrelated thoughts).
i. Is often forgetful in daily activities (e.g., doing chores, running errands;
for older adolescents and adults returning calls, paying bills, keeping
appointments).
2. Hyperactivity and impulsivity: Six (or more) of the following symptoms
have persisted for at least 6 months to a degree that is inconsistent with
developmental level and that negatively impacts directly on social and
academic/occupational activities:
Note: The symptoms are not solely a manifestation of oppositional behavior,
defiance, hostility or a failure to understand tasks or instructions. For older adolescents and adults (age 17 and older) at least five symptoms are required.
a. Often fidgets with or taps hands or feet or squirms in a seat.
b. Often leaves seat in situations when remaining seated is expected (e.g.,
leaves his or her place in the classroom, in the office or other workplace
or in other situations that require remaining in place).
c. Often runs about or climbs in situations where it is inappropriate (Note:
In adolescents or adults may be limited to feeling restless).
d.Often unable to play or engage in leisure activities quietly.
e. Is often “on the go” acting as if “driven by a motor” (e.g., is unable to be
or uncomfortable being still for extended time as in restaurants, meeting; may be experienced by others as being restless or difficult to keep
up with).
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f. Often talks excessively
g. Often blurts out an answer before a question has been completed (e.g., complete people’s sentences; cannot wait for turn in
conversation).
h.Often has difficulty waiting his or her turn (e.g., while waiting
in line).
i. Often interrupts or intrudes on others (e.g., butts into conversations,
games or activities; may start using other people’s things without asking
or receiving permission; for adolescents and adults, may intrude into or
take over what others are doing).
B. Several inattentive or hyperactive-impulsive symptoms were present prior
to age 12 years.
C. Several inattentive or hyperactive-impulsive symptoms are present in two
or more setting (e.g., at home, school or work; with friends or relatives; in
other activities).
D. There is clear evidence that the symptoms interfere with or reduce the
quality of social, academic or occupational functioning.
E. The symptoms do not occur exclusively during the course of schizophrenia or another psychotic disorder and are not better explained
by another mental disorder (e.g., mood disorder, anxiety disorder,
dissociative disorder, personality disorder, substance intoxication or
withdrawal).
Specify whether
314.01 (F90.2) Combined presentation: If both criterion A1 (inattention) and
criterion A2 (hyperactivity-impulsivity) are met for the past 6 months.
314.00 (F90.0) Predominantly inattentive presentation: If criterion A1 (inattention) is met but criterion A2 (hyperactivity-impulsivity) is not met for the past
6 months.
314.01 (F90.1) Predominantly hyperactive/impulsive presentation: If
criterion A2 (hyperactivity-impulsivity) is met but criterion A1 (inattention) is not
mere over the past 6 months.
Specify if:
In partial remission: When full criteria were previously met, fewer than the
full criteria have been met for the past 6 months and the symptoms still result in
impairment in social, academic or occupational functioning.
Specify current severity:
Mild: Few if any symptoms in excess of those required to make the diagnosis are
present and symptoms result it only minor functional impairments.
Moderate: Symptoms or functional impairment between “mild” and “severe”
are present and symptoms result in only minor functional impairments.
Severe: Many symptoms in excess of those required to make the diagnosis or
several symptoms that are particularly severe, are present or the symptoms result in
marked impairment is social or occupational functioning.
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2.1 Etiology
The etiology of ADHD is not definitely known. A genetic imbalance of catecholamines in the cerebral cortex appears to play a primary role. A genetic contribution to the pathogenesis of ADHD is supported by the increased risk of ADHD
in the first-degree relatives of patients with ADHD and twin studies from different
countries that consistently provide heritability estimates of approximately 75% [1].
Various environmental factors may play a secondary role; the significance of
environmental factors is controversial. Dietary influences, sleep deficiency, prenatal
medications, prematurity, iron deficiency, iodine deficiency and etc.
2.1.1 Dietary influences
The influence of diet on attention, hyperactivity, and behavior is controversial.
Some children may demonstrate mild adverse behavioral effects of diets containing
food additives, artificial colors, excess sugar, or reduced intake of essential fatty
acids and minerals.
2.1.2 Food additives
Food additives were first suggested as potential cause of hyperactive behavior
in the 1970. Systematic reviews and the meta-analyses of randomized trials with
methodological limitations suggest that some children with ADHD respond
favorably to elimination diets [9, 10]. However, this conclusion is not universally
accepted, and the issue remains controversial.
2.1.3 Refined sugar
Adverse behavior effects including hyperactivity are commonly attributed to excess
sugar intake by parents and teachers. Parent of children with ADHD frequently note a
worsening of hyperactivity after consuming high carbohydrate meal. There are proposed mechanisms: sensitivity to refined sugar and functional reactive hypoglycemia
(which triggers release of stress hormones such as adrenaline) after ingesting sugar [11].
There is no evidence that sugar effects the behavior and/or cognitive performance [11]. Future studies are necessary to confirm the effect on even a small
subset of children.
2.1.4 Food sensitivity
Food allergy is proposed as a possible factor in the cause of ADHD. There
are few well-designed trials evaluating the potential association between food
sensitivity (allergy or intolerance) and behavior. Demonstration of such association requires removal of the suspect food(s) from child’s diet (elimination diet).
Followed by challenge with suspected food(s) versus placebo. The role of food
sensitivity as a cause of ADHD is difficult to document, cooperation on neurologist, allergist and dietician being essential. The hypoallergic diet deserves further
study [4].
2.1.5 Iron deficiency
The role of iron deficiency in the ADHD has not clearly defined. A comparison of clinical characteristics of children with the lowest serum ferritin
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levels (20ng/ml) and those with highest serum ferritin levels (60ng/ml) show
no significant difference in severity or frequency of ADHD and comorbid
symptoms [4]. In addition, there appears to be an overlap between restless leg
syndrome (which is associated with iron deficiency) and ADHD symptom in
children [12].
2.1.6 Zinc deficiency
The role of zinc in ADHD is also controversial. Several studies have been conducted to find out the role of zinc in the etiology of ADHD. Study by Arnold and
colleagues [13] did not show that the zinc alone could improve the ADHD symptoms. In another study zinc was a part of the treatment [14]. In conclusion, zinc
is tolerated well in children with ADHD. However, further evidences are required
to indicate whether zinc is effective for treating children with ADHD. It is recommended to replicate the randomized well-controlled trials [15].
2.1.7 Prenatal exposure to tobacco smoke
Prenatal exposure to tobacco smoke is consistently associated with development
of ADHD in case-control and cohort studies [16]. Smoking during pregnancy
increased the risk of offspring ADHD. The risk of ADHD was greater for children
whose mothers were heavy smokers than for those mothers were light smokers.
The authors suppose that there can be relationship between maternal smoking and
ADHD in children but could not clarify if other confounding risk factors can affect
on this causality. Thus it is necessary to perform more studies in order to detect
association between maternal smoking and ADHD in offsprings.
2.1.8 Iodine deficiency and children with ADHD
Correlation of the Iodine deficiency and ADHD in children is of high interest.
Thyroid hormones are necessary for the normal metabolic function and the Iodine
is important element in the synthesis and regulation of thyroid hormones. It is well
known that Iodine deficiency (ID) can lead to mental retardation although preventable and the most critical period for this is fetal development. Maternal thyroid
function and Iodine concentration of infant are strongly correlated and the group of
disorders due to disturbances in this correlation are called ID disorders. According
to Hope Abel and colleagues [17] maternal ID during pregnancy has direct association with severe ADHD symptoms in offsprings at eight years of age. Although it
is not recommended maternal iodine intake in order to avoid ADHD risk in child
especially as it is known iodine supplementation in the first trimester is associated
with an increased health risks
2.1.9 Lead exposure and ADHD
Lead (Pb) has as a neurotoxic effect leading to abnormal behavior in children.
There are plenty of studies attempting to detect correlation between exposure
to heavy metals and other harmful environmental factors in the pathogenesis of
behavioral disorders. In 1991 recommended level of lead in children's blood (BLL)
by CDC is set to 10 micrograms of lead per deciliter of blood (μg/dL) and it has not
been changed since then. Donzelli et al. [18] performed systematic review of 17
studies assessing the correlation of lead level and ADHD. According to their results
there is a direct correlation between low lead level of lead in ADHD children’s blood
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and severity of ADHD symptoms. However, we need more high quality clinical
studies to prove this relationship.
Although evidence shows that ADHD is a worth recognizing disorder many
environmental risk factors such as exposure to heavy metals, dietary factors,
environmental exposure to different substances could intensify or accelerate the
progression of this disease. The efforts for early diagnosis of the disease is crucial,
and identifying the contributing factors is of prime importance to prevent ADHD.
Although evidence shows that ADHD is a worth recognizing disorder many
environmental risk factors such as exposure to heavy metals, dietary factors,
environmental exposure to different substances could intensify or accelerate the
progression of this disease. The efforts for early diagnosis of the disease is crucial,
and identifying the contributing factors is of prime importance to prevent ADHD.
2.2 Genetic factors
It has been implicated that genetic factors play a critical role in the etiology of
ADHD as well as its comorbidities. Based on multiple familial, twin, adoption and
single epidemiological studies ADHD is considered as one of the psychiatric disorders which shows the strongest genetic basis. Several twin studies have revealed
that concordance in monozygotic (MZ) twins is higher than in dizygotic (DZ) twins
with heritability estimates of approximately 75–80%. Large numbers of linkage
studies, genome wide association studies (GWAS) and meta-analyses have been
conducted and numbers of susceptibility variants, genes and chromosomal regions
have been reported to be associated with ADHD. Moreover, number of studies also
shows that about one third of ADHD’s heritability is due to a polygenic component
encompassing many common variants, where each variant individually has small
effect but their cumulative effect contributes to the development of the condition.
Investigation of copy number variants (CNVs) has also shown that rare insertions or
deletions contribute to the part of ADHD’s heritability. Recent progress in identifying ADHD susceptibility genes underlines new biological pathways that may have
implication for prevention and treatment development.
According to the literature the mean heritability across multiple twin studies
of ADHD is 74–80% [19, 20] and it is similar in ADHD males and females [21].
According to one study, where 894 probands with ADHD and their 1135 siblings
were studied, there was nine-fold increased risk of ADHD in siblings of ADHD
probands compared with siblings of controls. Several adoption studies also indicate that ADHD is greater among the biological relatives of non-adopted ADHD
children than adoptive relatives of adopted ADHD children and the risk for
ADHD in adoptive relatives is similar to the risk in relatives of control children.
Additionally, adoption studies suggest that the familial aggregation of ADHD
is defined more by genetic factors rather than common environmental factors.
Based on the largest longitudinal study to date on familial aggregation of ADHD,
the closer was the relatedness of probands and their relatives the higher was the
familial aggregation [20]. Consistently, among full siblings, the familial aggregation did not differ significantly by index person’s sex. Moreover, it is expected that
genetic factors play more important role in explaining familial aggregation than
shared environmental factors [22], given that the familial aggregation is remarkably higher in MZ twins than in DZ twins and similar between DZ twins and
nontwin full siblings.
Genetic linkage was the first genome-wide method applied to ADHD. This
method looks through the genome to find evidence that a segment of DNA is
transmitted with a disorder within families. According to the literature there is no
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clear-cut evidence about which chromosomal regions are linked to ADHD and so
far none of the findings met genome-wide significance, suggesting that common
DNA variants having a large effect on ADHD may not exist [23].
Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) scan the entire genome to detect
common (frequency more than 1%) DNA variants that have very small etiologic
effects. The early GWAS of ADHD did not discover any DNA variants that achieved
genome-wide significance. However, recent studies have implicated contribution of
some genes with relevant biological roles in ADHD. For example USP6 is involved
in regulation of dopamine levels in the synapses and regulates neurotransmitter
homeostasis. Certain variants in LINC00461 are associated with educational attainment and ST3GAL3 and MEF2C are associated with ID and psychiatric disorders
[24]. The GWAS analyses also showed that polygenic effects may also contribute
to ADHD’s heritability, where multiple common risk variants each with very small
effects contribute to the development of the disease as a cumulative effect. The
polygenic nature of ADHD was confirmed by evaluating polygenic risk scores and
revealing that it predicted ADHD, in a dose-dependent manner. The discovery of a
polygenic susceptibility to ADHD does not show which DNA variants comprise the
susceptibility, however significant findings implicate that genes involved in biological
processes such as synaptic plasticity, catecholamine metabolic processes, G-protein
signaling pathways, cell adhesion, neuronal morphogenesis and neuron migration
were over-represented in ADHD. Moreover, many of these genes show considerable
interactions with genes identified as trending towards significance in GWAS [25].
It has been known for a long time that rare DNA variants can lead to
ADHD. Because chromosomal deletions and duplications often delete or duplicate
a large segment of DNA which may include part of a gene or even several genes,
they often have clear implications for gene functioning. Several studies indicate that
there is a greater burden of large, rare CNVs among ADHD patients compared with
controls [26]. Despite the fact that deletions and duplications are equivalently overrepresented in ADHD individuals, statistical significance for ADHD is observed
only for duplications, as well as in schizophrenia and ASDs [27] Several well-known
syndromes and chromosomal abnormalities may be associated with multiple
medical and psychiatric problems along with ADHD. Among these are Klinefelter
syndrome, Turner syndrome, 22q11 deletion syndrome, fragile-X syndrome,
tuberous sclerosis, neurofibromatosis, Williams syndrome, as well as translocations
involving SLC9A9, duplication of 7p15.2-15.3 and deletion of 15q13. It is noteworthy
to mention that such larger chromosomal rearrangements show increased incidence
of ADHD along with global developmental delay (GDD), intellectual disability
(ID) and ASD [28]. Beside chromosomal abnormalities there is increasing evidence
of single-gene contribution to ADHD, including inactivating mutation in TPH2,
duplication of CHRNA7 and pathogenic changes in PARK2, FBXO33 and RNF122
[29]. New technologies like next generation sequencing (NGS) and whole exome
sequencing (WES) revealed several novel rare variants in candidate genes, among
them TBC1D9, DAGLA, QARS, CSMD2, TRPM2, and WDR83, NT5DC1, SEC23IP,
PSD, ZCCHC4, and BDNF [30].
It is clear that certain DNA variants increase the risk for ADHD. It is not common that only a single genetic alteration may cause ADHD in the absence of other
DNA variants. At the same time it is clear that there are no common DNA variants
that are necessary and sufficient causes of ADHD. GWAS show that a genetic
susceptibility to ADHD encompasses of many common DNA variants, but yet
we do not know exactly which variants or how many of them contribute to the
polygenic nature. The heritability that cannot be explained by main effects of rare
or common variants is likely due to gene-gene and gene-environment interactions.
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The accumulating evidence for ADHD risk factors genes does not exclude the environmental etiological factors which likely work through epigenetic mechanisms,
but these yet have barely been studied in ADHD. In the coming years, we can expect
breakthroughs in the genetics of ADHD. Unraveling the genetics of ADHD will not
be easy, but with rapid development of technologies and with wider application and
better interpretation of whole exome and whole genome sequencing (WGS) data
the knowledge and significance of various rare and common variants will increase
dramatically. Such advances will enable us to understand the etiology of ADHD and
set forth opportunities to diagnose and treat the disorder.
2.3 Biological basis
Attention problems manifested in ADHD are due to dysfunction of ventral
catecholaminergic pathways projecting to prefrontal and frontal cortex. More than
thirty structural and functional neuroimaging studies in ADHD brain have been
reported. The main area in the brain implicating in ADHD is prefrontal cortex and
its innervations of subcotrical regions such as caudate-putamen, nucleus accumbens, and amygdala. Reduced size of corpus callosum has been detected in some
children with ADHD and typically larger corpus callosum in the human female
brain may be protective against ADHD. Cerebellum has been implicated in cognition and emotion besides the well-known role in coordination and maintaining body
posture, suggesting a possible role contributing to ADHD that is consistent with
reports of disorders of fine motor movements in ADHD children. Hippocampus as
an important site for memory is also can be considered as possible participant in
pathogenesis of ADHD. Structural brain imaging could not confirm the structural
abnormalities of hippocampus but functional imaging found reduced cerebral
glucose metabolism in hippocampus in adolescents with ADHD [31].
2.4 Neurobiology
The neurotransmitter dopamine has been recognized to play a role in attention
and cognition especially executive functioning and reward processing [32]. It is a
key contributor to behavioral adaptation.
Dopamine transporter is the most important molecule in the regulation of
dopamine signaling in most areas of the brain-is the main target of stimulants
like Methylphenidate and also dexamphetamine-drugs for ADHD treatment.
These drugs block the dopamine transporter and lead to an increase in dopamine
concentration particularly in the parts of the basal ganglia that are highest in the
expression of the transporter, the striatum [33]. Positron emission tomography
(PET) shows that people with ADHD have more dopamine transporter activity
compared with healthy controls [34]. Besides genetic studies reveal that disorders
in dopamine signaling could occur due to alteration in dopamine receptors which
also has to be seen by PET. Meta analyses have shown significant involvement of
dopamine transporter protein (DAT) and its gene- DAT1 gene 3’-regulatory region
in a larger group of patients with ADHD suggested association of this set of genes
with severity of symptoms in children with this disorder [35].
Norepinephrine signaling is related with dopamine system as norepinephrine is a downstream product of metabolism of dopamine. Innervation of the
prefrontal cortex by norepinephrine pathways is very important to understand
ADHD. Norepinephrine and dopamine signaling are linked in prefrontal cortex
thus influencing each other in organizing prefrontal cortex performance in cognitive tasks [36]. The role of norepinephrine can be explained by the fact that
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Methylphenidate and dexamphetamine inhibit the norepinephrine transporter
together with DAT [36]. It is proved that altering norepinephrine signaling can
improve ADHD symptoms but there is lack of evidence to link it with ADHD
neurobiology [37].
Serotonin has been studied closely in animal models of ADHD. It was found
that serotonin-potentiating agents can inhibit effects on motor hyperactivity [38].
Serotonin neurotransmission may modulate the severity of ADHD symptoms rather
than being related to ADHD onset [39]. Other position means that it may be the
comorbidity especially with conduct disorder, obsessive compulsive disorder and
aggression and mood disorders rather than the core symptoms of ADHD which is
influenced by serotonin [40]. Although serotonin receptor gene HTR1B and gene
encoding the serotonin transporter (SLC6A4, 5-HTT, SERT) have been implicated
in ADHD the effect of environment on ADHD symptoms may explain some of
the observed inconsistency across studies especially the effect of stress on ADHD
seems to be influences by genetic variation in the serotonin transporter gene [37]. In
experimental models serotonin may be critically involved in mediating the behavior
inhibiting effects of stimulants [41]. All these suggest that serotonin may play a role
in pathogenesis in some circumstances but do not establish serotonin-enhancing
drugs as useful treatment.
2.5 Main cognitive finding associated with ADHD
Cognitive impairments in a variety of domains have been found in ADHD as
well as impairment in overall intellectual function. Deficit in executive function are
common in children with ADHD. Executive functioning are the group of cognitive
processes which are responsible for purposeful, goal-directed and problem solving
behavior. A meta-analysis of children and adolescents with ADHD showed impairments in several aspects of executive functioning.
2.5.1 Intellectual function
Visuospatial abilities (block-design subtest) and general knowledge (vocabulary subtest) on the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children-III (WISC-III) have
to be changed in children with ADHD compared with healthy controls. Children
with predominantly inattention without hyperactivity have disorders of visuospatial abilities. In contrast, the ADHD group predominantly with hyperactivity
have the same evidence in visuospatial abilities or vocabulary as their healthy
teens [1].
2.5.2 Language
Language can be impaired in ADHD children. A meta-analysis of children
with ADHD found impairments in verbal fluency especially in phenomic fluency
compared with semantic fluency [42]. Sometimes in adolescents with ADHD the
disorders with object naming also can be revealed [43].
2.5.3 Learning and memory
Working memory is considered to be the most central executive function.
Working memory disorders are quite variable in ADHD children. Mainly working
memory is impaired and becomes the core feature of ADHD with the strongest
impairments reported for the spatial domain of working memory as opposed to
the verbal or phonological domain [44]. Visuospatial working memory is provided
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predominantly by inferior and superior parietal areas together with dorsolateral
prefrontal regions [45–48, 49], Cerebellum also can be activated during visuospatial working memory tasks [50, 51]. Learning disorders also can be seen in ADHD
children. Children with learning disorders and ADHD have more severe learning
problems than children who have only ADHD. Learning disorder and attention
problems are on continuum, are interrelated and usually coexist [52]. Comorbidity
with learning disorders is a modifying factor in the health related quality of life of
children with ADHD [4]. It was found that 5% of children have ADHD without
learning disorder, 5% have learning disorder without ADHD and 4% have both
conditions. Boys are more likely those girls to have each diagnosis. In 2006 approximately 4.5 million school aged children have ever been diagnosed with ADHD
and 4.6 million children with learning disorders [53, 54]. Thus ADHD associated
learning and language disabilities are important comorbidities. Neurological assessment is recommended in children with learning disorder who fail to make academic
progress despite appropriate educational intervention. The adolescents with ADHD
experienced written expression impairment (17.2–22.4%) at a similar rate to reading
impairment (17.0–24.3%) and at a slightly lower rate than mathematics impairment
(24.7–36.3%) [4]. Dyslexia occurs in 5–10% of school children; it overlaps with
ADHD and shows similar genetic characteristics but different brain localizations [4].
Another part of executive disorder is impairment of response inhibition.
Response inhibition specifically is the ability to control oneself by suppressing or altering intended actions that are no longer required or appropriate. Thus normal response
inhibition enables people to adapt properly to changes in the environment. Impaired
response inhibition is central to theoretical models of ADHD [55]. According to
Barkley [56] response inhibition is a central deficit of ADHD affecting top-down
multiple executive functions including working memory, self-regulation, internalization of speech and reconstitution. A large community study showed that ADHD
symptoms in children and adolescents are associated with worse response inhibition
and slower response latency [57]. Response inhibition deficit in ADHD is proved by
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Healthy children activate core network of brain
regions involved in response inhibition including a frontal-striatal and frontal-parietal
network. Children and adolescents with ADHD show decreased activation in frontal,
medial and parietal regions during inhibition compared with healthy teens [58].
Willcut et al [59] found impairments in other domains of executive functioning
like planning and vigilance in addition to response inhibition and working memory.
They noted that while impairment in executive functioning are closely associated
with ADHD such deficits do not explain all of the cognitive impairments observed
in ADHD suggesting that executive dysfunction is only one part of the cognitive
impairments associated with ADHD [1].
Another frequently described comorbidity is disorder of cognitive flexibility. It is clear that ADHD children are more likely to respond with overlearned
and automatic responses when faced with problem-solving situations or context
that demand the thoughtful formation of strategies and the flexible shifting of
thought [60]. Barkley et al [60] suggested that behavioral or verbal creativity
can be impaired in children with ADHD as a consequence of their poor verbal
inhibition.
Decision making can be considered as important part of executive functioning.
ADHD children and adolescents have specific decision making deficits. ADHD people
have no impaired learning rate per se as it was suggested before [61]. ADHD individuals exhibit less comprehensive decision process and more frequent exploration
activity compared with controls. This feature could occur due to impaired reward
prediction processing in the medial prefrontal cortex which is considered as an
integrative hub in the brain responsible for decision making and learning. The deficit
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in decision making in adolescents and adults was similar in severity to the deficits in
attention in individuals with ADHD [62].
Reward sensitivity is an evolutionary important part of executive functioning.
Rewards are accompanied by positive feeling and they reinforce reward linked
behavior [37]. This process of reinforcing behavior forms the basic principle of
learning [63]. Individuals with highly sensitive to rewards shows maladaptive
behavior like risky behavior and addictions [37]. Theoretical model of ADHD consider altered reward sensitivity as a main cognitive mechanism [64], Children and
adolescents with ADHD are performing risky and suboptimal decisions. ADHD
population with impaired reward processing and impulsivity show increased
activations in the anterior cingulated and anterior frontal cortex as well as in
orbitofrontal cortex and nucleus accumbens [65]. Other studies in ADHD adolescents have reported less triatal activation during reward compared with healthy
teens [66].
Specific motor deficits may be found in children with ADHD but like other measures of neuropsychological functioning, such difficulties are not specific predictors
of the presence of ADHD [67]. Commonly difficulties can be seen in coordination. When both attention and coordination deficits co occur in conjunction with
perceptual problems the term “deficit in attention, motor control and perception
(DAMP)” can be applied [68]. The concept of DAMP is fairly controversial and the
label is more widely used in Scandinavian countries than in UK or USA.
2.5.4 Treatment
The most important part of any intervention plan for a child with ADHD is the
physical, behavioral and neuromotor/neuropsychological examination followed by
oral and written information of parents, child, teacher about the type of problems
the child exhibits and their possible etiology.
Special education- many children with ADHD need special educational measures. In order to acquire some academic skill some children will need individualized education lasting for several hours every day [69].
The two most commonly used behavioral interventions are:
1. Creating and maintaining a well structured environment to compensate for
poor stimulus control
2. Parent training
It is very important to organize the school environment with minimal distractions and with seating that is somewhat isolated and close to the front of the
classroom in front of the teacher. Common triggers that can easily distract child are
instructional demand, withholding of a desired object or activity and withdrawal of
parental attention.
Behavior therapy can be considered as the best method for treatment of ADHD
children and youths regarding the improvement of behavior, self-control and selfesteem. It is recommended for parents of children younger than 12 years of age to
start training in behavior therapy. For children less than 6 years of age it is better to
start behavior therapy before prescribing ADHD medicine. Behavior therapy helps
parents to learn skills and strategies to improve their children academic achievement at school, behavior at home and improve their social interaction. Although
studying and practicing of behavioral therapy needs time and effort from parents
the sequence benefit for the child and family could last for a long period of time.
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Parent training in behavior management is also known as parent behavior therapy,
behavioral parent training or just parent training. If possible, families should look
for a therapist who focuses on training parents. Some therapists will have training
or certification in a parent training program that has been proven to work in young
children with ADHD.
The following are the main goals for therapist while working with parents:
• Parents need to know how to make positive reinforcement, how to construct and
control child’s behavior. Thus they need to acquire these skills and strategies.
• Parents need to be aware how to interact and communicate with their
ADHD children
• Therapists needs to teach parents practical skill how to work with their child
• Therapist needs to meet with family members to observe the progress in their
activity and to provide support
• Therapist needs to re-evaluate treatment strategy and method and in case if it
is needed to change strategy plans.

3. What can parents expect?
It is recommended for parents to attend eight or more session with a therapist
who can work with groups of parents or only with one family. It is necessary to work
on a regular basis in order to monitor progress of parents and to change the working
strategy in case if it needed. Parents’ role in treatment planning and implementing
is extremely crucial as they can have greatest influence on their child’s behavior.
There are many treatment options for therapist for working with ADHD children.
Play therapy and talk therapy could be considered as one of the best treatment
option. Talk therapy uses verbal communication between ADHD child and therapist in order to improve child’s emotional state. Although behavioral therapy needs
time and effort its effect could last for long period of time [70].
Successful treatment for ADHD means both behavior therapy and medication.
For children 6 years of age and older, the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP)
recommends both behavior therapy and medication. For children under 6 years of
age behavior therapy is recommended as the first line of treatment [71].
Medication should be start with one of the stimulants. Both d-amphetamine
(10–40 mg/day given in 2–5 dosed with 3-hour intervals in order to last through
the school day) and methylphenidate (20–80 mg/day given in the same fashion)
have been shown to be effective for improvement of hyperactivity, concentration
problems, learning disorders and other comorbidities. Both drugs have minimal
side effects. “Long-acting,” “slow-release” preparations of methylphenidate have
also been shown to have good effects and they can sometimes be dosed (18–54 mg/
day or 10–60 mg/day depending on preparation) only once daily. Relatively common side effects are loss of appetite, a tendency to increase the likelihood of tics and
stereotypies, reduced mimicry and hallucinations. They can easily stop with drug
discontinuation. There are some evidence that long-term methylphenidate treatment
should be as effective as the combination of methylphenidate and behavioral therapy
and considerably more effective than behavioral therapy alone [72]. Combination of
methylphenidate and behavioral therapy is the best choice for improving both ADHD
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and ADHD plus depression and anxiety. Doctor should be careful for monitoring the
child’s height, drug dependency while treating the child with stimulants for long term
period although they appear rare compared with tricyclic antidepressants.
The noradrenergic reuptake inhibitor atomoxetine has also been shown to have beneficial effects on ADHD as a second line treatment in children with ADHD. Although
clinical effects appear to be less effective than with methylphenidate but the advantage
if this medication is that it can be used only once daily and it is not stimulant [69].
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Suicide Attempts from Height and
Injury Patterns: An Analysis of 64
Cases
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Abstract
Falls from height are a common cause of death and disability. A majority of
free falls occur accidentally and only a minority result from suicidal behaviour.
Adolescents in many countries show high rates of suicide attempts and their
repetition is a common feature. We describe the demographic characteristics of
these patients, their psychiatric diagnosis at the time of the attempt and the injury
patterns. We present 64 patients who sustained injuries as a result of a fall from
height. They were divided into those without mental disorders (n = 32, group I) and
those with mental disorders (n = 32, group II). The mean height from which the fall
occurred was 5.4 m (range, 3–25 m). The mean injury severity score was 19 (range,
6–58) for all fall victims. Upper extremity fractures were found in 37 patients, while
pelvic and lower extremity fractures were found in 198 cases. Spinal fractures were
noted in 32 patients. Head injuries were revealed by CT scan in 16 patients. Patients
following a suicidal high fall mostly had lower limb fractures, pelvis fractures,
spinal fractures and head injuries.
Keywords: attempted suicide, spinal cord injury (SCI), limb and spinal fractures

1. Introduction
Falls from height cause significant death and disability worldwide, due to the
severe traumatic load inflicted on their victims [1–4]. According to the WHO, the
yearly mortality due to suicide worldwide is approximately 800,000 people. What
is more important is the fact that it affects mainly young people, suicide being the
primary cause of death in the age group of 25–34 years [5]. The mean incidence of
suicides across Europe in 2013 was of 11.7 deaths per 100,000 people. Low rates,
under 8 deaths per 100,000 inhabitants were recorded in Italy, Malta, Cyprus and
the United Kingdom. The lowest incidence was observed in Greece (4.8 cases per
100,000 people) [6]. There was a lag between the beginning of the economic crisis
in Europe, and the manifestation of its effects on the Greek population. These
became evident 3 or 4 years later, in the form of a reduction of household income
and an increase in the rate of unemployment [7–9].
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Causes for this mechanism of injury include both accidental falls and deliberate
suicide attempts [10]. The latter constitutes a major social problem, with implications for the entire society, but particularly for the affected family. The psychological profile of people committing suicide is complex and unique for each case [11].
Thus, identifying contributing factors that may lead to suicide and establishing
strategies for the safekeeping of mental health in communities are of paramount
importance.
The type of injuries incurred after a fall constitute a unique pattern of blunt
trauma, with a characteristic distribution of damage (multiple lesions in a
variety of body areas) [1, 12, 13]. The most common form of trauma are fractures, followed by other areas, such as the head, the thorax, the abdomen as well
as the retroperitoneum, being injured by varied degrees [14]. The quantity and
the quality of traumatic load absorbed depend on factors like the height from
which the fall occurred, the part of the patient’s body that had the first impact,
the surface where the impact occurred and the victim’s age, taking into account
the associated comorbidity, and reduced physiologic reserve that advanced age
implies [15–17]. Anticipation and prediction of the exact areas being injured are
not possible, because of the multitude of factors involved, and the exact unpredictability of the fall’s kinematic [18, 19].
As aforementioned, one can infer that the differential diagnosis of falls from
height from other types of blunt trauma (for example, a road-traffic-collision with
expulsion of the occupants from the vehicle) is difficult. Thus, a high index of
suspicion must be maintained concerning the initial cause in cases of polytrauma in
victims with an unknown history [20]. An array of papers have dealt with injuryrelated deaths in general, while others have differentiated between unintentional
and intentional injury-related deaths [21–24]. There are few studies though that
have looked into patients with intentional or unintentional injuries, due to a fall
from height, at a single centre [13, 25].
As noted by research in the past, self-harm due to a fall is a rare phenomenon, being responsible for 4–7% of deaths from suicide in the developed world
[26–29]. On the other hand, studies have shown that psychiatric disorders are a
frequent finding in patients suffering trauma [30–32]. Nevertheless, the connection between mental disorders and specific injury patterns has not been adequately described. Furthermore, the elucidation of patterns of injury incurred
after accidental falls and after intentional suicide jumps, might be of help to
forensic pathologists while investigating the circumstances of a death after a fall
from height.

2. Materials and methods
From January 1990 to October 2012, 64 patients (15 males and 49 females)
were studied as a result of falls from height. Fall from height ≥ 3 m is classified as
high energy trauma in accordance to ATLS guidelines [33]. The mean patient age
was 34 years (range 16–65 years). These 64 cases comprised our series and, for
comparison, were divided into those without mental disorders (n = 32, group I) and
those with mental disorders (n = 32, group II). Group II cases were further stratified
according to their psychiatric diagnosis.
The principles of Advanced Trauma Life Support were followed in the management of all patients. Basic laboratory screening included haemoglobin level, prothrombin time, type and crossmatch and arterial blood gas analysis. Data collected
included age, gender, associated trauma, injury severity score (ISS), Glasgow Coma
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Scale (GCS), haemodynamic status (systolic blood pressure less than 90 mm Hg on
arrival), length of intensive care unit (ICU) and hospital stay.
Also, the following trauma variables were analysed: specific intracranial injuries
(epidural, subdural and subarachnoid haemorrhage and brain contusion), spinal
injuries (cervical, thoracic and lumbar spine), thoracic injuries, specific intraabdominal injuries (liver, spleen, kidney, and hollow viscus) and specific fractures
(pelvis, femur and tibia). The diagnosis of mental disorder was ascertained by psychiatric specialists using the criteria of the International Classification of Disease
Ninth Version Clinical Modification (ICD-9CM).

3. Results
The mean height of fall was 5.4 m (range, 3–25 m). The patients were separated
in two groups: group I, without mental disorders (n = 32), and group II, with
mental disorders (n = 32). The demographic data, including age, gender, height of
fall, ISS, GCS, initial shock (SBP <90 mm Hg), hospital stay (days), ICU stay (days)
and deaths are summarized in Table 1. The mean hospital stay was 29 days (range
19–45) and the mean ICU stay was 9 (range, 5–13) (Table 1).
Concerning their background psychiatric disorder in group II, the diagnosis was
schizophrenia in 32 patients, depression in 12, drugs or alcohol abuse in 3, personality disorder in one, manic depression in one, another psychiatric condition in one
and 14 cases without a specific diagnosis (generally marital or work related).

Data

Patients

Age

35 (18–65)

Gender (M:F)

15:49

ISS

20 (12–58)

GCS

9 (6–13)

Haemodynamic status-SBP <90 mmHg
Hospital stay (days)
ICU stay (days)
Deaths

34
29 (19–45)
9 (5–13)
13

Table 1.
Comparisons of demographic data of patients with suicide attempts from height.

4. Socioeconomic factors
Patients due to suicide attempts from height comprised of 15 males and 49
females with a mean of age 35 years (range: 18–65 years). Of those, 16 were single,
14 were married and 2 were divorced. Thirty-three patients were employed, 6 were
housewives, 7 were unemployed, 3 were students/pupils and 15 had various occupations. As far as religion was concerned, 48 were Christian Orthodox, one Roman
Catholic, one Jewish, one Muslim and 13 of other religions.
Regarding their family status: 20 had children, 6 had only their parents, 3 had
only their spouse, 2 had a step family, 2 had parents who were divorced, 6 had parents and/or siblings, one had both parents and children and 24 had no family at all.
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5. Mechanism of fall, severity of injuries and associated lesions
The falls had occurred from a roof or balcony in 39 cases, from a window in 12,
from a bridge in 7 and inside the house in 6. The mean injury severity score (ISS)
was 20 (range 12–58) for all victims of fall. Sixteen patients arrived at the emergency department in shock. The most common body region having sustained severe
trauma were the fractured extremities and/or spine, followed by the chest, the head
and the abdomen for both groups (Table 2).
Head injuries were revealed by CT scan in 16 patients. The mean GCS was 9
(range 6–13) for both groups. The most common intracranial injury was brain
contusion and subarachnoid haemorrhage, followed by subdural hematoma and
epidural hematoma. The incidence of subarachnoid haemorrhage in the suicide
group was significantly higher than in the accidental group.
Associated abdominal injuries were present in 4 patients. The most common
injury was liver laceration, followed by kidney and spleen laceration. One died with
an operative finding of a large central retroperitoneal haematoma due to a vena cava
rupture. In the remaining 3 patients, ultrasonography showed minimal intraperitoneal blood and these patients were not operated on. Thoracic injuries were present in
32 patients. The most common of these were rib fractures—26 cases. Twelve of these
patients had a haemopneumothorax and 6 had a sternum fracture. Conservative
treatment with assisted ventilation was necessary in these cases (Table 3).
Upper extremity fractures were found in 37 patients, while pelvic and lower
extremity fractures were found in 198 cases. Spinal fractures were noted in 32
patients. As far as the level of injury was concerned, in 16 cases, it was in the lumbar
level, in 9 cases in the cervical, in 5 cases in thoracic and in 2 cases the sacral vertebrae were concerned. Regarding the neurologic deficit, in 23 cases, the injury was
incomplete (14 with ASIA C and 9 with ASIA D), and in 9 cases, it was complete (4
with ASIA A and 5 with ASIA B). Further details with our data of 32 patients with
spinal cord injury as a result of deliberate self-harm have been published previously
[34]. It seems that the neurological complications of spinal injuries were correlated
with the increase of the height from which the fall occurred.
Patients with psychiatric disorders were more frequently shocked on arrival at
the emergency department than those in the accidental group, the most common
reason for death being head injury. Fatalities were more common when patients
fell from greater heights (over 4 m), or when their head hit a hard surface, such as
concrete.
Fall from

Patients

Roof/balcony

39

Window

12

Bridge

7

Inside the house

6

Associated injuries
Abdominal trauma
Thoracic trauma

32

Head injuries

16

Extremity fractures

199

Spinal fractures

32

Table 2.
Location where the fall occurred and associated injuries.
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Patients
Skull, thorax and upper extremities
Skull

16 (25%)

Shoulder

4 (6.2%)

Scapula

6 (9.3%)

Sternum

6 (9.3%)

Ribs

26 (40.6%)

Humerus

8 (12.5%)

Elbow joint

8 (12.5%)

Distal radius

7 (10.9%)

Hand

4 (6.2%)

Spinal fractures

32 (50%)

Pelvis

27 (42.1%)

Lower extremities
Acetabulum

9 (14%)

Femoral neck

38 (59.3%)

Femur

18 (28.1%)

Knee joint

17 (26.5%)

Tibia

19 (29.6%)

Ankle joint

36 (56.2%)

Calcaneum

34 (53.1%)

Table 3.
The distribution of fractures in percentage across body region for the two groups of patients.

The final causes of inpatients’ death were: head injury in 8 cases, multiple organ
failure in 3 cases, pneumonia in one case and cardiac complications in another one.
The majority of patients who died of organ failure had sustained significant head
injury. In one case, death occurred after a second suicide attempt 2 years later.

6. Medical management—outcome
Each patient underwent a psychiatric evaluation by a consulting psychiatrist as
soon as his condition and cooperation permitted. The assessment comprised of an
interview. Regarding the type of treatment for the spinal fracture—dislocations,
instrumentation devices included titanium rods, transpedicular screws, sacral bars
and bone grafting in all patients. No new suicide attempt was recorded during the
hospital stay.
All patients were discharged from hospital approximately 6–8 weeks after
the operation with a custom-made thermoplastic thoracolumbar or lumbosacral
orthosis for another 8 weeks and instructions for physical therapy and rehabilitation programs. The mean follow-up was 6 years (12 months to 10 years range). At
follow-up, 27 patients were available for evaluation due to the death of 5 patients,
1–3 years post initial injury, because of suicide in one case (patient 7 of group II)
and medical complications in 4 cases [renal failure in 3 cases (patients 8, 14 and
30 in group II) and pneumonia in one (patient 21)]. In the remaining patients, new
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unsuccessful attempts were recorded in 2 cases (7%) due to psychiatric disorders,
1–3 years after the first attempt (patients 10 and 24). All survivors received psychiatric follow-up. The overall mortality was significantly higher in those patients who
fell from more than 10 m.

7. Discussion
Suicides and suicide attempts constitute a major concern for public health
services, with implications for both families and society [35]. Trauma incurred due
to falls from height poses a great burden on health services due to its severity. This
is particularly important if we take into account the fact that this is a largely preventable mechanism of injury. Prior knowledge of the possible traumatic patterns
incurred after a fall from height can prove helpful in the initial evaluation of this
group of patients. From an epidemiologic point of view, trauma due to falls may
occur across all age groups, but it is the two extremes, the very young and elderly,
which are particularly susceptible to it [36].
In this study, we have considered two groups of patients. Group I represented
patients with no mental disorders and group II with mental disorders. It is quite
difficult to identify someone who is prone to committing suicide. In addition, the
observed number of suicides and suicide attempts being committed at a younger
age (i.e. adolescence) has been a cause of concern worldwide and particularly in
Europe [37]. The male-female ratio of suicide attempts varies across age groups.
Thus, in the younger age group (15–24 years old), it is 1:1.9; and in the middle age
group (45–54 years old) it is 1:1.7. This ratio further decreases for those older than
55 years to 1:1.4 [38]. In this study, the male-female ratio was 1:3. The female sex was
associated with an increased likelihood of death due to a higher amount of energy
involved in their attempted fall.
According to other studies [39, 40], young males tend to repeat suicide attempts
more frequently than females and the methods used by them lead to an increased
mortality. A suicide attempt in the past is a red flag for a possible attempt in the
future; so, there is a strong correlation between suicide attempts and deaths from
suicide both regionally and nationally, and particularly in young males [41]. Also,
there is a strong correlation between repeated attempts and completed suicide,
especially in the group of males who have used a violent method [42, 43].
The study by Dickson et al. had the aim of establishing a correlation between
mortality and various factors, such as the patients’ injury severity score (ISS), the
height from which the fall took place, the patient’s intention and the body regions
that were injured. In addition, the height of the fall strongly correlated with the
patient’s ISS and was an important predictor of mortality [44]. Head and/or chest
injuries, if due to a fall from height, were strongly associated with an increased
incidence of death. According to the authors, this mechanism of injury should be a
triage priority when tasking ambulances. In addition, the best way of treating these
injuries is their prevention. No other significant predictors of mortality were found
in this study.
In the case series by Kent and Pearce, 282 suicide attempts were studied, 13 of
which were completed. Of those, 8 happened at home, all patients were older than
49 years; and in 7 out of 8 deaths, ladders were implicated [45]. The retrospective
study by Petratos et al. analysed in detail the musculoskeletal traumatic pattern
resulting from falls from height, and focused particularly on the correlation
between specific fracture patterns and the height from which the fall happened, as
well as on the causation of the fall (suicide attempt vs. accident). According to their
findings, with an increase in the height from which the fall occurred, the frequency
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of limb, thoracic and pelvic fractures also increased. Such a correlation was not
evident for head injuries. Nevertheless, the anatomical regions having sustained
fractures (including the cranium) varied in accordance with the height of the fall.
Thus, we can infer a mechanism of injury that is varying proportionately to the
height of the fall. There was no significant difference between the patients who
attempted suicide and those who fell by accident as far as the number of fractures
incurred or the regions having been injured were concerned. Nevertheless, with
regard to our results that have been published previously, patients who attempted
suicide had a significantly greater number of bilateral lower limb fractures than
their accidental fall counterpart. In addition, logistic regression analysis shows a
significant correlation between the cause of the fall and the presence of lower limb
fractures. According to the authors, further research is necessary in order to establish a correlation between incurred traumatic pattern, the height of the fall and the
patient’s intention [46].
Choi et al. in his recent study attempted to differentiate the characteristics of
traumatic pattern between intentional and non-intentional falls [47]. In addition,
he attempted to determine prognostic factors for suicide attempt-related injury and
promote adequate measures for the prevention and management of such injuries.
In this study, 8992 patients with an accidental fall (non-intentional group) and
144 patients who committed a suicide attempt (intentional group) were included.
Falls from a height greater than 4 metres were more frequently encountered in the
intentional group. Death prior to patient’s arrival in the accident and emergency
department occurred in 54.9% of the cases of suicide attempt. Patients within
the intentional group, having sustained increased traumatic load, had fallen from
higher, were older and were more likely to be of lower educational level (highschool graduates, instead of college). Due to the fact that injuries sustained after an
intentional fall were more likely to have a reserved outcome, the authors highlighted
the importance of prevention. Such measures include telephone support and
counselling lines, the installation of signs advising against suicide in high risk areas
for an intentional fall, such as bridges, along with suggestions for governmentcoordinated programs aiming for the education of the public and the improvement
of social conditions generally and the support of the community and family in
particular.
The reasons behind a suicide attempt are multifactorial, hard to quantify and
unique in every case. Nevertheless, the study of multiple suicide attempts puts into
evidence some risk factors that would lead to such a decision. These are common
across all age groups and include: the presence of mental illness, either currently
or in the past, a history of alcohol or drug dependence, as well as the presence of
depression [10]. Epidemiologically, one out of five persons who have attempted
suicide will try once more within a year, and 10% of them will succeed in the end.
Drug ingestion is the most common mechanism for a suicide attempt. Violent
mechanisms such as hanging, falls from height and use of weapons are not common [48]. The persons who have attempted suicide by falling from height usually
become polytrauma patients. The types of injuries incurred are two: deceleration
injuries due to inertial phenomena, usually at viscera with vascular pedicles, and
direct impact injuries [49].
The severity of fractures incurred will depend on factors like the area over
which the impact is applied [50]. The smaller the area of spread of the impact, the
greater the local load. Therefore, patients landing on their legs tend to suffer more
severe injuries than those who have landed on their flanks, or prone, or supine
[51]. Patients due to accidental falls mostly suffered spinal fractures and upper
extremities fractures in an attempt to protect themselves. Patients due to suicidal
high falls attempts suffered mostly of lower limb fractures, pelvis, spinal fractures
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and head injuries. Distal radius and hand was the most common affected region in
upper extremities in patients with non-intentional falls, in an attempt to protect
mainly the head and grab something stable to prevent further fall. In patients with
intentional falls, kinetic energy is absorbed mainly by the lower limbs, pelvis, spine
and head, leading to characteristic fracture patterns [52]. The most common cause
for death is head injury [51, 53, 54] and this is accordance to our results. Turk and
Tsokos reviewed 68 medicolegal autopsy cases (22 females, 46 males, age range
13–89 years) of fatal falls from height from 1997 to 2001 [55]. The cause of instant
death was head trauma in 24 (35%), internal blood loss in 9 (13%) and polytrauma
in 30 (44%) cases. Other causes of death, when the individuals survived the trauma
for a longer period, included septic multiple organ dysfunction syndrome and
pulmonary embolism. In general, suicides were from greater heights than accidents
(mean height 22.7 m for suicides and 10.8 m for accidents, respectively). Strikingly,
severe head injuries predominantly occurred in falls from heights below 10 m
(84%) and above 25 m (90%). Head trauma was the cause of death in 11 of the 19
cases that were from 9 m or less (58%). Of all cases, 51 (75%) died within a few
minutes. A survival time of several hours up to 1 day was observed in 8 cases. Nine
patients survived for several days (up to 16 days). Five of them fell from heights
below 10 m. Patients with intentional fall from height have a higher early mortality
than patients due to accidental fall from height [56].
The easiest way to underline the suspicion that the mode is suicide is if a suicide
note is found at the jumping site; this is, however, closer to being the exception than
the rule. Analysing the distance of the body from the site of descent may sometimes
also help us determine the manner of death. The distance of the body from the site
of descent includes the falling height and the horizontal distance. The falling height
in suicide was statistically higher than that in accident [57, 58]. For similar heights,
Wischhusen et al. have demonstrated that in passive falls, the horizontal distance is
usually farther than jumps [59]. From a mechanical point of view, during a fall from
height, potential (dynamic) energy is converted into kinetic and this leads to fractures upon impact. Another important factor of the severity of injuries is the height
of fall, as the kinetic energy is increasing due to acceleration during the fall and is
maximum at the time of impact [60]. In suicide falls, kinetic energy is absorbed
mainly by the lower limbs, pelvis and spine, leading to characteristic fracture
patterns. In accidental falls, patients most probably extend their arms and flex their
hips, which lead to a damping effect that protects the spine [61]. Hence, the most
important determinant of survival after a free fall is the position of the body at the
time of impact [49]. There were only 3 patients (cases 1, 22 and 31) in group II who
have sustained solely upper extremity fractures. The most common body position at
the time of impact is with the patient standing and landing with the lower extremities first. This usually leads to calcaneal or pilon fractures, as well as thoracolumbar
fractures. If the impact takes place with the patient seated, then higher thoracic or
cervical injuries are more likely to happen, which are associated with a higher rate
of mortality. Finally, an unpredictable fracture pattern takes place when the victim
suffers multiple secondary impacts, in various postures, after bouncing from the
primary impact. The amount of injury incurred will depend on the rate of dissipation and absorption of energy, through the patient’s body.
According to the paper by Teh et al., there is a difference to the traumatic pattern
incurred by jumpers compared to fallers [13]. Namely, the jumpers tend to impact
their dominant lower limb first, as well as sustaining right sided thoracic injuries
in the process. We did not confirm the above-mentioned findings in our study. The
severity of spinal cord injuries was more important in the suicide than the accidental group [52]. This was in accordance with studies performed in the past, which
also showed the early neurologic involvement in such cases. As far as prognosis of
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spinal cord injury is concerned, complete injuries will be unaltered both in level
and extent in a year’s time. On the other hand, incomplete injuries may show signs
of improvement for a period of 2 years after the impact [62]. Our results regarding prognosis for ambulation in ASIA A patients and for functionality in ASIA C
patients are in accordance with current knowledge [63].
Anderson et al. performed a retrospective study, regarding the rehabilitation
outcome of patients with spinal cord injury, as a result of deliberate self-harm
(DSH) [29]. According to them, spinal fractures in the DSH group were mainly the
result of falls from height. Underlying causes were revealed, such as psychiatric
disorders and substance abuse, necessitating formal psychiatric review. There was
no difference in short-term rehabilitation results between the DSH and accidental
spinal cord injury group. In addition, DSH seemed to impact the length of stay only
in patients with a spinal fracture, but without cord injury.
According to the literature, there are three studies on the subject of acute spinal
cord injury following a suicide attempt that stand apart. The first is by Stanford
et al. In his paper, 56 cases were followed over a period of 30 years (1970–2000).
Fifty five cases were due to a fall from height and one open injury, through the use
of a gun. Follow-up of 8 years on average was available for 47 cases (84%). The
vertebral levels most frequently injured were C5 and L1. About 23 patients suffered
from a complete spinal cord injury and 32 had a severe traumatic load (ISS > 15).
The psychiatric background of these patients included personality disorder in 27,
schizophrenia in 16, depression in 14 and substance abuse/dependence in 20. Of
these patients, 4 were successful in subsequent suicide attempts [28].
The following two studies on this subject are from the UK [26] and Denmark
[27]. Both of those are observational and retrospective, with a long follow-up.
According to the latter, there is an increasing incidence of suicide attempts and
associated spinal cord injury from 1965 to 1987. Approximately one third of the
patients who attempted suicide suffered from schizophrenia. According to other
papers [64, 65], schizophrenia is strongly correlated with falls from height (from
bridges in particular). There were 7 patients in our study who have sustained a
fall from a bridge. Damage control surgery principles are followed initially for the
treatment of life-threatening injuries and for both limb and spinal trauma [66]. The
primary goals of fracture fixation are timely mobilization and safe transfer to psychiatric services. Conservative treatment measures are not usually recommended
for this group of patients.
Our findings are in accordance with relevant bibliography [67, 68], regarding
the psychiatric background of patients who attempt suicide by falling from height.
The spectrum of conditions encountered encompasses bipolar disorder, substance
dependence and abuse, personality disorder and schizophrenia.
From an epidemiological point of view, schizophrenia is encountered in 5–10%
of cases of suicide attempt. These patients may have well planned their suicide or
even suffered from an active self-harm ideation. From the above-mentioned, we
gather that management of these patients from a trauma point of view must take
into consideration their psychiatric needs. The latter may cause significant disturbance in the delivery of medical care [69]. Most of the patients in this study had a
positive response following adequate psychiatric intervention. Hence, we gather
that prevention and early identification of persons at risk for a suicide attempt with
the use of appropriate screening tools by health care professionals are invaluable.
Education of medical and nursing staff regarding the demands and particularities of care of this population, suffering from both spinal cord injury and psychiatric disorders, cannot be overemphasized. Regular follow-up with multidisciplinary
team input and future research are necessary for the provision of high-quality care
to this population.
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8. Conclusions
According to the literature, it has been difficult to obtain comparable international data on suicide attempts, owing to disparities in definitions, survey designs
and study methods, because the combination of free falls and mental disorders
produces a unique group of patients. It has been our experience that psychiatric
conditions, and especially the suicidal risk, should be evaluated and treated as early
as possible during the orthopaedic or surgical hospitalization. Management requires
both psychopharmacological therapy and psychotherapy. It has to be directed
towards the achievement of symptomatic relief and, if possible, towards the remission of the primary psychiatric disorder.
The management of these patients in the orthopaedic or surgical ward is difficult,
because of restlessness, non-cooperation of the patient and the problem of staff
inexperienced in handling the psychiatric patient. When prolonged orthopaedic and
rehabilitation management are necessary, it is suggested that the patient be transferred
to a psychiatric hospital while continuing the necessary orthopaedic treatment. The
outcome data provide critical information concerning those individuals who have
attempted suicide and suggests future methods for the identification of suicidal factors.
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Chapter 8

Advances in Emotion Recognition:
Link to Depressive Disorder
Xiaotong Cheng, Xiaoxia Wang, Tante Ouyang
and Zhengzhi Feng

Abstract
Emotion recognition enables real-time analysis, tagging, and inference of cognitive affective states from human facial expression, speech and tone, body posture
and physiological signal, as well as social text on social network platform. Recognition of emotion pattern based on explicit and implicit features extracted through
wearable and other devices could be decoded through computational modeling.
Meanwhile, emotion recognition and computation are critical to detection and
diagnosis of potential patients of mood disorder. The chapter aims to summarize the
main findings in the area of affective recognition and its applications in major
depressive disorder (MDD), which have made rapid progress in the last decade.
Keywords: emotion recognition, computational modeling, machine learning,
depressive disorder

1. Introduction
Making computers capable of emotional computing was first proposed by
Minsky (one of the founders of artificial intelligence) of the MIT. In his book The
Society of Mind he proposed that “The question is not whether intelligent machines
can have any emotions, but whether machines can be intelligent without emotions”
[1]. Picard [2] proposed the concept of affective computing (AC) in 1995. Her
monograph “Affective Computing” published in 1997 defined affective computing
as “calculation related to, derived from or capable of emotions.” She divided the
research content of affective computing into nine aspects: mechanism of emotion,
acquisition of emotion information, recognition of emotion pattern, modeling and
understanding of emotion, synthesis and expression of emotion, application of
emotion computing, interface of emotion computer, transmission and communication of emotion, and wearable computer. Among these aspects, the practical
research of emotion recognition is largely based on theories of mechanism of emotion and acquisition of emotion information.
The mechanism of emotion is based on phenomenal and mechanistic views of
emotion. The phenomenal views typical involved two approaches: discrete and
dimensional views of emotion. The former proposed that emotion can be labeled as
a limited set of basic emotions which could be combined into complex emotions.
This method is problematic because the labels for emotions may be too restrictive to
reflect complex emotions. Additionally, these labels may be culture dependent
which could not reflect common substrates of different affective labels.
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The latter proposed that emotions can be distributed in a multidimensional space
which continuously evolves. Two common dimensions are valence (pleasantness)
and arousal (activation level). The emotion recognition algorithms using emotion
representation based on emotional labels are intuitive which are ambiguous for
computer processing. Additionally, recognition of emotion pattern involves the
classification of emotional data according to a large group of labels. For these
reasons, researchers developed a number of dimensional model of emotions, such as
Russell’s circumplex model, Whissell’s evaluation-activation space model, and
Plutchik’s wheel of emotions [3].
According to the mechanistic views of emotion, emotion pattern recognition not
only relies on semantic labels but also physiological signals which originate in the
peripheral nervous system (PNS) and central nervous system (CNS) dynamics [3].
(1) The PNS emotion patterns. The PNS included the autonomic and the somatic
nervous systems (ANS and SNS). According to Schachter and Singer’s peripheral
theories of emotion (or cognition-arousal theory), people assess their emotional
state by physiological arousal. Emotion states are inherent in these physiological
dynamics and feasibly recognized by using PNS physiological data, according to the
work from the lab led by Picard. Ekman and colleges provided the first evidence of
PNS differences (including hand temperature, heart rate, skin conductance, and
forearm tension) among four negative emotions [4]. However, their algorithms are
based on intentionally expressed emotion and are user dependent, which may
restrict generalization to other users [5]. (2) The CNS emotion patterns. The large
majority of computational models of emotion stem from appraisal theory of emotion, which emphasized the CNS process of emotion. Frijda criticized the arousal
theory of emotion and proposed that awareness of autonomic responding is not
prerequisite for emotional experience or behavior. The differentiation of the emotions is explained as the result of the sequential appraisal for affective stimulus.
Scherer suggests that there may be as many emotions as there are different appraisal
outcomes. Thus there exists the minimal set of appraisal criteria necessary to the
differentiation of primary emotional states. However, it should be noted that physiological changes is not only determined by appraisal meaning but also by factors
outside of the appraisal or emotion realm. Therefore, there is not adequate evidence
for consistent and specific PNS response during emotional episodes [6].
Practically, the acquisition of emotional information is required for emotion recognition. Emotional information characteristics included a variety of physiological or
behavioral reactions concurrent with emotional state changes, including internal and
external emotional features. (1) Internal emotional information. It refers to physiological reactions that cannot be detected from the outside of human body, such as the
electrical or mechanical/chemical output of human brain activity (EEG), heart muscle activity(ECG, heart rate, pulse), skeletal muscle activity (EMG), breathing activity (respiration), and blood vessel activity (blood pressure, hemangiectasis). (2)
External emotional information. It refers to the reactions that can be directly observed
from the appearance, such as facial expression, speech, and posture. The extraction of
common features for highly individualized emotion information constitutes the fundamental basis of emotion recognition. A great amount of features could be extracted
from internal and external emotional signals, by calculating their mean, standard
deviation, transformation, wave band power and peak detection, and others.

2. Methods for emotion recognition
The main methods for emotion recognition involve the following emotion
indexes: (1) emotional behavior, namely, facial expression recognition, speech
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emotion recognition, and posture recognition (see Sections 2.1–2.3); (2) physiological pattern, which means objective emotional index after measuring PNS and CNS
physiological signals (see Section 2.5); and (3) psychological measures and multimodal emotion signals, such as textual information and multimodal emotion information (see Sections 2.3 and 2.6).
2.1 Facial expression recognition
Faces may be one of the most important methods for visual communication of
emotion. Though started from the 1970s, facial expression recognition is the most
studied field in natural emotions machine recognition, especially in the USA and
Japan, wherein studies on facial expression recognition have grown to be a hotspot
of AI emotion recognition. In 1971, American psychologists Ekman and Friesen
categorized facial expression into six types: anger, disgust, happiness, fear, surprise,
and sadness. They also established the Facial Action Coding System (FACS) in 1978
[7], which is the earliest research of facial expression recognition. Facial expressions
were deemed as observable indicators of internal emotional states, which make
emotion differentiation possible.
Currently, the most-used facial expression databases included Ekman’s FACS
and its updated version, automated facial image analysis (AFIA) developed by
Carnegie Mellon University, Japanese female expression database JAFFE and its
expansion set in Japan ATR Media Information Science Laboratory, Cohn-Kanade
expression database, CK+ expression database, and Rafd facial expression database
established by CMU Robotics Research Institute, USA. Common facial expression
picture libraries in China include the USTC-NVIE image library [8], the CFAPS
facial emotion stimulating materials [9], and the Chinese facial expression intensity
grading picture library [10].
The facial expression recognition included the following steps: (1) facial image
acquisition, (2) image preprocessing, (3) feature extraction, and (4) emotion classification (Table 1).
Apart from Ekman’s discrete emotion model, facial expression recognition was
also conducted under the other emotional models (such as dimensional model).
Ballano et al. proposed a method for continuous facial affect recognition from
videos based on evaluation-activation 2D model proposed by Whissell [11].
Processes

Sub-processes and related work

Facial image
acquisition

Facial images are obtained from images and videos, including static expressions
and dynamic expressions

Image
preprocessing

Face detection and positioning, face adjustment, editing, scale normalization,
histogram equalization, dimming, light compensation, homomorphic filtering,
graying, Gaussian smoothing

Feature
extraction

(a) Static image. Gabor wavelet transformation, local binary patterns (LBP), scaleinvariant feature transformation (SIFT), discrete cosine transformation (DCT),
regional covariance matrix.
(b) Dynamic image. Optical flow method, difference image method, feature point
tracking, model-based method, elastic graph matching.

Emotion
classification

Canonical correlation analysis, sparse representation classification, expert rulebased methoda

a

An expert rule-based method classifies the emotion according to a set of “if-then” statements based on expert
experience or sampling with rule acquisition algorithm.

Table 1.
Facial expression recognition process.
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The evaluation dimension defines the valence of emotion, while the activation
dimension defines the action tendencies (e.g., active versus passive) under the
emotional state. Their model extended the emotion information to continuous
emotional trajectory.
Micro-expressions are quick, unconscious, and spontaneous facial movements
that occur when people experience strong emotions. The duration of microexpression is about 1/25 to 1/2 s. The fleeting micro-expression has small movement
and does not appear in the upper face and the lower face at the same time, so it is
quite difficult to observe and recognize correctly. Therefore, the collection and
selection of micro-expression data sets are very important. Micro-expression recognition requires (1) the image acquisition and preprocessing of face image, (2) the
detection of micro-expressions from the face and the extraction of its features, and
(3) classifying and recognizing the categories of the micro-emoticon. Different
research teams have developed different automatic micro-expression recognition
systems and established databases.
Polikovsky et al. [12] explored the 3D gradient histogram method for feature
extraction of facial micro-expressions in video sequences based on the Polikovsky
expression library. They proposed a new approach to capture micro-expression
using 200fps high-speed camera. Shreve et al. [13] established the USF-HD database
and applied the optical flow method for automatic micro-expression recognition
research. They developed a method of automatically spotting continuously changing facial expressions in long videos. The University of Oulu in Finland developed
the spontaneous micro-expression corpus (SMIC) and SMIC2. Yan et al. [14]
improved the micro-expression elicitation paradigm and developed the Chinese
micro-expression database CASME. Later on they further expanded the sample
number, improved the frame rate and image quality of CASME, and created
CASMEII. They differentiated full suppression of facial movements from selfperceived suppression of facial movements. The micro-expressions were elicited in
a well-controlled laboratory context and had high temporal resolution
(200 frames/s). The best performance is 63.41% for 5-class classification.
2.2 Speech emotion recognition
As the easiest, most basic, and direct way of information communication, speech
contains rich emotional information. Speech could not only convey semantic information but also reveal speaker’s emotional state, for instance, a person may have a
voice with high volume, heavy tones, and accelerated speed when getting angry,
but sullen intonation and slow speed when feeling sad. Therefore, in order to make
the computer understand people’s emotions better and interact more naturally with
people, it is necessary to study speech emotions. Speech emotion recognition is
widely applied in man-machine interaction, such as automatic customer service
system, which can transfer emotional users to manual service [15]; it monitors the
driver’s emotional fluctuations based upon his speech speed and volume to remind
him of staying calm, thus preventing him from a car accident [16]; it helps the
disabled to speak [17]; and it detects emotional state of patients with mental disorders based upon context analysis [18].
Most of the studies use prosodic features as characteristic parameters of speech
emotion recognition. For example, Gharavian et al. [19] extracted parameters such
as fundamental frequency, resonance peak, and Mel coefficient and then analyzed
the correlation among them. The obtained 25-dimensional vectors were classified by
FAMNN classification algorithm to gain a more credible emotion recognition result.
Devi et al. [20] summarized speech signal preprocessing techniques, common
short-term energy, MFCC features, and their applications in speech emotion
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recognition. Zhang et al. [21] use a multilayer deep belief network (DBN) to automatically extract the emotional features in speech signals, piece together consecutive multi-frame speeches to form an abstract high-dimensional feature, use
features trained by the deep belief network as the input end of the extreme learning
machine (ELM) classifier, and ultimately establish a speech emotion recognition
system. Zhu et al. [22] propose a track-based space-time spectral signature speech
emotion recognition method and obtain relatively accurate results. Liu and Qin [23]
study the application of speech emotion recognition in manned space flight, establish a stress emotion corpus, and build speech emotion recognition model and
software through feature extraction and Gaussian mixture model (GMM) to verify
the accuracy of speech emotion recognition.
The emotional speech features extracted in the abovementioned study are
mostly targeted at personalized speech emotion recognition, while the feature
extraction for non-personalized speech emotion recognition is still a challenge.
Recent efforts have been made toward development of large corpus [24]. The
current speech emotion recognition study is limited by lack of unified, public and
standard mandarin emotion corpus, as well as an authoritative and unified standard
for building emotion corpus. Many researches are conducted based on self-recorded
databases which vary in terms of age, gender, number of participants, text information, and the scale of the final corpus, making it difficult to compare between
different research results. Furthermore, most of the studies are conducted based on
discrete emotions, taking into consideration limited emotional dimension corpus.
2.3 Posture emotion recognition
Posture refers to the expressional actions of other parts of human body than
face. It can coordinate or supplement speech content and effectively convey emotional information. Postures can be divided into body expression and gestures. Body
expression is one of the ways to express emotions. People would have different
postures under different emotional state, such as belly laugh when happy, arched
shoulders when scared, and being fidgeted when nervous. Postures such as raising
hands and akimbo can express individual emotions. People may have different
postures at different emotional state and level, hence it is possible to analyze and
predict emotional state by observing different expressions and intensity of the
expression. Researchers have pointed out at early times that posture and movements can only reflect intensity of emotion, but not the essence and type of the
emotions. Later, some put forward that posture is conducive to the expression of
emotional intensity although it cannot reflect accurately emotional state. Some
scholars have studied the ability of subjects to understand six basic postures, the
subjects were expressionless throughout the test, and the result showed that posture
can be used to identify certain emotional state, such as sorrow and fear.
Generally, there are two posture recognition methods: (1) recognizing affective
content of daily behavior through analysis and (2) using the temporal and spatial
characteristics of gestures (such as the rhythm, amplitude, and strength of the
motion) to analyze the affective content. For example, Castellano et al. [25] proposed a method for recognizing emotions based on human motion indicators (such
as amplitude, velocity, and mobility) and establishing emotional models with image
sequences and motion test indicators; Bernhardt and Robinson [26] used segmentation techniques to quantify high-dimensional motion into a set of simple motion
data, extract motion features, and pair them with corresponding emotions; Liu et al.
[27] classified the body movement and combined motion and velocity parameters
for weighting function calculation to identify the emotion expressed by certain
movement. Shao and Wang [28] extracted two 3D texture features by processing
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the image sequences of body movement and used this as a basis for emotion
classification. The recognition rate can reach 77.0% in experiment which tests seven
common natural emotions in the FABO database.
The posture recognition process mainly includes four steps: motion data acquisition, preprocessing, motion feature extraction, and emotion classification. Firstly,
motion data collection. Generally, there are two types of motion data collection
methods: (1) contact type which is a wearable device embedded with various
sensors, such as electronic gloves and data shoe covers, and (2) noncontact type,
which generally obtains image information through the camera. The contact recognition technology has high equipment cost, uncomfortable user experience, and
goes against the objective of natural man–machine interaction. Secondly, data
preprocessing. This generally includes human body detection, image denoising,
image segmentation, image binarization processing, time window, filtering
processing, and others. Among them, human body detection mainly includes basic
image segmentation, background difference method, interframe difference
method, optical flow method, and energy minimization method. Thirdly, motion
feature extraction. Generally speaking, motion features can be divided into four
categories: (1) static features which include size, color, outline, shape, and depth;
(2) dynamic features which include speed, optical flow, direction, and trajectory;
(3) spatiotemporal features which include spatiotemporal context, spatiotemporal
shape, and spatiotemporal interest points; and (4) descriptive features which
include scenes, attributes, objects, and poses. There are three types of most-used
methods for motion feature extraction, namely, time domain analysis, frequency
domain analysis, and time-frequency domain analysis. Fourthly, emotional classification. Other classifiers than the commonly used ones are dynamic time warping,
dynamic programming, potential Dirichlet distribution, probabilistic latent semantic analysis, context-free grammar, finite state machines, conditional random fields,
and others.
2.4 Textual emotion recognition
Emotions are not exactly linguistic constructs. However the most convenient to
emotion is through language. With the advent of social media, social media platforms are becoming a rich source of multimodal affective information, including
text, videos, images, and audios. One of them is textual analysis. Affect recognition
from text analysis is often used for a public opinion mining. The process of text
recognition contains four steps: material collection, text preprocessing, feature
extraction, and emotion classification. (1) The first step is material collection. Web
crawlers are commonly used to collect materials from blogs, e-commerce sites, and
news sites. (2) The second step is text preprocessing, which includes word segmentation, part-of-speech tagging, tag filtering, affix trimming, simplification and
replacement, and so on. (3) The third step is feature extraction. Main text features
involve words, phrases, n-gram, concepts, and others. Words containing general
features can be automatically extracted, while others need to be identified by
human efforts before creating emotional glossary. Other methods used are frequent
pattern mining techniques and associated rule mining techniques. (4) The fourth
step is emotion classification. In addition to some commonly used classifiers, it also
includes central vector classification, maximum entropy, emotion-based words
labeling, and word frequency-weighted statistics.
Domestic researches on text recognition mainly center around emotion recognition of social platforms such as microblog. For example, Hao et al. [29] proposed a
microblog emotion recognition method based on wording features of microblogs
and verified its validity. Hao et al. [30] proposed a classification method based on
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supervised learning for the classification and prediction of emotional polarity in
microblogs, and the accuracy of the experimental analysis reached 79.9%. Huang
et al. [31] proposed a multifeature fusion-based microblog theme and emotion
mining model TMMMF and verified its validity; Zhang et al. [32] proposed a joint
model of microblog emotion recognition and emotion incentive extraction based on
neural network. The experiment shows that the F value of the model in the emotion
incentive extraction task is 82.70% and the F value in the emotion recognition task
is 74.74%.
2.5 Physiological model recognition
William James [33] proposed that emotions derive from peripheral physiological
responses. Kreibig [34] examined the patterns of autonomic nervous system activity under different emotions, showing the specificities in different physiological
responses. For example, fear would cause accelerated heart rate and respiratory
rhythm and strengthened galvanic skin response. The theory confirms the role of
autonomous physiological activities in emotional expression but ignores the role of
the brain center in emotions. In 1929, Cannon questioned James’s theory and came
up with the Cannon-Bard theory (also known as the thalamus theory) with Bard.
According to this theory, emotions and their corresponding physiological changes
occur simultaneously, both of which are controlled by the thalamus, and the central
brain determines the nature of emotions, which affirms the central nervous system’s
role in regulating and controlling emotions. In conclusion, the occurrence of emotions is accompanied by certain degree of physiological activation of the central and
peripheral nervous system. This provides a theoretical basis for studying emotion
recognition in different physiological patterns.
Early studies mainly focused on the PNS physiological signals such as skin
temperature, blood pressure, electrocardiogram, electromyography, respiratory
action, galvanic skin response, and blood volume fluctuation for emotion recognition. Picard et al. [35] collected four physiological signals of galvanic skin response,
blood volume fluctuation, electromyographic signal, and respiratory action under
different emotional states and reached 81% in terms of recognition accuracy for
eight emotions. Kim and Andre [36] developed a short-term monitoring emotion
recognition system based on physiological signals of multiple users. They used
support vector machine (SVM) to classify and identify four emotions including
sadness, depression, surprise, and anger, achieving a classification rate at 95%. Yan
et al. [37] collected a variety of physiological signals through multipurpose polygraph MP150: used Fisher, k-NN, and other intelligent algorithms for feature
extraction and analysis; and identified six basic emotional states with recognition
rate being at 60–90%. Li et al. [38] proposed emotion recognition based on recursive quantitative analysis of physiological signals. They extracted 10 sets of
nonlinear features from the recursive graphs of skin conductance signals, myoelectric signals, and respiratory signals and achieved higher emotion recognition rate.
Jin et al. [39] used the updated LSTSVM for emotion recognition based on the
physiological signals of electroencephalography, skin conductance, myoelectricity,
and respiration and obtained higher recognition accuracy.
In recent years, with the development of neurophysiology and the rise of brain
imaging technology, CNS brain signals have attracted the attention of researchers
and been used in emotion recognition because of their high temporal resolution and
strong functional specificity. In the early stage of the study, the most common
measurement index was electroencephalogram (EEG). Some scholars pointed out
that the frontal brain asymmetry is closely related to emotional valence. Studies
have shown that high-frequency parts of EEG can reflect people’s emotional and
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cognitive states and the γ and β bands can better tell the change of emotional state
than the low-frequency band [40]. Jie et al. [41] realized the recognition of high
and low arousal and high and low pleasure through nonlinear feature sample
entropy. Duan et al. [42] used differential entropy in machine classification
learning for emotion recognition, and the classification accuracy rate was up to
84.22%. It is shown that as a nonlinear EEG feature, differential entropy shows
higher classification efficiency. Later, some scholars combined spontaneous physiological signals with EEG and used comprehensive information to improve the
recognition rate [43, 44].
However, the EEG acquisition process is relatively complicated and often has the
interference with external noise and electromyography. The cerebral blood oxygen
parameter measurement method based on functional near-infrared spectroscopy
(NIRS) is gaining greater popularity in emotion recognition because of its high
portability, insensitivity to noise and motion, and high possibility for long-term
continuous measurement. Tai and Chau [45] extracted the time domain features of
prefrontal signals during affective states to identify positive and negative emotions
elicited by emotional pictures. The recognition rate of 13 subjects was within the
range of 75.0–96.67%.
The most critical steps in emotion recognition based on physiological signals
are signal preprocessing, feature extraction and optimization, and classification
identification.
1. Emotion signal preprocessing. This step mainly retains valid data segments
during emotion induction process at its highest level and then removes noise
and artifacts from the signal. The artifact removal methods mainly include
filtering, normalization, independent component analysis, and so on. (a)
Filters with different frequency band parameters, such as adaptive filters and
Butterworth filters, are commonly used for denoising physiological signals,
such as smoothing filtering of the galvanic skin to remove high-frequency
glitch. (b) Normalization could reduce the adverse effects of baseline
individual differences on emotion recognition [46]. (c) Independent
component analysis or principal component analysis may remove electrooculogram and artifacts [47].
2. Feature extraction. There are four main types of features: time domain,
frequency domain, time-frequency, and nonlinear features.
a. Time domain. Time domain feature extraction is found first and
relatively simple. It obtains information in amplitude, mean value,
standard deviation, partiality, and kurtosis by analyzing the time
domain waveform of signal. In this processing, less information is lost.
Common time domain analysis methods include zero-crossing
analysis, histogram analysis, analysis of variance, correlation analysis,
peak detection, waveform parameter analysis, and waveform
recognition. Emotion recognition studies using cerebral blood oxygen
parameters more often involve time domain feature analysis and
extraction.
b. Frequency domain. Frequency domain feature extraction is based on
power spectrum analysis and widely used in analysis of ECG,
respiration, EEG, and other signals, such as power spectrum ratio, power
spectrum energy, and sub-band power spectral density in different
frequency bands.
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c. Time-frequency feature. The time-frequency feature extraction
considers joint distribution information in terms of time domain and
frequency domain. This method describes the changing relationship
between signal frequencies and time and contains more comprehensive
contents. Commonly used analysis methods are wavelet transform,
short-time Fourier transform, Hilbert-Huang transform, and others.
Wavelet transform has multiresolution, adjustable sliding time
window, has good resolution in both time domain and frequency
domain, and has become an effective tool for analyzing nonstationary
signals, such as EEG, ECG, EMG, and other signals underlying emotion
processes.
d. Nonlinear feature. EEG signals are created in complex limbic system
with noticeable nonlinearity and chaos characteristic, so the extraction
of EEG features is more complex and diverse than other physiological
signals. In recent years, the analysis of nonlinear features such as
entropy, correlation dimension, and fractal dimension has gradually
increased in the study of emotional EEG recognition. Konstantinidis
et al. [48] calculated the correlation dimension of emotional EEG for
online recognition research; Liu et al. [49] extracted the nonlinear
features such as the fractal dimension of EEG to obtain the ideal
recognition effect and built an online application.
2.6 Multimodal emotion recognition
Most recent researches have focused on multimodal emotion recognition using
visual and aural information. Human expression of emotion is mostly multimodal,
including visual, audio, and textual modalities for effective communication [3].
Furthermore, physiological signals can reveal emotional state objectively, even if
the subject conceals his/her expression of emotion due to complex reasons. Hence
emotion recognition integrating multiple modalities has gained increasing attention,
and research hotspot has shifted from single modality to multimodal emotion recognition in practical applications. D’Mello and Kory [50] used statistical methods to
compare the accuracy of single modality and multimodal on different databases.
Multimodal expression recognition was superior to single modality performance in
the experiments. The McGurk [51] phenomenon reveals that in the process of brain
perception, different senses are automatically combined unconsciously to process
the information, and any lack or inaccuracy of sensory information will lead to
deviations in the brain’s understanding of external information. Therefore, multimodal feature fusion recognition technology has become a research hotspot in the
past few years.
The widely used multimodal emotion databases are HUMAINE database [52],
the Belfast database [53], the large-scale audiovisual database SEMAINE [54], the
IEMOCAP emotional database [55], the audiovisual database eNTERFACE [56], the
Acted Facial Expression in the Wild database (AFEW) [57] composed of audio and
video clips from English movies and TV programs, and the Chinese multimodal
emotional data set CHEAVD [58].
Multichannel information fusion levels can be divided into three categories: data
layer, feature layer, and decision layer: (1) Data layer fusion refers to the fusion of
collected raw data and then extracting feature vector from the fused data, finally
classifying the emotion; (2) feature layer fusion refers to conducting preprocessing
and feature extraction of the collected data of each channel first, then obtaining the
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feature vector by fusing extracted emotion features, and then finally classifying
the emotion; and (3) decision layer fusion refers to making separate emotion
classification decision for collected data of each channel and then fusing the single
modality recognition result to obtain the final classification result. The commonly
used information fusion methods are D-S evidence theory, artificial neural network, fuzzy set theory, Bayesian inference, cluster analysis, expert system
method, and others.
Current studies on postures mainly concentrate on bimodal emotion recognition
of facial expressions and postures. Castellano et al. [25] conducted a comparative
study of the processing of body language and facial expression and found that body
language and facial expression have similar visual processing mechanisms. The two
are highly similar in terms of event-related potential (ERP) components, psychological functions, and influencing factors and are partially overlapping or adjacent
to each other in potential neural bases. Gunes and Piccardi [59, 60] conducted longterm research on bimodal emotion recognition of facial expressions and postures
and established the Bi-modal Face and Body Gesture Database for Automatic Analysis of Human Nonverbal Affective Behavior (FABO). Yan et al. [61] studied videobased bimodal emotion recognition of facial expression and postures and proposed
an emotion recognition method based on bilateral sparse partial least squares which
has low computational complexity but low recognition rate. In order to tell human
emotions through video data, Wang and Shao [62] extracted emotional features of
facial expression and body movements from the FABO database, used a fusion
algorithm based on canonical correlation analysis (CCA) to fuse two features, and
then used nearest neighbor classifier and support vector machine for emotion
recognition. After using updated sparsity preserving CCA (SPCCA), they combined
emotion features of facial expressions and body movements, achieving an emotion
recognition rate at 90.48%. Wang et al. [63] focused on the problem of high
computational complexity in video emotion recognition and proposed a bimodal
emotion recognition method based on temporal-spatial local binary pattern moment
(TSLBPM) which has been proven effective. Jiang et al. [64] proposed a spatiotemporal local ternary orientational pattern (SLTOP) feature description method and
cloud-weighted decision fusion classification method for bimodal emotion recognition of facial expressions and postures in video sequences, achieving better recognition result than other classification recognition methods in the comparative
experiments.

3. Application of emotion recognition in depressive disorder
Depressive disorder is characteristic of negative mood and anhedonia, which are
two core symptoms for diagnosis of the disease. Traditionally, the clinical diagnosis
for depression requires the clinicians to assess the severity of depressive symptoms
according to verbal statements of patients as well as nonverbal indicators such as
voices (pitch, speaking speed, and volumes) and facial expressions. Additionally,
structured questionnaires (such as Beck Depression Inventory, Hamilton Depression Rating Scale) have been developed and validated in clinical populations to
assess the severity of depressive symptoms. However, the physiological biomarkers
of depression are still unclear. Since the 1950s the consensus has emerged that
psychiatric diagnoses could be defined according to relevant biological characteristics. However, the empirical diagnostic categories such as depressive disorder failed
to be reified and objectified by valid biological measures [65]. The Research Domain
Criteria (RDoC) initiative attempted to link physiologic mechanisms (esp. circuit
level) to dimensional constructs (e.g., positive/negative valence) rather than
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diagnostic categories (e.g., MDD), with the potential for alternative diagnostic
processes [66].
3.1 Physiological emotion recognition
Ample evidence showed that specific brain regions including the PFC, amygdala, anterior cingulate, and insula play a major role in the neuropathological
basis of affective disorders. Recent meta-analyses found evidence which is
against the locationist account of emotion and suggested that brain regions
corresponding to basic psychological operations are involved in emotion
processing across emotional categories and are not specifically localized to discrete brain networks [67]. With its advantages in superior soft tissue contrast,
high spatial resolution, and noninvasive detection, magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) has become a promising tool for detection of neurological alterations in
mental disorders such as depression.
Using an experimental therapeutics approach coupled with machine learning,
Liu et al. investigated the effect of a pharmacological challenge aiming to enhance
dopaminergic signaling on whole-brain’s response to reward-related stimuli in
MDD. Artificial intelligence technology combined with MRI technology was used to
find the objective biological markers of depression. The brain regions with diagnostic value included anterior cuneate lobe, cingulate gyrus, inferior marginal angular
gyrus, insular, thalamus, and hippocampus. The brain regions with preventive
value included the precuneus, postcentral gyrus, dorsolateral prefrontal lobe,
orbitofrontal lobe, and middle temporal gyrus. The brain regions with predictive
therapeutic response included the precuneus, cingulate gyrus, inferior marginal
angular gyrus, middle frontal gyrus, middle occipital gyrus, inferior occipital gyrus,
and lingual gyrus [68].
Studies have shown that machine learning and deep learning techniques have
been widely used in the diagnosis, prevention, and treatment of depression and
other neuropsychiatric diseases in recent years. Abnormal brain regions may be
used as predictors of diagnostic and therapeutic responses. Research hotspot mainly
focused on cortical areas rather than the midbrain limbic system or dopamine
system. Collectively, the literature review suggested that the cingulate gyrus and
precuneus may be the most important candidate brain regions among the objective
biological markers of depression. Due to complex pathophysiological changes and
etiological heterogeneity of depression, combining imaging biomarkers with other
indicators (e.g., biochemical, genetic) is necessary to achieve more objective
assessment of course and prognosis of depression [69].
3.2 Textual emotion recognition
With the growing amount of emotional information from social media, including text, photos, and videos, emotion recognition through multimodal information
using machine learning technique is becoming a trend. Absolutist thinking represents a form of cognitive distortion typical of anxiety and depression. Al-Mosaiwi
and Johnstone conducted a text analysis of 63 Internet forums (over 6400 members) using the Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count software to examine absolutist
thinking. The results suggested that absolutist words, rather than negative emotion
words, tracked the severity of affective disorder forums. They found elevated levels
of absolutist words in depression recovery forums. This suggests that absolutist
thinking may be a vulnerability factor for relapse of affective disorder [70].
The project of Proactive Suicide Prevention Online (PSPO) identified suicideprone individuals to provide further crisis management. A microblog group was
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identified as a high-risk population, who commented around a Sina microblogger
who committed suicide. They were assessed for suicidal thought and behavior. The
frequency of death-oriented words significantly decreased after the intervention,
while the frequency of future-oriented words significantly increased. This model
may help people with suicidal thoughts and behaviors but with a low motivation to
seek help [71].
The modeling of textual and visual features from Instagram photos successfully
identified individuals diagnosed with depression. The results showed that depressed
people are more likely to upload photos that are bluer, grayer, and darker. The
human rating of photo attributes (happiness, sadness, interestingness, and
likability) is a weak predictor of depression [72]. These findings suggest new
avenues for early screening and detection of mental illness.
3.3 Facial expression and speech recognition
The physiological approaches using specific sensors for emotion signals have the
advantage of being more precise, but are generally more costly and need more
effort in clinical context. Facial and speech information is more applicable in these
natural environments. Chronic stress, anxiety, and depressive states are three
intertwined processes which constitute the vicious circle in common affective disorders such as depression. Chronic stress may induce autonomic responses concurrent with anxiety states, and anxiety may lead to depressive states when stress
continues and coping strategies are ineffective. Gavrilescu and Vizireanu for the
first time proposed a neural network-based architecture for predicting levels of
stress, anxiety, and depression based on FACS in a nonintrusive and real-time
manner. Their method allows the experts to monitor the three emotional states in
real time. Additionally, 93% accuracy was achieved discriminating between healthy
individuals and those with major depressive disorder (MDD) or post-traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD) [73]. This method is an attractive alternative to traditional
self-report measurements based on questionnaires.
A new approach to predict the depressive symptoms with Beck Depression
Inventory II (BDI-II) scores from video data is proposed based on the deep
convolutional neutral networks (DCNN). The proposed framework is designed to
capture both the facial appearance and dynamics in the video data by integrating
two deep networks into one. The method could predict with over 80% accuracy
depressive behavior, achieving a comparable performance to most methods combing video and audio data [74]. Thus their method provided a more efficient and
convenient way of prediction than multimodal methods.
Harati et al. used several metrics of variability to extract unsupervised features
from video recordings of patients before and after deep brain stimulation (DBS)
treatment for major depressive disorder (MDD). Their goal was to quantify the
treatment effects on emotion indicated with facial expression. Their preliminary
results indicate that unsupervised features learned from these video recordings
using dynamic latent variable model (DLVM) based on multiscale entropy (MSE)
of pixel intensities can distinguish different phases of depression and recovery
[75]. Therefore, their methods may provide more precise markers of treatment
response.
As a relatively objective and easily available variable, speech has potential value
in the diagnosis of depression. The acoustic analysis of patients with mental illness
showed that there is greater than moderate correlation between speech-related
variables and symptom indicators [76, 77]. Pan et al. build a speech-based depression recognition model with logical regression (LR) classification methods.
The results show that the speech recognition accuracy reached 82.9% [78].
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They found that four voice features (PC1, PC6, PC17, PC24, P < 0.05, corrected)
made significant contribution to depression and that the contribution effect of the
voice features alone reached 35.65%. These results demonstrate that voice features
have great potential in applications such as clinical diagnosis and prediction.
3.4 Multimodal emotion recognition
Facial, video, and textual information are the most available affective information in clinical context. Therefore, recent studies explored multimodal emotion
recognition methods to improve the accuracies and specificities when the multimodal emotion information was input as predictors. Haque et al. present a machine
learning method for measuring the severity of depressive symptoms. Their multimodal method uses 3D facial expressions and spoken language, commonly available
from modern cell phones. It demonstrates an average error of 3.67 points (15.3%
relative) on the clinically validated Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ) scale. For
detecting major depressive disorder, their model demonstrates 83.3% sensitivity
and 82.6% specificity [79]. Yang et al. proposed new text and video features and
hybridizes deep and shallow models for depression estimation and classification
from audio, video, and text descriptors. They demonstrated that the proposed
hybrid framework effectively improves the accuracies of both depression estimation and depression classification [80]. SimSensei Kiosk was a virtual human interviewer which aims to automatically assess the verbal and nonverbal behaviors
indicative of depression, anxiety, or post-traumatic stress disorder (PSTD). A multimodal real-time sensing system was used to simultaneously capture different
modalities (e.g., smile intensity, 3D head position and orientation, intensity or lack
of facial expressions like anger, disgust, and joy) to model the relation between
mental states and human behavior [81].

4. Conclusions
This chapter summarized the recognition of human affect based on internal and
external signals of emotion, which has gained intensive attention in research fields
such as artificial intelligence, psychology, cognitive neuroscience, and physiology.
The reviewed empirical researches rarely deal with “social emotions” such as guilt,
shame, and embarrassment. Instead of the more traditional cognitive and biological
perspectives of emotion, the sociological perspective focused on functions of emotions to control social interactions and sustain the social order. Future studies need
to deal with its extension to social emotions and the relevant theoretical
foundations.
Emotion recognition is based on discrete and dimensional views of emotion,
with underlying CNS and PNS dynamics. Single modal as well as multimodal emotion recognition rely on facial, speech, posture, physiological, and textual emotional
information, which could function separately or concurrently. Integrating multimodal emotion information for emotion recognition remains challenging, and much
research is needed about the way they relate to human affect.
Furthermore, the application of emotion recognition in depressive disorder may
pave an avenue for more precise diagnosis of the syndrome and prediction of its
disease course. Identifying specific physiological substrates of depressive disorder,
combined with emotion classification technique such as machine learning, may help
identify the dimensional constructs of RDoC, which are implicit in the clinical
phenomena of depressive disorder.
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Abstract
Integrating arts-based practice within psychological interventions has been widely
used to increase accessibility and cultural sensitivity and to enable emotional communication and expression. However, using arts within psychoeducation for people with
a diagnosis of borderline personality disorder (BPD) where attachment trauma has led
to interpersonal difficulties has been less well-documented. This chapter intends to
illustrate the experience of patients and facilitators in a mentalization-based psychoeducational programme being delivered in adult mental health services. We will look at
the relevance of how images are used to embody relational struggles and how they are
used to work through themes of anticipated attachment trauma. We then describe narratives of a 12-week arts-based psychoeducational programme from both the patient
and professional perspectives. We conclude that arts-based mentalization focused
psychoeducation is a valuable resource for preparing patients with a diagnosis of BPD
for further treatment where attachment injury is central to the presenting issues.
Keywords: attachment trauma, borderline personality disorder, art psychotherapy,
psychoeducation

1. Introduction
Integrating arts-based practice within psychological interventions has been
widely used to increase accessibility and cultural sensitivity and to enable emotional communication and expression. However, using arts within psychoeducation
for people with a diagnosis of borderline personality disorder where traumatic
events have led to interpersonal difficulties has been less well-documented. This
chapter intends to illustrate the experience of patients and facilitators engaging in a
mentalization-based psychoeducational programme being delivered in adult mental
health services. We will look at the relevance of how images are used to embody
relational struggles and how they are used to work through themes of anticipated
interpersonal trauma. We then describe narratives of a 12-week arts-based psychoeducational programme from both the patient and professional perspectives.
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We present an overview of the rationale of introducing arts-based psychoeducation into a mental health programme for people with a diagnosis of borderline
personality disorder (BPD) followed by a description of the structure and a brief
vignette of the programme. Finally, we will explore patient perceptions of the
programme. All patients are anonymised and have given consent for this material
to be published, including any images produced during the sessions. The authors
are experienced clinician-researchers and have substantial experience of working
within mental health services and related contexts.
1.1 Background
We now know that understanding the relationship between attachment, trauma
and affect regulation is central to treating patients with a diagnosis of BPD. Evidence
suggests that symptoms of BPD have a multifactorial psychobiological aetiology
and include attachment trauma reactions to a range of harmful events, including
childhood physical and sexual abuse [1–5], early neglect [6, 7] and invalidation [8].
Attachment traumas in this context refer to an intergenerational disorganised condition of relationship that results in disassociation, high affect arousal ‘stemming from
fright without solution’ [9]. In conditions of affect dysregulation due to experiencing
attachment traumas, it is hard for the person to make sense of causal factors, including traumatic events and triggers that may produce reactive high arousal states.
Stawarczyk et al. [10] proposed that thought suppression is a key survival mechanism
developed to mitigate the effects of predictive processing, particularly in relation to
interpersonal events. Given the propensity to evade direct linking between affect
arousal and events preceding the arousal, acting out emotional experience within
an interpersonal context where attachment traumas are perceived to occur is a core
part of the work in the restoration of a capacity to mentalize. Here we are referring to
mentalizing as having the capacity to imagine intentional states of mind that influence behaviours, for example, desires, beliefs, feelings and thoughts. This is highly
relevant to working with patients with a diagnosis of BPD where there is marked
reduction in mentalizing [11] due to high affect arousal [12] and attachment trauma
triggers within interpersonal contexts [13]. A mentalization-based verbal group
model has been developed with this theoretical premise in mind [14]. Mentalizing
begins in early infancy through the mirroring actions of parental care that offers a
capacity to sensitise to emotional experiences and develop symbolic representations
of self-and other as well as narrativisation and restoration of affective homeostasis
[12]. The actions of mentalizing another, that is the attuned awareness of internal
states influencing behaviours, enable a secure attachment [15]. Where unsuccessful
parental mentalizing happens, for example, misattunements, insensitivity, neglect
or abuse, the psychobiological vulnerability of the infant is likewise managed with
non-mentalizing behaviours. As the pre-requisite for secure attachment is a capacity to mentalize this can cause transgenerational patterns of insecure attachment
and attachment traumas, potentially advancing to conditions of severe avoidance
of abandonment, identity disturbance, impulsivity and self-harm. These are symptomatic of severe conditions of non- mentalizing and together are considered to
be primary symptoms of borderline personality disorder [16]. Most treatments for
borderline personality disorder focus on the restoration of mentalizing and enabling
a second-order representational system to become established [11, 17, 18]. Second to
this, the development of ‘positive thinking’ to replace anticipated catastrophe is also
considered to be helpful, particularly for impulsive behaviours [19]. Most treatments
are medium to long-term and psychoeducation, as a brief intervention is still in the
early stages of development for this clinical group. Given that mentalizing involves
imagining mental states and developing representations of self and others, the use of
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image-making as a reflexive tool is proposed as being a helpful addition to the models
of BPD treatment. That said, in order to mobilise the process, framing the problem,
understanding the aetiology and reflecting on relational patterns of behaviour are a
fundamental first step towards engaging with treatment. Whilst the authors are not
intending to describe the effectiveness of the process of using art in psychoeducation
for this population, the development of a trauma focused model or the long term benefits, the authors are intending to understand what happens when art is used as a focal
point within a psychoeducation programme and how it effects people’s experiences,
self-understanding and the participant’s preparedness for psychological treatment.
Psychoeducation is widely used in mental health contexts to help patients to
understand living with a diagnosis of borderline BPD [20, 21], how and when
presenting issues arise and to consider attachment trauma in the context of
interpersonal relationships [22], identity and affect arousal [21]. Further to this,
psychoeducation has been used to help impulsivity and suicidality often occurring
in relation to attachment traumas [23]. In psychoeducation, participants usually
engage between one and 2 hours on a weekly basis for 6–20 weeks. There is some
evidence to suggest psychoeducation improves relationships, reducing attachment
traumas [22] however the evidence of its effectiveness is limited to feasibility and
pilot studies [20–24]. However, the true extent of the use of psychoeducation is not
accounted for given that psychoeducation is often part of a psychotherapeutic intervention for borderline personality disorder [25]. Within the context of art psychotherapy this was also clear in a survey conducted by the British Association of Art
Therapists [26]; it was evident that 50% of the art therapists that responded used
psychoeducation as either a stand-alone intervention or as being integrated within
their treatment. Springham and Whittaker [26] reflect on the survey outcomes and
conclude that psychoeducation could be a ‘crucial unique feature of the practice of
art therapy with BPD’. This is also clear in the emerging literature in this field where
art psychotherapy methods of practice within a psychoeducational framework are
often used alongside conventional methods of treatment [27–31]. For example,
Sweig [30] uses a model of arts in psychoeducation and ‘the role of art therapy in
clarifying issues and mobilizing creative energies in service of personal growth.’
Likewise Thorne [32] has published a specific model of using art within a psychoeducational framework for patients diagnosed with BPD similar to the one that
we employed, that offers a structured and theme-based approach to engaging in
understanding and reflecting upon self- and other-experience. Thorne [23] asserts
that the image-making process adds to a psychoeducation model for BPD through
enabling emotions and experiences to be more richly expressed and contained.
The theoretical assumption guiding the evaluation was that the use of arts in
psychoeducation encourages the patient to view the perceived attachment trauma
trigger from a ‘distance’. An intolerable, affectively charged trauma can be made
more tolerable through seeing it as a human pattern of relating that all people may
experience, and hence offering some normalisation according to human functioning
[33, 34]. The nature of requesting the participant to see their experience through
the lens of human patterns of relating and attachment trauma reactions helps
the patient to consider potential aetiological factors. This requires the patient to
relate to the subject but also to see the problem as an observer of themselves [35].
Psychoeducation uses a teaching-based model that encourages distance from the
trauma and desensitisation to the predicated interpersonal response. We hypothesised that in the proposed model of psychoeducation there is a core mechanism that
increases the capacity to reflect on the expected attachment trauma. The second key
feature of taking a more distanced view of the attachment trauma, relates to the generalisability of the presenting difficulty. Arts psychotherapies engage the person in
thinking about what they are expressing, how it is expressed and how the expression
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might be received. We propose that introducing arts to a psychoeducation model
supports the process of imaginative reflexivity in psychoeducation as a method that
enhances the person’s capacity to regulate affect and improve relating to the other
[36–39]. These features of developing imaginative flexibility are also described as a
core mechanism in the capacity to mentalize attachment traumas [34] and therefore
we deemed this as a helpful addition to the verbal methods of intervention.
Mentalization-based art psychotherapy is becoming an established method of
treatment due to the accessibility, cultural sensitivity and scope for emotional communication and reflection [40, 41]. Mentalization based treatment draws on relational theory from attachment theory [42] and restoring mentalizing in the context
of attachment trauma as a key part of the work [43]. The concept of mentalization
also has its roots in early dynamic theory and cognitive science [44] and refers to a
person’s capacity to reflect on self and others’ intentional states of mind [45].

2. Arts-based psychoeducation within a mentalization based
programme in psychiatry
2.1 Overview of the psychoeducation programme
Arts-based mentalization focused psychoeducation is a 12-week programme
developed within a secondary care mental health context as both a standalone
intervention and as a preparation for an 18-month arts-based mentalization treatment programme. Patients were offered up to four sessions to assess for presenting issues relating to attachment trauma such as self-harm, identity disturbance
and affect dysregulation as well as the patient’s motivation for receiving therapy.
To understand other stressors, a holistic view to the person’s life including family, finance, social factors and a risk assessment were assessed in relation to their
potential treatment and was shared with patients as an assessment formulation
report co-written with the patient. The facilitators regularly reviewed the formulation with the members throughout the programme. Following this process,
the facilitators offered a place on the arts-based psychoeducation programme.
The sessions included arts and ran for 1 hour and 30 minutes over 12 weeks. The
themes for each week were modelled on the programme designed by Karterud
and Bateman [46] that described preparatory sessions for mentalization-based
treatment (MBT) [47]:
Week 1: Mentalization and mentalizing stance
Week 2: What does it mean to have problems with mentalizing?
Week 3: Why do we have emotions and what are the core emotions?
Week 4: How do we register and regulate emotions?
Week 5: The significance of attachment relationships
Week 6: Attachment and mentalization
Week 7: What is borderline personality disorder?
Week 8: Mentalization-based arts therapies - Part 1
Week 9: Mentalization-based arts therapies - Part 2
Week 10: Anxiety, attachment and mentalizing
Week 11: Depression, attachment and mentalizing
Week 12: Summary and conclusion, feedback
The facilitators informed participants that the focus of the group would be on
how we see ourselves and the way we relate to others and how these perceptions
link to early attachment patterns and traumas to those attachments. Group rules,
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boundaries, confidentiality, respect for others and punctuality were discussed and
agreed. Using alcohol, drugs and violence was prohibited in addition to contact
between the members of the group, outside of the group. The format of the group
included attendance and a refresher of the previous session, presentation and development of the theme of the current session and discussion, image making, feedback
and preparation for the next session.
Each session had the purpose of clarifying the concept of mentalization and the
point where it can fail, particularly in relation to anticipating attachment traumas
and regulating the associated intense affect. The intention of the group was to work
with recent attachment traumas, which group members had identified as being
emotionally difficult. At the end of the psychoeducation group, there was a collaborative decision made whether further treatment was required.
2.2 Psychoeducation, group work and the clinical process: the art
psychotherapists’ perspective
The arts were introduced by the fourth author of this chapter and a co-facilitator
(both art psychotherapists) to be used in an improvised and explorative way.
Materials such as chalks, pens and paints were available to help the patient explore
their experience of being in the group in relation to the weekly themes. The narrative uses pseudonyms for the patient names. All members of the group had a
primary diagnosis of BPD which had been confirmed through the assessment
process. George was a 61 year old, white British man, Henry was a 65 year old white
British man, and Dalmar was a 27 year old British Somalian lady.
The artworks were treated as an important part of their personal and group
experience and were kept until the end of the 12th session. Over the weeks, the
patients’ engagement with the arts appeared to develop in emotional complexity,
competency and confidence which was reflected in the way they used the arts
media. With the presence of anticipated attachment traumas, the arts were also
offered as a way of regulating feelings through making doodles or experimental
marks when it felt too difficult to reflect on or explore themes. As sessions passed an
increasing engagement with the arts was encouraged and there was clear intent to
produce figurative drawings with a narrative that related to attachment trauma and
how mentalizing could be restored in relation to the themes discussed.
A way of developing initial cohesion in the group was clear in Week 3, in
response to the theme of ‘Why do we have emotions and what are the core emotions?’, George described how his image making on the first week was driven by the
curiosity of using the pencil colours that were available, as it gave him an opportunity to ‘get a feel for being in a group’. In Week 3, his initial anxieties were reformulated to form rhythmically drawn patterns in distinct shades on the right top corner
of the paper (Figure 1). The early stage of the work in the group and how the forms
co-existed became a strong motif for his experience, where the spaces between
people, the nuances of emotions and feelings remained compact and connected in
a controlled space. We felt that the patient was using the arts materials to regulate
his emotional response to feeling cornered, hemmed into a group where he was
uncertain about how people could interact and function without disagreement and
the resulting personal trauma and potential disassociation. His marks represented
a tapestry like presence where form and colour could coexist in a similar way as his
emergent feelings in the group’s context.
Similarly, in the same session, Dalmar described her artwork (Figure 2) she said
that her relationships were like these stone structures that had ‘collapsed’, ‘heavy and
helpless’, ‘immovable’ and ‘stuck’. These terms are typical of the disorganised attachment state where there is no solution or relational flexibility and ultimately there is a
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Figure 1.
‘Myself in the group’.

Figure 2.
‘Relationships as collapsing stones’.

sense of unresponsive or misattuned neglect. These early images showed a capacity to
use image making as a tool for embodying complex emotional narratives that anticipated attachment traumas in ways that could be communicated within a group context.
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By Week 3 some group members mentioned how the use of the arts seemed
to enable a capacity to be more aware and talk about their mental and emotional
processes within an interpersonal context. In Figures 1 and 2, the artwork allowed
the opportunity to expressively articulate thoughts and emotions that had remained
unspoken. In Week 4, ‘How do we register and regulate emotions?’ One group
member (Henry) described his image as the traffic light in the middle of his drawing (Figure 3). He used the image to help the group reflect on his anxieties of being
out of control, again in a disorganised state where he felt helpless and unwanted. He
described the predominant affect as fear, represented by the sunset as a loss of light
and something blinding. He described his wish to be like the lamp on the left of
the page which he commented on as having a more ‘pleasant and balanced quality’.
Again, key themes about the rupture to attachments as losing the sun and associated
high ‘fight or flight’ arousal of feeling afraid were at the core of the work.
Using themes to structure sessions helped to enable experiences to be shared.
For example, another group member (George) (Figure 4) described being ‘like
the hectic river which was crossing and dividing the urban and green space’. In
these early sessions, we focused the content on identifying emotional states and
understanding how interpersonal contexts stimulate attachment anxieties about
anticipated attachment traumas. In Figure 4, George described the urban environment as populated with fragile homes with empty windows, and a mass of green
fluidity is sharply divided by an insertion of blue. The powerful disruption also
described an intense experience of disconnection that he felt was difficult to bridge
due to the uncertainties contained in the green grass of the hill and the disappearing, empty-looking town again drawing on the felt experience of the unavailable
and unresponsive others.
The cause of these intolerable conditions of loss of control and disorganised
attachment was shared in the group. Dalmar stated that if her family understood
her, they would not behave the way they do. Firmly stating, ‘It’s them that’s the
problem.’ (Figure 5).

Figure 3.
‘Loss of control’.
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Figure 4.
‘I live in the space In-between’.

Figure 5.
‘It’s them that’s the problem’.

The same member, later in the work during the session titled, ‘Anxiety
Attachment and Mentalizing’, responded by describing how she manages those
states of helplessness and abandonment rather than describing what causes them.
She managed painful feelings by harming herself or attempting to overdose on
her medication, depicting a blue and white pill in a smudged, surrounded by
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Figure 6.
‘When I feel abandoned I can only think about dying’.

fingerprint smudges (Figure 6). The theme resonated with the group experience.
Several people in the group said that this was the first time that they felt that they
were being heard. The sense of having a shared experience within the group session
contributed positively to the sense of being held in mind by another and developing
a capacity to mentalize the other in the context of anticipated social rupture.
By the end of the 12 weeks, participants were asked to conclude the sessions
through sharing thoughts about how they engaged with the use of the arts as a
medium to foster reflective thinking about thoughts, emotions, beliefs, and their
personal stories.
2.3 Experiences of image-making, affect and relationships: the patient
perspective
Following the psychoeducation, all members were invited to give feedback about
their experience for the purposes of evaluating the group and for the results to be
published. Three members came forward and gave consent for their interview to be
published (George, Henry and Dalmar). The interviews were conducted by honorary researchers (authors 2 and 3) who were independent from the programme and
who were supervised as part of an early career research initiative [48, 49] founded
with the NHS by the first author. Each interview lasted about 1 hour and was semistructures. Key extracts that appeared to be prevalent or represent the larger themes
were extracted and are contextualised within the narrative below.
The first sessions appeared to have a heightened sense of vulnerability
and members were tentatively engaging. For example, one member (George.)
described drawing an image of a baby without a mother in response to the theme
of what it means to have problems with secure attachment, describing the image
as having a re-traumatising quality. The image making was originally seen as
tentative, bearing no genuine relationship to the psychoeducation, and sometimes felt uncomfortable. Members also expressed cautious engagement through
feeling self-conscious and unskilled when using the art media, which they felt
expressed a sense of vulnerability and the feeling that using the art media was
exposing a sense of vulnerability, feeling like they would fail or not be good
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enough. For example, one member stuttered and looked embarrassed when she
was asked about the use of the art materials.
‘I did feel slightly embarrassed, but or not embarrassed, but…conscious and
conscious that I couldn’t draw really that well in that short time.’

The unexpected effect of the image was often experienced as both offering helpful insight and emotional disturbance. George described how a sense of profound
attachment re-traumatisation was immediately evoked,
‘When [the image], features round something that impacted you like, so bad, so
much…When it, when you could see what happened, bulging in front of your eyes…
it brought back terrible memories.’

Henry also expressed an experience of re-traumatisation from being in the
presence of others during the group experience whilst attempting to avoid group
conflicts. He described an avoidance of unmanageable disorganised attachment
arousal in the group that could be provoked by group conflicts to try to keep his
stability.
‘It’s just that it might have brought up memories that I didn’t want to think about…
I’m sort of outside the conflicts… … [Relationships] can be rocky, chaotic, so again
it’s a bit like me, I’m stable now but I feel it’s a bit fragile…’

However, in this early stage, there was a sense that the structure could contain
and guide, often helped to reduce anxieties through a sense of being in a group with
a direction which felt supportive; being held by the frame of the task. Henry stated,
‘And so to have that...back-up... of other people. Though they, you’re not talking...
you’re, more or less, you know, it’s more structured’. Henry said that she had begun
to gain a sense of clarity regarding past relationships ‘[past attachment trauma] is
not bothering me so much…cause the only person it’s destroying it’s me’.

However, through having a practical task, the sense of accomplishment of
improvising was felt to be useful and could express a state of attachment trauma
rather than acting out interpersonally. George said that he used the image as a
retreat when one he ‘could not get a word in’. As the work progressed, members
said the image making became more comfortable and automatic, perhaps less
pre-meditated, but often members said that the relational tension meant that it
was hard to be playful or to improvise. As the work progressed, members began to
monitor themselves, restore a capacity to mentalize, using the psychoeducation to
make sense of their experience. For example, using images helped Dalmar to reflect
on the experience of attachment trauma, exploring what felt like part of an illness
and what was felt like a ‘normal’ response to relationships,
‘….in relation to like my personality disorder erm …there is a lot of up and down
and stuff… but it’s unhealthy but I was just thinking how a lot of it is just normal…’

As the group progressed, what seems to accompany the image making and
inform the process were several key areas directly related to the aims of the group.
Members said that image-making was used to reflect on feeling states relating to
attachment traumas that had otherwise been considered as overwhelming and this
marked the beginning of feeling more trusting of others.
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‘…yeah, my confidence has come back… I think I can trust them, but it’s, I…, I don’t
know, I just don’t know.’

Members also described an experience of image-making as a way of processing over-thinking and an opportunity to make sense of the salient teaching points
provided by the facilitator.
‘I was just feeling reflective like…erm thinking about myself and thinking about
what other people were saying I was just sort of processing it in my head and this is
how it came out on paper.’

During the latter sessions they described a growing sense of stability and confidence in themselves and their own agency, which enabled a capacity to be more
reflective about other people’s states of mind. However, this appeared to be less so
with the experience of what motivated other people’s actions, which often produced
feelings of anxiety or distrust. Two of the participants described having a more structured interpersonal experience where they were trying to unravel their problems and
consider ways of reflecting on their experience. For example, one participant stated,
‘the psychoeducation group has helped me to step back and think about what is
happening’.

Towards the end, members suggested an experience of hope that was linked
with an educational ‘structure’ that enabled people to be together and learn about
how they might experience one another and what might cause a perceived attachment trauma. There was also an experience of being together and appreciating each
other’s struggles, in effect beginning to mentalize the others’ experience.
‘That other people around you, makes you feel comfortable. Make you feel...
they’re suffering and all. You know, others are in the same predicament as you are.’
(George)

The ending marked a hard transition and whilst the psychoeducation was
successful in helping members of the group to reflect on their experience and form
tentative relationships, there was also a sense that they were left with uncertainties given the brief period of the group. Members described the first steps towards
alternative ways of relating, but they seemed to be left with a fragile footing.
‘… well, I’m more positive, I’m more positive in myself. I could lose that stability any
moment…’

This brief narrative echoes some similar anxieties as the therapist’s account
of the session, and overall, the quality and stories of the members felt like a brief
but important encounter that opened up the emotionality and contextual issues in
relation to their presenting issues. Following the psychoeducation, most members
agreed to continue the work of understanding mentalizing in a non-directive
mentalization art psychotherapy group.

3. Conclusion
The arts-based psychoeducation offered a structured experiential approach
to understanding attachment traumas and mentalizing relationships. The image
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making seemed to offer powerful access to feelings and experiences that sometimes,
and especially at the beginning of the psychoeducation, could be uncomfortable
and even ‘re-traumatising’. The art psychotherapists’ perspective of the work
provides a comprehensive narrative, highlighting the small but significant positive
changes. In the follow-up evaluation we see the patient’s autonomy emerging, also
describing a tentative grasp of the concepts and emergent alternative forms of relating. We believe that the image-making process facilitated an affective experience of
relationships, often revealing vulnerability in safe ways that could be reflected on.
The images offered a powerful account of this process, and particularly the
anxieties and uncertainties about developing a secure attachment. The images also
revealed anticipated attachment traumas and an invalidating environment, for
example in the stuck, rigid invalidating stones; being surrounded by a family that
‘should be in therapy’; the constant traffic light ‘fight or flight’ dance or being stuck
in a turbulent place between haunting empty houses and the green grass. Whilst we
believe that the use of arts is a valuable tool for communicating, engaging with and
reflecting on feeling states; careful, structured and sensitive facilitation is required
to maintain safe and effective practice especially where the focus is on how therapists facilitate brief educational work focusing on attachment trauma.
This study revealed that the psychoeducation can expose deep relational vulnerabilities, where the principal focus for members had often been to manage pain in
isolation. Perhaps most importantly, the emergent capacity for group members to
recover from attachment trauma and to restore mentalizing indicated that there
was the conceptual and reflective infrastructure that formed the foundations
for further work and would enable members to engage with explorative forms of
psychotherapy.
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Chapter 10

Amnesia among Indigenous
Australians
Alison Husain

Abstract
Looking at the incidence of amnesia in Australian indigenous people who have
experienced a legacy of intergenerational trauma and psycho-social traumas in
childhood such as psychological, sexual and physical abuse, domestic violence,
substance abuse, out-of-home care, and over-policing, this chapter will consider
the impact of trauma-based amnesia from the perspective of social neuroscience
in relation to the frequency of incidence derived from data on reported mood and
neurotic group disorders to draw insights into the epidemiology of psychogenic
amnesia among indigenous Australians. This chapter will also consider cultural
implications as health is not just a physiological or mental status of an individual
but encompasses social, emotional, and cultural connectedness which amnesia disrupts. This research seeks to create better understanding as to the causal attributes
of more prevalent levels of suffering among indigenous Australians as compared to
non-indigenous Australians.
Keywords: amnesia, psycho-social trauma, intergenerational trauma, indigenous
Australians, mental health, epidemiology, dissociative and psychogenic amnesia

1. Introduction
While much research has been undertaken on the neural mechanisms and
effect of trauma-induced amnesia, it is suggested that much less attention has been
applied to the more covert and pervasive types of trauma and long-term effects
of psychogenic amnesia among indigenous Australians. This chapter is essentially
a study in the application of social neuroscience in the psycho-social trauma
frequently associated with childhood. The objective of this social neuroscience
research is to understand the epidemiology of amnesia and related neurophysiological systems that underpin the traumatic social background of indigenous
Australians, and is intended to further understanding.
This article analyses themes underlying the causes of childhood trauma,
considers the impact leading to amnesia, available diagnosis and mitigation. The
material was informed by a review of epidemiological literature on psycho-social
trauma present in indigenous Australians with consideration given to international literature to determine the elements of collective and mass trauma studies
which correlate to indigenous communities in Australia. Psychogenic amnesia as
a specific mental disorder has not been recorded in the data history of indigenous
and non-indigenous hospitalizations. Consideration has therefore been given to
the group of mood and neurotic disorders within which psychogenic amnesia
lies in particular arising from stress levels. This article will contemplate memory
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disorders by considering memory disturbances, relationships to functionality and
frequency, before turning to aspects of therapeutic interventions and culturally safe
approaches.
The use of social neuroscience in exploring the incidence of amnesia caused by
emotional and psychological trauma among indigenous Australians will provide
broader consideration of the causal attributes of more prevalent levels of suffering
among indigenous Australians as compared to non-indigenous Australians [1].
Social neuroscience perspectives on childhood trauma unite the concept that the
brain responds to stress and abuse, as social behaviors stem from brain development
[2]. Consideration may then be given to development of best therapeutic practices
to promote healing and recovery from the damage caused to brain development by
adverse experiences.
1.1 Background
It cannot be emphasized enough that the colonialist practices of dispossession,
child removal, suppression of indigenous social practices, stolen heritages and
oppressive government policies, resulted in long-term intergenerational trauma that
is still experienced today [3]. Ongoing social inequalities are particularly apparent
across health outcomes [4, 5].
Current statistics indicate there are approximately 800,000 indigenous
Australians, equating to 2.8% of the Australian population [6] (Figure 1).
The health and welfare outcomes are significantly disproportionate as indigenous Australians experience disease at a far higher rate than non-indigenous
Australians. Of these diseases, the group of mental health disorders has one of the
highest disparity ratio. This group represents disorders relating to stress, anxiety,
depression, alcohol and drug use, and the autism spectrum [5]. To understand
the impact of trauma, the issues raised above may be viewed through Historical
Trauma theory. This conceptual theory is based on the premise that where a particular population has been historically subjected to long periods of mass trauma

Figure 1.
Incidence of higher levels of distress among indigenous Australians compared to non-indigenous population.
For indigenous Australians, the comparative distress levels are not only higher for all the four reported time
periods but also show a trend of increasing levels of disparity for each consecutive period. Data for this chart
were derived from Australian government report: Overcoming indigenous disadvantage 2016 [7].
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(such as colonialism, genocide, slavery, and abuse) then higher incidents of poor
health outcomes remain present for many generations to follow [8]. In Australia,
this is evidenced by the health disparities currently present [9, 10]. Once primary
trauma occurs, the intergenerational effect is amplified by the risks associated with
increased vulnerability to secondary trauma identified above. As a result, a pattern of trauma is often established in family and community groups which can be
viewed through the current statistics that evidence Australian indigenous children
end up in out-of-home care at a greater rate than non-indigenous children and
disproportionately high rates of fatal self-harm [11, 12].
1.2 Methodology
For this review, research papers were retrieved from the following databases
and search engines: the Centre for Independent Studies (CIS), ProQuest, PubMed,
ScienceDirect, Scopus, and Springer Link. The following: “trauma,” “childhood
trauma,” “intergenerational trauma,” “indigenous,” “aboriginal,” “retrograde amnesia
of psychogenic origins,” “dissociative and psychogenic amnesia,” “mental health,”
“indigenous connection to country” together with “quantitative,” “statistical” and
“social neuroscience” were used as keywords to filter results. Other keywords to
filter results were “over policing,” “detention,” and “close the gap.” Search areas
were restricted to clinical neurological science and sociology reporting on amnesia
across indigenous Australians with results analyzed on the basis of the last two
decades, geographical location, and types of intervention. Statistical evidence was
sought from the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) National Health Survey,
2014–2015, National Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Social Survey, 2014–2015
and Australian Institute of Health and Welfare (AIHW). Criteria for inclusion in this
review were studies from the last two decades to capture political and social changes
and were written in the English language. When the effect of mass trauma was analyzed for indigenous Australians on the basis of population and global geographical
location, it was observed that New Zealand studies were most relevant to this review.
The exclusion criteria were reviews outside recent neurological memory loss and
general indigenous research not relevant to Australian indigenous issues and papers
not written in English. Research papers were also limited based on health specific
records, identification of indigenous people, diagnosis mixed with other preexisting conditions. Also excluded, were reviews relating to memory loss as a result
of accidents, sports, and direct physical damage to the brain, as the scope of this
article focusses upon retrograde amnesia of psychogenic origins.
Data used in this article has been derived from Australian Government sources
with the figures extrapolated from mental health statistics, in particular mood and
neurotic disorders in which dissociative and psychogenic amnesia appears to draw
conclusions.
1.3 Results
Indigenous Australians have a higher incidence of distress indicative of social
and psychological trauma than non-indigenous Australians. The legacy of trauma
continues to exist in indigenous life with lived experience of psychological, sexual
and physical abuse (including domestic violence), alcohol and substance abuse,
over-policing, dissociation from family due to out-of-home care, continuing
discrimination and racism, perpetuating the cycle. The effects are hard to quantify
as directly supporting statistical evidence is limited [9, 10]. The greater incidence of
distress trauma present in indigenous communities correlates to a higher incidence
of amnesia compared to non-indigenous counterparts.
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2. Key concepts in memory and related losses: amnesia
To better understand the nature of memory and how memory loss occurs in
various types of amnesia, existing knowledge about human memory and a description of the various types of amnesia relevant to this article are set out below.
2.1 Memory
All memory types have two dimensions, time and content. Considering the time
dimension, memory is categorized into a further four categories based on its content. Firstly, the shortest term memory type, which lasts a second or less, described
as sensory memory, here sensory receptors capture the sensation momentarily to
be filed into a longer-term memory section [13]. There are five sensory receptors
which provide input to sensory memory: iconic or visual, echoic or auditory, haptic
or touch-based, olfactory or smell related, and a taste receptor. Secondly, there is
working memory, also referred to as primary or active memory which last less than
a minute. Thirdly, there is the long-term memory, the loss of which is essentially the
primary subject of this article [13]. The contents of long-term memory are categorized into two main types; one is explicit or conscious memory, sometimes also
referred to as declarative memory, and implicit or unconscious memory, also known
as procedural memory. The explicit or conscious memory is generally subtyped into
episodic memory where events and experience are recorded; and semantic memory
where general facts and concepts are recorded. Episodic memory is referred to episodic autobiographical memory (EAM), if the episode recorded relates to personal
experiences [14, 15].
Other memory types such as prospective memory relate to processing future
tasks and have little to do with recollection of past events. Autonoetic consciousness, however, is regarded as an anchor, or sense of self, in that all past experiences
or exposures over a person’s lifetime are able to be retrieved and reflected upon
[14, 16]. Conversely, semantic memory refers to the process of collecting general
knowledge, allowing for recall of rudimentary facts and common knowledge,
learned during the course of an individual’s existence, not drawn from personal
experiences but is interconnected with culture [14].
Independent case studies have demonstrated that both episodic and semantic
memories may be lost and, given the right time and circumstances, these memories
may be recovered at a later date [14]. In one case it was observed that a patient
experiencing retrograde amnesia caused by a mild head trauma exacerbated by
work stressors was unable to access episodic and semantic memories. Over a period
of several months, the patient was observed to be able to recall some semantics
until full access to his blocked memories was established. In this case, to determine
full recovery the patient was required to demonstrate competency in three faculties; ability to sense time, be aware of subjective autonoetic chronology and be
aware of the presence of his own self through that chronology [14]. Neuroscience
research relating to the experience, absorption, and memory of various episodes
in life has found little evidence of early infantile episodic memory and given the
development of the brain, early episodic and autobiographical memory during
infancy does not happen. It is generally agreed that these memories occur after the
age of 3 years [15].
For indigenous Australians, associations with family, community, land and
wellbeing are crucial; individual land ownership is not an indigenous concept.
Memories are formed through “storytelling” as a form of continuous oral tradition
of recording and preserving history and importance of connection to land and
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country [17]. Intimate knowledge of country forms a strong connection that is
inherent to indigenous identity and sustains wellbeing across spiritual, physical,
social and cultural perspectives. Caring for country means participating in interrelated activities which aim to promote ecological, spiritual and human health and
wellbeing. Loss of autonoetic consciousness interrupts such connection to country
and as such, impacts upon health and wellbeing, not just for an individual but often
for a community [1, 18]. The impact of amnesia results in lost inheritance for future
generations.
2.2 Amnesia
Whilst it is acknowledged that memory loss may occur as a result of accidents,
sports, and direct physical damage to the brain, the scope of this article is centered
upon retrograde amnesia of psychogenic origins. Retrograde amnesia is the inability
to recall long-term memory, mainly episodic and autobiographical, and is caused
by extreme psychological trauma typified by that experienced by indigenous
Australians [19]. In severe cases, anterograde amnesia may occur preventing the
formation of any further memories after the experience of an episode of severe psychogenic trauma and, although atypical, may also be accompanied by loss of semantic and factual memories [19]. Dissociative amnesia, a subtype of psychogenic
amnesia, is usually triggered by a traumatic event and is illustrated by retrospective
memory gaps, the inability to recall personal information, often of a traumatic or
stressful nature and is too explicit to be ascribed to forgetfulness or fatigue [20].
This article will also specifically consider indigenous childhood trauma of psychogenic origins that causes the removal of painful memories from parts of the brain
that are responsible for memory function. The removal of such painful memories
is considered a defense mechanism to extreme emotional and psychological stress.
Dissociative amnesia may also have accompanying indications of depression and
anxiety, with associated displays of impulsive aggressive behaviour, self-mutilation
and suicidal ideation [21, 22].
2.2.1 History of amnesia
Historically, incidents of amnesia associated with memory lapses and forgetfulness have been linked to physical, emotional, and spiritual welfare and
often hypothesized through a philosophical lens [23]. Historically, memory loss
was attributed to neurological disorders and physical head injuries, metabolic
dysregulation, substance abuse, other acute or chronic brain illnesses. Following
much debate, amnesia was identified as a memory disorder with further specificity
distinguishing retrograde and anterograde categories [23]. Amnesia as a clinical
feature was critical to the development of notions of dissociation of conscious from
subconscious recall, and differentiation of neurogenically-based from psychogenicbased amnesia became central to understanding post-traumatic states [21].
2.2.2 Neurological observations of stress-related amnesia
Memory functionality has been found to improve when events recorded by the
brain are emotionally arousing. These events tend to enable the human brain to
absorb and recall events more effectively, over a longer period of time. The use of
corticosteroids or cortisol, the main form of long-term stress hormones, has been
considered to enhance or increase the brain’s memory capacity [24]. Conversely,
persistently high levels of the stress hormone cortisol, common among indigenous
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people can be detrimental to long-term health, mental health and, wellbeing of
the individual and community [25, 26]. Episodic memory appears to be affected
when the Hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis records higher amounts of
glucocorticoids, released from the adrenal cortex, when stress is experienced which
impacts the regions inside the brain. Central to the above is that episodic memory
is not just impaired, but more specifically its access and retrieval is temporarily
blocked [27].
2.2.3 Beneficial effects of amnesia
The repression of memory, whether consciously practiced or chemically
induced, is considered to be a suitable coping mechanism for trauma-related or
acute stress and has been observed to be good practice for sufferers of myocardial
infarction [28]. The benefits of memory repression were realized whilst researching prevention, delayed onset, or reduction in the severity of post-traumatic stress
disorders (PTSD) [29]. Although trauma-induced amnesia does not increase a
person’s functionality, intellect or powers of execution, it has been found to reduce
stress disorders. The defense mechanism in the brain that induces amnesia after
a severe episode of trauma has the protective effect of reducing the likelihood of
PTSD, autism spectrum disorder and other associated side effects [29].
2.2.4 Treatments of psychogenic and dissociative amnesia
No agreed treatment is available for psychogenic dissociative amnesia nor any
methodology in place that may lead to rehabilitation. It is suggested that this is one
area where complimentary intensive research in neurophysiology may improve
understanding of the disorder and produce a feasible solution to improve the quality
of life for those afflicted [30]. The inherent danger in dissociative amnesia is that
it statistically points to increased risk of self-harm, suicide, and life-long loss of
cognitive functionality. The detection and prevalence of dissociative amnesia varies
broadly nationally and internationally, making it harder to define and detect let
alone attempt to mitigate its effects [30].
Consequently, this article will correlate neurophysiological research with
social and demographic research pertaining to indigenous Australians to detect
the presence and epidemiology of psychogenic amnesiacs. The platform of social
neuroscience, where such convergence occurs, is considered a suitable area of study
as outlined further below.

3. Social neuroscience and its relevance
Humans are social in nature and create evolving social structures based on
an individual social grouping and the creation and evolution of accompanying
cultures. These social structures have influenced the evolution of human neurobiological systems and accompanying effects on genes, cells, neural networks, and
hormones. Social neuroscience is a study of the connection of the two systems as
they coexist and co-influence [31]. Human neurobiological makeup has assisted
in the various social constructs humans have built around themselves, which have
then influenced and mutated human biology [31]. Social neuroscience is a relatively
new area of academic inquiry which allows for greater understanding into the codependency and confluence of biological and social sciences. Insights into the cause
and effect of psychological events on human neurophysiology validate the need for
further research into social neuroscience [32].
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Neuroscience research provides evidence that traumatic psychogenic amnesia,
not directly associated with physical brain damage, impacts upon brain functions
following the use of a neuroimaging technique called positron emission tomography
(PET) [33]. It has been observed that a psychogenic amnesiac has different parts
of the brain activated compared to non-amnesiacs in that the amygdala and other
regions of the brain showed increased activity [19]. This leads to the suggestion that
limbic functions and limbic cortical functions are affected by psychogenic amnesia
and in case studies, patients recorded as having experienced traumatic psychogenic
amnesia, also demonstrate cognitive impairments in attention, execution and intellectual capabilities [34].

4. Social, community and belief considerations
Research into trauma related amnesia in relation to indigenous people can be
a sensitive issue. Much has been written about indigenous health with criticism
around the research methodology, theoretical perspectives, and evaluations of programs. It is clear the “closing the gap” strategy is struggling to have a major impact
on the ambitious targets set by the Australian Government [35]. Reflective practices
between cultures often present different philosophical and theoretical perspectives and discrete communication and language add complexity to the problems
faced. The interpretation of incidence of amnesia among indigenous Australians
can aggravate the segregation of the two cultures [36]. Interventions should be in
the context of the use of traditional learning processes to view health and wellbeing from traditional healing perspectives with sound solutions for the future [36].
Comparative New Zealand research into therapeutic interventions for indigenous
mental health, demonstrated that treatment based on the premise that a holistic
view of wellbeing which is congruent with culture, customs and values integrating
aspects of spirituality, provides a greater individual sense of self and place, and
should be considered in any treatment plan [37].
Within the last decade, there appears to have been a shift in the narrative around
acknowledging that not all aspects of indigenous culture is positive. Recent discourse by prominent female indigenous leaders has provided a sincere snapshot into
some of the continuing health issues [38]. It is conceded that indigenous communities are often desensitized to a culture of violence, with many assaults going unreported, and violence deemed the norm [39]. It is also felt that the very nature of the
traditional culture continues to maintain the dominant rights for men to control
women [38]. These adverse aspects of culture are regarded as detrimental to finding
solutions to better health outcomes.
There is an urgent need for better evaluation of indigenous policies and
programs nationally to assess outcomes. There is a lack of reliable national data
reporting on how health and wellbeing measures are based. Evidence shows that
when programs are well researched, supported by effective community targeting
and engagement, then outcomes are positive [39]. One example of this is in relation to petrol sniffing and the implementation of OPAL fuel (a low aromatic fuel)
substitution for petrol. This program resulted in a dramatic reduction in ailments
arising from petrol sniffing [40]. Improved data collection around patient consultation, diagnosis, referrals to specialists, and outcome of referrals is required to better
understand the impact of amnesia [41].
The concept of culture plays an important part in both the social and biological
sciences as culture enables a community to make sense of their world and impacts
treatment outcomes. Research provides that the biogenetic, environmental
and cultural influences impact collectively on cognitive development affecting
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behaviour [42]. It cannot be emphasized enough that through culture, people are
able to place themselves and self-identify, as such traditional healing methods
should form part of health strategies and be framed through cultural messaging [43].
It has been suggested that two fields of research practice have dominated debates
around health and wellbeing, one view suggests that factors such as income,
socioeconomic hierarchy, and social status provide indicators of risk of disease,
the second view, held by health psychologists, anthropologists and sociologists, is
that risk of disease is associated with stressors and the ability of an individual or
community to cope with such stressors [32]. Therefore health and wellbeing are
impacted by historical legacies and politics; and the passage of time directly affects
how culture shapes health trends in relation to indigenous people.

5. Incidence, detection, and impact of amnesia
Testing for amnesia is often unreliable as it is frequently associated with
cognitive dysfunction identified through impairment of learning and executive
functions [44]. Cognitive dysfunction is also ubiquitous with high rates of poor
health, diseases, substance abuse, domestic violence, psychological stress, and
trauma, as reported widely among indigenous Australians. Tests are also often
based on Western premise and not tuned for cultural nuances [45]. Alcohol and
substance abuse, in general, is one of the most reported concerns among indigenous
Australians with misuse often resulting in impairment and toxic harm to organs and
tissues, with premature aging and death. Being in a state of intoxication diminishes
coordination, cognition, perception and promotes dependency [46]. It has been
established that alcohol abuse alters the structure of the brain through degeneration
of the cerebral cortex, and causes changes to the hypothalamus and cerebellum
[47]. These changes directly impact cognitive processes associated with learning,
memory, attention, rational thinking, and impulse control [48, 49]. The abuse of
alcohol may cause complications giving rise to neuropsychological disorders, cancer, cardiovascular, diabetes and infectious diseases, injuries whilst intoxicated, and
fetal disorders [44, 47]. Poverty and economic stress arising from poor educational
outcomes, and unemployment can cause additional psychogenic trauma impacting
mental health causing anxiety and depression [41]. As previously outlined, stress
triggers hormonal action on the nervous system to produce a biological uninhibited
reaction which often translates into violence or abuse. Continuously high stress
levels lead to heightened states of hypersensitivity undermining positive health
leading to mood disorders such as depression, anxiety and aggression, diabetes and
high blood pressure and potentially resultant amnesia [50].

6. Neurophysiological research
Recent research into dissociative identity disorders supports the finding that
highly stressful events during childhood development produce a neurological
response to intolerable stress which results in the deconstruction of self-identity
[51]. Stress-induced trauma may arise from physical and emotional abuse or
neglect, disturbed attachment, and boundary violations with the resultant effect
amplified as a result of familial, societal and cultural factors [52]. As a biopsychosocial concept, dissociative identity disorder has been validated as a chronic psychiatric disorder arising from intolerable stress and trauma grounded on interpersonal
non-assimilation, cognitive and neurobiological responses and as such warrants
further comparative research [51].
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Research has provided insights into how stress interacts with long-term potentiation (LTP), long-term depression (LTD), stress, and memory on the hippocampus,
amygdala and prefrontal cortex [53]. These three regions of the brain are impacted
in time from stress-related, trauma-inducing events so that immediate impact is
temporarily followed by a medium-term, then a longer term effect [54]. In relation
to the hippocampus, the LTP is engaged and activated for a short period of time.
After this early period lasting no more than a few minutes, LTP activity is blocked
and a period of memory consolidation occurs for up to half an hour [54, 55]. During
this period of consolidation new memories are suppressed and LTP is disengaged.
In the amygdala region, LTP is engaged for a longer-period and emergency decision
making is enabled and action is taken [54]. The prefrontal cortex reacts differently
compared to the hippocampus and amygdala in that LTP is temporarily impaired,
attention is divided and multitasking is enabled. After a period lasting a few
minutes to an hour normal LTP induction is restored. These concurrent effects on
the three parts of the brain induced by traumatic events not only show how strong
psychological and emotional events induce high levels of stress, resulting in short-,
medium- and long-term effects but also result in longer-term phenotype changes
in their physiological structure [54]. Further evidence of the impact of trauma on
neurophysiological structures is provided by PET data, which illustrates that the
right hemisphere of the brain is affected by these events and visual areas of the
brain are activated, directly related to the extent of trauma [19, 33, 34].

7. Epidemiology of psychogenic amnesia
In severe cases of trauma-related stress, both retrograde and anterograde
memories are affected along with overall impairment of mental and physical health
[26, 55]. Studies relating to the frequency of dissociative and psychogenic amnesia
have been carried out in 16 countries with rates of prevalence in different countries
varying from 0.2 to 7.3% [56]. This large variation in the epidemiology may partly
be explained by a lack of standard testing. Therefore, combining social research
with neuroimaging data and neurobiological studies of this disorder is suggested to
improve understanding of the debilitating impact on its sufferers, and indigenous
Australian communities in general [56].
Access to appropriate treatment is problematic given the lack of accurate testing,
diagnosis and reporting. Frequently, the correlation between a patient’s symptoms
and traumatic experiences are not explored in depth as existing diagnostic tools are
used to analyze and problem-solve which may only result in partial treatments [44].
Often trauma is treated by prescribing medicines for insomnia, anxiety and depression without understanding the etiology of the trauma condition [12, 51, 52]. There
is also an increase in interventions from agencies in relation to emotional abuse,
neglect and exposure to domestic violence and the need to mitigate risk to children.
Again, although the paramount protection of children is the overriding concern,
interventions do not address underlying issues associated with trauma and to a
certain extent, perpetuate the effects [50].
According to the 2012–2013 Australian Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Health Survey (AATSIHS) 30% of people over 18 years old reported high or very
high levels of psychological distress. Indigenous people were approximately three
times likely to have experienced very high levels of psychological distress across
age groups [57]. As previously mentioned, stress can impact on cognitive function
and produce mental health issues. Cognitive processes affected in mood disorders
include impairment of working memory, abstract reasoning, sustained attention,
visuomotor skills and verbal memory [45, 53, 58]. Figure 2 below demonstrates
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Figure 2.
Levels of distress in indigenous versus non-indigenous Australians across time and age-groups. Indigenous
Australians aged 35–44 years record the highest levels of distress and non-indigenous Australians aged 55+
years record the lowest levels of distress. As time passes, stress levels appear to be increasing in all age groups
in indigenous Australians and decreasing or stable in non-indigenous. Data for this chart were derived from
Australian government report: Overcoming indigenous disadvantage 2016 [7].

varying levels of high distress experienced by various age groups among indigenous
and non-indigenous Australians, exemplifying the huge mental health disparity
between the two communities.

8. Incidence of psycho-social trauma
Childhood psychogenic trauma can be experienced in a multitude of ways.
Although many indigenous children grow up in stable and loving homes, those
exposed to secondary trauma, develop coping mechanisms [59]. Long-term stress
arising from direct forms of psychogenic trauma and indirect transgenerational
trauma gives rise to a continuous stream of cortisol. These high levels of cortisol
result in the body disabling the cortisol receptors in an attempt to disengage
itself from painful events. When high levels of cortisol are present in childhood,
it results in children feeling withdrawn and inactive with an associated lack of
stimulation [25]. Conversely, responding to the similar circumstances of high
stress and unabated levels of cortisol, some children may display highly sensitive
and alert behavior which eventually takes a toll on their long-term health [25]. In
either case, recurring levels of stress produce psychiatric damage that continues
into adulthood. The impact is then perpetuated at community levels displaying
across their mental and physical health. Further, sensory emotional and physical
flashbacks of repeated traumatic experiences including diagnosed post-traumatic
stress disorders produce further disordered memory function. Flashbacks are more
likely to occur when a person is upset, stressed or aroused by any association with
the traumatic event [52].
Within indigenous Australian culture, traditional values still control communities and maintain the dominant rights of indigenous males over females. Negative
aspects of this culture are associated with the intersection of customs and law
whereby customary law allows for the sexual assault of under-age girls who are
“promised wives” to men and suffer an early cessation of childhood [60]. Family
violence also has a significant impact on the health and welfare of individuals,
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Figure 3.
All mental health hospitalizations for indigenous versus non-indigenous Australians over time indicating
significant variation in population. Data for this chart were derived from Australian government report:
Overcoming indigenous disadvantage 2016 [7].

families, and communities [38, 61]. In some Australian jurisdictions, police records
indicate indigenous women were physically assaulted up to 11.4 times more frequently than non-Indigenous women with reports of domestic and family violence
by a current partner also considerably higher than for non-indigenous women
[7]. Hospitalizations for indigenous women for non-fatal family violence-related
assaults were also significantly higher at 32 times the rate of non-Indigenous females
[7]. Hospitalizations among indigenous population due to mental health disorders
are twice as high as non-indigenous Australians as shown in Figure 3 below.
In understanding the ongoing legacy related to trauma, consideration needs to
be given to the number of children in kinship care. Kinship carers are often in an
older age group, are economically poorer, with reduced health, and lower levels of
education than foster carers and may appear to perpetuate the pattern of disadvantage [62]. The number of indigenous children in kinship care has grown at more
than twice the rate of children in foster and residential care with some suggestions
that this has been driven by increased demands for care, a shortage of foster carers,
and reduction in costs [63].
Attention must also be placed on the enduring disproportionate rates of indigenous arrests, detention, and over-policing evident in many indigenous communities. The 1991 establishment of the Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths
in Custody confirms that treatment of indigenous people in the criminal justice
system was considered of national importance and left no doubt as to concerns
about inappropriate violence perpetrated by Police [64–66]. More recent concerns
raised by the New South Wales Ombudsman still suggest a disproportionate level of
interaction, over-policing and use of Tasers against indigenous people [67].

9. What can be done and what has been achieved
Research has shown that often individual experiences of trauma underscore
difficulties in recovery as the effects of trauma compound within a community
on which an individual has depended, and the community becomes fragmented
and disconnected [9]. An individual diagnosis of psychogenic amnesia may be
better served if consideration is given to collective community trauma; individual
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treatment may result in disconnection from community and loss of self-connection
[9]. Studies indicate that adopting evidence-based principles of family and community healing, developed internationally in mass communal disaster situations, may
assist in conceptualizing a more informed response to the wellbeing for indigenous
Australian communities [9].
It is acknowledged that treatment for trauma-induced amnesia is in early stages
of development with robust data not readily available. It is evident that health
practitioners working with indigenous Australians affected by trauma need to
modify their programs to suit individual traumatic experiences and operate from
a “trauma-informed” community perspective [59]. Culturally competent staff
accept that trauma is individualized, and that therapeutic care must be customized
for the individual to meet holistic and ecological needs [59]. Medical concepts in
plain English or local language should replace technical specialist language within
cross-cultural settings with the use of “story” central to shared understanding. As
a society, we have a responsibility to ensure children have the opportunity to heal
from trauma and have a responsibility to ensure all appropriate services and treatment methods are provided to achieve this [42].
In 2015, the Australian Government released the Implementation Plan for the
National Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Health Plan 2013–2023 which outlines
actions and strategies to be undertaken by the Government and other key stakeholders
to execute the priorities [68]. Priorities include access to primary health care for early
intervention to prevent hospitalizations and avoidable deaths and improved mental
health outcomes. The Plan acknowledges that mental health has implications for incidence of domestic violence, substance abuse imprisonment and family disconnections
and seeks a reduction in suicide and self-harm rates [68]. The Plan indicates that rates
of family and community violence were unchanged between 2002 and 2014–2015
(around 22%), and risky long-term alcohol use in 2014–2015 was similar to 2002 [68].
Of concern, is that the proportion of adults reporting high levels of psychological distress increased from 27% in 2004–2005 to 33% in 2014–2015 (as shown in Figure 1),

Figure 4.
Mental health hospitalizations by gender for indigenous versus non-indigenous Australians for a reported
period and shows increased levels of hospitalizations for both male and female indigenous. Male indigenous
hospitalizations show more than twice the level as compared to non-indigenous. Female indigenous have higher
levels of hospitalizations than non-indigenous but less than male indigenous which raises possible concerns
over reporting. Data for this chart were derived from Australian government report: Overcoming indigenous
disadvantage 2016 [7].
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and hospitalizations for self-harm increased by 56% over this period. The proportion
of adults reporting substance misuse in the previous 12 months increased from 23% in
2002 to 31% in 2014–2015 [5, 68] (Figure 4).
It has been inspiring to see organizations implement Reconciliation Action Plans
driving collective action to implement change for positive indigenous Australian
health outcomes. It has been acknowledged that indigenous patient safety is inextricably linked with cultural safety and that currently, no agreed national definition of
cultural safety exists [69]. Despite this some organizations have informed the view
that cultural safety should be defined as the individual and institutional knowledge,
skills, attitudes, and competencies needed to deliver optimal equitable health care
for indigenous people [69].
The perspective of trauma-informed health care may change the lens on treatment plans for indigenous people presenting with mental illness [70, 71]. For
change to occur, local indigenous communities and regional areas must be in
control of determining health needs and responsible for assessing the outcome in
conjunction with health professionals [72, 73]. Indigenous Australians have a “right
to a good life” and past uncoordinated approaches to tackle the problems of poor
health outcomes has led to a culture of low expectations [74].

10. Conclusion
This chapter has considered the psycho-social trauma and epidemiology of
amnesia associated with childhood and intergenerational trauma prevalent among
indigenous Australians, from the social neuroscience perspective. The legacy of
destruction imposed on indigenous Australian by violence and assimilation has had
severe long-term consequences contributing to the tragic health inequality present
in indigenous Australian’s today. The insights derived from this review indicate that
the complex effects of psycho-social trauma induced amnesia should be considered
in any treatment plan.
It is clear there is strong need to understand the meaning of trauma recovery
in the indigenous context which differs from non-indigenous interpretations, and
acknowledgment that wellbeing of indigenous people has to take into account
genetic and environmental influences. Indigenous people suffering from psychosocial trauma-induced amnesia often experience additional complex factors of
social disconnection. Open discussions need to address cultural dimensions that
value past, present and preservation of knowledge. Taking a deeper look at the
underlying causal factors of amnesia may allow consideration of a greater range of
treatment options across a multitude of social neurological science disciplines may
go towards informing funding for further research and training.
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Abstract
Incidents of mass suicides have been reported since ancient times wherein a
large number of people killed themselves at the same time. These suicides occur
for different reasons and goals. Historical perspective has revealed the presence of
religious inspiration, death pacts and cults. Out of the various methods adopted for
deciphering the psychological state of a person prior to committing suicide, plus a
host of emotional, social, economic and cultural reasons, psychosocial autopsy is a
promising one. It helps in investigating and analyzing the relevance of these interacting factors in self-inflicted deaths and provides an answer to the family members
and friends of individuals who have died this way. A look into the literature reveals
that there has been a change in pattern and motive of mass suicides across generations. An understanding of the decedent’s personality, behavior patterns, motives,
presence or absence of mental illness helps researchers in unearthing the suicidal
risk factors that mitigate or aggravate suicidal behavior in masses. The present
chapter discusses the change in pattern of mass suicide with the advent of computers and social media by citing some case studies from India and abroad.
Keywords: mass suicide, psychosocial autopsy, suicidal risk factors, suicidal pattern,
suicidal behavior

1. Introduction
India recently witnessed two unnerving suicide events. In 2018, 10 family
members of the Chundawat family from Burari were found hanged, while the oldest
family member, the grandmother, was strangled. The Burari deaths are infamously
known as the “Burari case” or “Burari Kand.” In another wave of suicides, in 2019,
over 20 students killed themselves in a span of 1 week since Telangana Intermediate
Examination results were announced. These two events, even though isolated
in space and time, can be categorized under the phenomenon of mass or cluster
suicides. While the major underlying cause of Telangana deaths was identified
as failure of students in examination, it is the Burari case that perplexed one and
all. This case was beyond the scrutiny of logic as it could not be explained by the
usual causes of suicide in India, such as health concerns (mental and physical),
bankruptcy and indebtedness [1]. Thus, Burari and Telangana point towards two
different motives for suicide. With the help of these two examples, the authors wish
to highlight the complexity and diversity prevalent in suicidal behavior.
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The phenomenon of suicide can be viewed as a spectrum and the only way to
arrive at any meaningful suicide prevention strategy is to first understand this
psycho-social phenomenon in its different expressions. At a time when India is
grappling with issues of mental health, this chapter aims to draw attention to the
emerging trend of clustering and contagion in suicidal behavior, its nature as well as
its manifestation, as witnessed in the contemporary Indian social cultural set-up.
1.1 From mass to cluster: Emerging trends in suicidal behavior in India
Recently, the rate of cluster suicides in India has been growing rapidly since the
last decade. It is a matter of deep concern as it became a massive social problem and
thus, effective interventions and solution for suicide prevention need to be developed at the earliest.
There is a shift in the predominance of the number of suicides from the elderly
to the younger people all over the world. India is labeled as “Suicide Capital of
South-East Asia’ as it has recorded the highest number of suicides in South-East
Asia in 2012, according to a WHO report [2] also in 2016 the number of suicides in
India had increased to 230,314 and suicide was the most common cause of death in
both the age groups of 15–29 years and 15–39 years. India has a major contribution
to global suicide deaths as it increased from 25·3% in 1990 to 36·6% in 2016 among
women, and from 18·7 to 24·3% among men.
There are several different types of mass suicide events that can occur, each for
a different reason and for different goals. Form historical perspective the most infamous events of mass suicides are those that are related to religious groups or cults.
1.2 Suicide in ancient India
An understanding of the historical trends with respect to suicide in India takes
us back to the ancient scriptures that emerged in the Indian society. After having
reviewed different Indian scriptures such as the Upanishads, the Bhagvad Gita and
the Brahma Sutras it was concluded that suicide is not either explicitly condemned
or glorified nor is it seen as a crime in these ancient Indian texts [3]. Although suicide does find mention in the great epics of Ramayana and Mahabharata, it appears
that whether such behavior was approved or disapproved depended on the intent of
killing oneself, which was perhaps more important than the behavior itself. Thus,
if suicide was undertaken due to selfish reasons, it was likely to be disapproved,
but if it was undertaken for heroic or self-sacrificial reasons, it was seen in a more
positive light. Within the Indian context, it is also debatable whether taking one’s
life to attain self-realization or enlightenment should be considered “suicide” or not.
In such instances, a more suitable term seems to be “leaving one’s body” rather than
“killing oneself.” Some Indian philosophical systems have emphasized on the existence of soul or atman, which is eternal and imperishable in nature, therefore death
is then considered an end to the body or gross physical matter and not the soul.
In some religions such as Jainism there is provision known as “sallekhana” or
“sanyasa-marana.” It can be defined as the religious practice of voluntarily fasting
to death by gradually reducing the intake of food. It is linked to the attainment of
“moksha,” the liberation from the cycle of life and death [4]. Sallekhana is sanctified morally and ethically by the Jain community, thus it is not considered an act
of suicide. These observations point towards the increasing necessity of a culturally based understanding of suicide. Hinduism condemns suicide, but in specific
instances accepts it as a meritorious act of self-sacrifice. It is cited in the Manusmriti
that libations of water, which are usually offered to the departed souls, should not
be offered to those who commit suicide.
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In India’s past, there have also been widespread instances of “Sati” and “Jauhar”
or “Juhar.” These practices were considered courageous and an act to save honor.
“Jauhar” or “Juhar” was practiced by Rajput women and involved mass selfimmolation, primarily to avoid capture, enslavement and rape by any foreign
invader. While, “Jauhar” happens to be an example of mass suicide in India, when it
comes to contemporary times the picture is different. There are growing instances
of cluster suicide in India. The Burari deaths and the Telangana student suicides are
examples of this growing trend.
1.3 Mass suicides in the world
History is replete with unforgettable cases of mass suicides. Mass suicide of
Jonestown is perhaps one such haunting example that springs to memory. It is
popularly known as “People’s temple mass suicide.” In the 1970s, Jim Jones, a selfstyled prophet established a “socialist community” in Guyana named Jonestown.
Jones was popular for his notorious image and was under the scanner for financial
fraud and child abuse. Establishing an isolated community in a remote corner was
perhaps one of the best ways to sustain his delusions and escape arrest. However,
even after he moved to Guyana investigations against him continued. Moreover, his
followers who moved with him soon discovered that the utopian world promised to
them i.e. “an agricultural commune rich with food, where there were no mosquitoes or snakes and where temperatures hovered around a perfect 72° every single
day” was a big lie. Instead, they were starving, living in hot and humid climate,
full of mosquitoes and snakes. Naturally, his followers began looking for ways to
flee. It has been reported that distressed by his followers’ attempts to run away;
he ordered them to consume a cyanide-laced potion, which eventually resulted in
the death of over 900 people. Later analysis has revealed it as more appropriately
a case of mass homicide rather than suicide, as his followers were surrounded
by Jones’s armed guards, thus they were left with no other option than to die.
Jonestown massacre is a classic example of how one man’s delusion can be contagious to a mass of people.
Similar cases of mass suicide have been reported in different areas of the world,
including the Heaven’s Gate Mass Suicide in California, where 39 people of the
eccentric Heaven’s Gate cult committed suicide. They were all dressed identically,
were lying on their bunk beds with plastic bags around their heads. They were
misled by their Marshall that a UFO was following the comet Hale Bopp and leaving
the human world was the only way to evacuate this earth and reach a better cosmic
world [5].
In Uganda, the Movement of the Restoration of ten Commandments of God
(MRTCG) was a Catholic group that was convinced that the world would come to
an end when the millennium calendar began. On 17 March 2000, they resorted to
self-immolation and poisoning.
In all of these cases, it can be observed that the self-proclaimed cult leaders
exploited the vulnerabilities of people to meet their own ends. The fabled utopian
land is often based on religious foundation. These cases are also testimony to the
failure of reason. People when promised of “ideal land” and “perfect future” are
willing to stake everything that they have; blindly following the one “messiah” that
promises them a better life or rather a better death.
1.4 Mass suicides and cluster suicides
Mass suicide can be defined as the simultaneous suicide of all the members of
a social group [6]. Mancinelli has subdivided mass suicides into two categories:
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Firstly, (a) hetero-induced, in which a particular population has reacted to oppression, it is typical of defeated and colonized populations forced to escape from
reality that does not acknowledge their human dignity, thus people may choose to
kill themselves rather than submit to their oppressors. These deaths are often looked
upon as heroic and may find a place among cultural myths and legends. Secondly,
(b) self-induced, in which the motivation is related to a distorted evaluation of
reality, without there being either an intolerable situation or a real risk of death.
The question perhaps is whether these categorizations are enough to encompass the
range of suicidal behavior that occurs in the present Indian society.
Suicide cluster has been defined as “a series of three or more closely grouped
deaths within three months that can be linked by space or social relationships.
In the absence of transparent social connectedness, evidence of space and time
linkages are required to define a candidate cluster. In the presence of a strong
demonstrated social connection, only temporal significance is required” [7].
Another type of suicide cluster referred to as “mass clusters”, has been commonly
defined as “a temporary increase in the total frequency of suicides within an entire
population relative to the period immediately before and after the cluster, with no
spatial clustering” [8].
Cluster suicide can be differentiated from mass suicide as a “pocket” phenomenon. It is defined by its contextual factors. Generally, studying clusters becomes
more difficult than studying masses, as both temporality and spatiality of the
event takes prime importance in its understanding. Again the Burari deaths and
Telangana student suicides prove to be examples of the importance of local factors
that played a role in these acts.
1.5 Types of suicide cluster
There are two main types of suicide clusters: point and mass [9–11].
1. Point cluster- Point clusters are time space clustering close in both location
and time, that occurs in small communities, and involve a temporary increase
in frequency of suicides above a baseline rate observed in the community and
surrounding area [9–12].
2. Mass clusters- occur when a large amount of people kills themselves at
the same time. It involves a temporary increase in suicides across a whole
population. The difference between point and mass is that it is close in time
but not necessarily location. Mass clusters have been documented following
suicides of high-profile celebrities or others who receive considerable media
attention [10, 12].
A new concept has been introduced recently that is Echo cluster, the occurrence
of subsequent, indigenous suicide which takes place in the same location after an
initial suicide [7, 13].
Most attention has focused until recently on a greater than expected number of
suicides in specific locations and time periods (“point clusters”), such as the cluster
of suicides that occurred in Burari in Delhi where 11 members of a family committed suicide cumulatively.
It is observed that the mechanisms underlying suicide clusters are unclear. It has
been proposed that point clusters may result from a process of “contagion,” whereby
one person’s suicidal thoughts and behaviors are transmitted from one victim to
another through social or interpersonal connections [10, 12].
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1.6 Categories of suicide
In India there are several categories of suicide cluster which are related with their
area of profession. Some of them are students’ suicide, family suicide and farmers’
suicide.
Student suicide: Now a day’s education is becoming society’s most critical
responsibility as it is more related with social status. Students have to face many
challenges that affect their life directly or indirectly like academic stress caused
by the very system of education, acquisition of grades, coping up with peer
pressure & parental pressure and the emotional disturbances to secure good
marks and position. Poor scholastic performance, rising expectations from
parents, getting involved in relationships these are the reasons which prompt a
student to commit suicide.
Kota in State of Rajasthan in India is well known for its coaching of students
for various admission exams after 12th standard. It has become the suicide city as
the number of students committing suicide has increased drastically. By the end
of the year 2018 three medical/ IIT students committed suicide within four days
which brought unsettling case of students suicides. Total 19 students committed
suicide in 2018.
A recent example of student suicide cluster was in Indian state of Telangana
where more than 20 students killed themselves within a week after declaration of
intermediate examination results. Due to the occurrence of these incidents, India’s
education system is criticized as a poor one in which students are under heavy pressure not just to pass examinations but to exceed expectations at all costs. The instrumental value of education in India is its potential in generating socio-economic and
cultural capital through a promise of decent job opportunities in the future.
Family suicide: takes place when a whole family is unanimously agreeing to
take the critical step to commit suicide together. There has been a vast increase in
the family suicide cases in last 2–3 years. This phenomenon came in light after the
death of 11 members of family in the mysterious Burari case’. After few days of
Burari case, seven members of family committed suicide in July 2018, According to
police, the family was reeling under financial hardships. In March, 2013 the same
thing happened in Gangapur District of Rajasthan where eight members of a family
consumed poison to committed suicide together. The family was highly religious.
They also made a video before suicide.
Recently in July, 2019 three members of a family ended up their life by consuming some toxins in Punjab. According to police records, some sort of family tension
within the household led to this extreme step. Again after few days three of family
members were found hanging on IIT campus.
Farmer Suicide: Two thirds of India’s population are dependent on agriculture
for their livelihood. The earth is most generous employer in this country of a billion
[14] ‘It is the agricultural sector that the battle for long term economic development
will be won or lost. For over a decade, famer suicides have been a serious public
policy concern. More recently, this has also led to shrill outcry from the media
and much politicking. The government response to the crisis of farmer suicide has
mostly been simplistic and in some cases perhaps aggravating [1].
This is a particular concern for country. It is observed that huge debts, inadequate income from agriculture to repay the borrowed money, the absence of
any help from outer sources, are the main cause of farmer’s suicide, making them
choose to end their lives. Factors contributing to the high rate of suicide in this vulnerable population include economic adversity, exclusive dependence on rainfall for
agriculture, and possibly monetary compensation to the family following suicide.
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1.7 Mechanisms involved in mass suicides
1.7.1 Contagion of suicidal behavior
Contagion has been defined as an underlying assumption that “suicidal behavior
may facilitate the occurrence of subsequent suicidal behavior, either directly (via
contact or friendship with the index suicide) or indirectly (via the media) [9].
1.7.2 Imitation
It is necessary to distinguish various types of individual suicide that might be
imitated. One type of suicide relates to some symbolic or group activity which creates group pressure(s) that cause an individual to kill oneself (a form of altruistic
suicide). A second type that might trigger imitative suicide involves individual’s
prominence in specialized occupations, e.g., a well-known artist or businessperson. It is possible that such suicides might cause suicide among individuals with
similar occupational backgrounds who have experienced crisis or failure. However,
this imitation is only likely to occur among a small subgroup of the population. A
third category that might trigger imitative suicide is the suicide of national celebrities, i.e., individuals who are well known and recognized by name and pictorial
image by the larger American public. These individuals have usually achieved
prominence in an occupation subject to significant public exposure, but some
social actors may become celebrities through their social connections with other
prominent celebrities [15].
1.7.3 Suggestibility
Philips [16] examined U.S. and U.K. suicide rates from 1947 to 1968 and reported
that suicides increased after highly publicized deaths by suicide. He proposed
that news reports of suicides influenced suicide risk by means of “suggestion”. He
dubbed this the “Werther effect.” Projective identification has been regarded as
a psychoanalytical concept, which refers to feelings of empathy towards suicide.
There is a blurring of self and suicide followed by a re-internalization of projection,
leading to suicidal behavior.
In Priming [17], activation of one thought may trigger related pre-programmed
thoughts. Media images stimulate related thoughts in the minds of audience
members.
Social Integration and regulation: Where there is a lack of social ties in the community, social integration is low, leading to individualism and egoistic suicide and
where interests of groups dominate those of individuals, altruistic suicides result [18].
Homophily or assortative relating [10]: The tendency of people to preferentially
associate with one another and associative susceptibility, [19] where a stressful
event occurring in a local community will affect several vulnerable individuals
independently of each other.
Certain religious beliefs may leave people feeling guilty for things they have
done and may lead them to think that they cannot be forgiven. Some believe that
sacrificing themselves will earn them a reward (like going to heaven) or in countries
like Japan, shame or dishonor may be a reason, like hara-kiri or seppuku.
1.8 Multidimensional nature of suicide
The multidimensional nature of suicides is reflected in the array of motives
and risk factors associated with it. It has been referred to as “multidimensional,
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multifactorial malaise” [20]. Previous researches have mostly studied the psychosocial risk factors associated with suicides. It appears that both individual factors
as well as situational factors intermingle in a complex manner to determine suicidal
behavior. The demographics of suicide in India [21] reveals factors such as Age,
Gender, Marital status, Education, Family structure, Urban vs. rural residence,
Occupation and Precipitating event, play a role determining suicidal behavior. As
per the National Crime Records Bureau 2009 data [22], the top 10 causes or correlates of suicide in 2009 were identified as family problems (23.7%), illness (21%)
[including insanity/mental illness (6.7%)], unemployment (1.9%), love affairs
(2.9%), drug abuse/addiction (2.3%), failure in examination (1.6%), bankruptcy
or sudden change in economic status (2.5%), poverty (2.3%), and dowry dispute
(2.3%). In addition, the high rates of suicide among persons with mental illness
and drug abuse/addiction are of much concern. Substance abuse, problems with
parents-in-law and spouses and mental illness are the risk factors that are increasingly gaining momentum in the Indian society [23].
There are vulnerable individuals with negative self-esteem, socially isolated,
who tend to internalize feelings and conflicts and are over-dependent on their
families. Drug and alcohol abuse, employment problems, a history of self-harm
have been quoted as possible causes [24].
Mass suicides are seen as suicide pacts in couples or families rather than as part
of religious cults as in western societies. Suicide pacts almost always involve people
well known to each other, mostly spouses, most of them childless. However, there is
an emerging trend for cyber-based internet-facilitated suicide pacts which increasingly involve two or more strangers who meet on the internet and share similar
world views. Such cases have been reported in the press, but have not been studied
in a scientific manner [20].
1.9 Role of mental illness in suicides
Those who are especially susceptible to suicide contagion are adolescents with
suicidal thoughts and people with depression, bipolar disorder, anxiety, schizophrenia and PTSD.
Exposure to previous trauma makes a person susceptible to develop PTSD,
especially in cases of physical and emotional proximity to the event and victim.
Rumination followed by intrusive thinking are additional causes. In such instances
long term emotional support is needed, which if found missing, has its adverse
consequences. The mass trauma caused by mass suicide is likely to affect the mental
health of individuals. Depression has been regarded as a key risk factor for suicide.
Substance abuse, chronic pain, a family history of suicide, a prior suicide attempt
and impulsiveness plays a major role in adolescent suicides.
1.10 The dual role of media
The media sometimes gives intense publicity to “suicide clusters” - a series of
suicides that occur mainly among young people in a small area within a short period
of time. These have a contagious effect especially when they have been glamorized,
provoking imitation or “copycat suicides”. This phenomenon has been observed
in India on many occasions, especially after the death of a celebrity, most often a
movie star or a politician. The wide exposure given to these suicides by the media
has led to suicides in a similar manner. Copying methods shown in movies are also
not uncommon. This is a serious problem especially in India where film stars enjoy
an iconic status and wield enormous influence especially over the young who often
look up to them as role models.
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2. Methods of suicide study
Two prominent methods are psychological and psychosocial autopsy.
In depth study of the history of suicide prior to the suicidal act is known as psychological autopsy [25]. Psychological autopsy is a method created by Shneidman
[26]. It has become widespread in the last 2–3 decades.
Psychological autopsy is a depth study of a person’s mental state by analyzing
medical records, interviewing friends and family and conducting research into their
state of mind prior to death.
The psychological autopsy report provides detailed information about the death
using various sources including the autopsy report, medical records, relevant documents and information gathered from interviews with key informants.
It was conceived as a means to help forensic pathologists clarify the nature of
deaths regarded as unresolved and that could be associated with natural or accidental causes, suicide or homicide. The method was also used to investigate the reasons
behind self-inflicted deaths and to provide comfort to family members of individuals who have died this way.
2.1 Psychosocial autopsy
Psychosocial autopsy is understanding of emotional, social, economic and
cultural reasons and circumstances associated with suicide among individuals. The
aim is to investigate and analyze the relevance of interacting variables.
Some of the key goals of the Psychological Autopsy:
Obtaining an in-depth understanding of the decedent’s personality, behavior
patterns, and possible motives for suicide; identify behavior patterns—reactions
to stress, adaptability, changes in habits or routine Establish presence or absence of
mental illness.

3. Methodological issues in studying clusters
The demographic and clinical features of suicide cluster victims have been
described by researchers. Only some studies [19, 27] adopt a more methodologically
robust design, such as case–control study. Only a small number of possible risk
factors for suicide were examined, like gender, age-group, marital status, area of
residence, method of suicide. Studies using multi-level methodology are needed to
determine which individual or contextual factors contribute to clustering of suicidal
behavior. Longitudinal studies on suicide clusters combined with environmental factors are needed. It is not always possible to determine retrospectively whether or not
a person in a suicide cluster knew about the suicide of another cluster member [28].

4. Prevention strategies
Suicide is often related to depression, social isolation and loss of meaning in life.
Some strategies at the individual level are:
1. Talk to those intimately connected first prior to media coverage, possibly one
who is trained in crisis care therapy.
2. Identify vulnerable persons for mass/cluster suicides, e.g. people who had a
negative interaction with the person before suicide and feel that they were
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responsible for suicide, people who were in suicide pact, people who were
previously suicidal.
3. Screen those at high risk, screening by trained counselors, screening for emotional and mental health problems, symptoms of depression and suicide risk.
4. Provide post-care after suicide counseling by crisis counselors available in
schools and make sure students know these resources are readily available.
5. Offer case-management services at schools and universities.
6. Provide mental health screening for depression and suicide.
7. Share information about mental health with parents.
4.1 Community level
Mass suicides can be prevented at community level by designing of strategies by
community leaders. All sectors of the community need to be included: public health,
mental health, Education, Local government, parent groups, media, as no single
agency has the requisite expertise to deal with the suicide cluster. The plans need to
be adapted to the particular needs, resources and cultural characteristics of the community. Suicide prevention training needs to be provided in schools. Peer-helping
needs to be encouraged. It is based on the premise that an informal helping network
exists. This group teaches how to reach out adults for help. Tele-health services need
to be in places which are manned by counselors, mental health clinicians, social
workers and clinical psychologists. Having counselors on the sites of memorials,
suicide anniversaries and other events related to suicides can also be of great help.
Addressing the environment, e.g. the internet environment and how students
interact with each other on the net is also needed. Mass suicides can impact those
living in the community deeply. Hence strategies at the community level have a
great role to play.
4.2 Role of culture
The cultural/social resources include guidance from elders for addressing grief,
informal community gatherings, where community members share stories and draw
on a shared sense of spirituality and cultural history to overcome crises and impact
of suicides and suicide clusters. The elders can pass on the wisdom and traditions
on how to thrive through harsh conditions. The mutual care and concern for others,
shared purpose. Spirituality helps to a great extent in dealing with traumas of life.
Traditional culture helps to ground individuals and provide a framework to view
their place in the world. Communities need to connect youth to their culture. Elders
can share stories of how they used to deal with crisis situations in the past before our
generation. School–based programs need to be organized on suicide signs and risk
factors. Developing and promoting prosocial adult and peer mentors and role models
are likely to help in a great way. Culture camps can be organized where youth (at
community and school level) are exposed to their traditional life ways.
4.3 Role of media
Psychological autopsy studies have found that media can be of great help by not
publishing/telecasting the method used to kill oneself, not suggesting that the death
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was due to a similar reason or achieved a goal such as fame or revenge and listing
resources to those who are struggling.
4.4 Addressing the symptoms of mental illness
Treatment of mental illness can reduce the risk for suicide and increase the
quality of life. One needs to be beware of warning signs like increased use of drugs/
alcohol, statements threatening to hurt self, looking for access to fire arms, pills
etc. statements of hopelessness, helplessness etc., increased anger and rage, highly
reckless behavior, paired with recent losses, including deaths, break-ups, job or
financial losses.

5. Conclusions
Mass suicide in across the globe is an age-old act which was carried out by
individuals and was neither condemned nor glorified nor seen as a crime. The intent
of the act determined its approval or disapproval. With the change in scenario,
more number of cluster suicides has been reported in the present Indian society
which can be categorized into family, farmers and students. Psychosocial autopsy
has revealed imitation, suggestibility, contagion, lack of social integration, priming,
associative susceptibility, guilt, mental illness and a host of other causes behind
this act. Preventive strategies need to be addressed at individual, community and
cultural level. In future, more methodologically sound and preferably longitudinal
studies are needed to gain better insight into this suicide type so that preventive
strategies can be targeted appropriately.
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Chapter 12

Neurocognitive Perspective of
Transient Global Amnesia
Eugenia Marin-Garcia

Abstract
Transient global amnesia (TGA) is a neuropsychological syndrome that involves
a sudden and temporary episode of memory loss that includes inability to create
new memories. It has been shown that this disorder is related with a transitory
deficit of the hippocampus function. In this chapter, the preserved and impaired
memory pattern of TGA patients will be discussed considering the classical memory
systems model. The analysis of this perspective leads to some contradictory or
unresolved issues. In order to try to resolve these inconsistencies and considering
that TGA is associated with hippocampal perturbation, new research about the hippocampus is analyzed. This new perspective focused on the hippocampal function
provides a deeper understanding of the memory loss pattern associated with TGA,
and it points out new questions that are not studied yet in the TGA population.
Keywords: transient global amnesia, anterograde amnesia, retrograde amnesia,
hippocampus, memory systems, spatial representation, temporal representation,
relational memory

1. Introduction
Transient global amnesia (TGA) is a neuropsychological syndrome, which shows a
severe, sudden, and transitory loss of the ability to create new memories and, to some
degree, to recover past events [1, 2]. The main goal of this chapter is to provide a neurocognitive perspective of the deficits and preserved abilities of this type of amnesia.
Cognitive neuroscience is the scientific field that studies the neural bases of the cognitive processes as memory and learning [3]. As it has been shown that TGA is related with
a transitory deficit of the hippocampus function, in this chapter the cognitive consequences of this deficit will be discussed. These consequences are going to be framed in a
classical memory systems perspective, which considers that the hippocampus is engaged
in declarative and explicit memory but not in non-declarative and implicit memory. This
perspective leads to some inconsistencies and unresolved issues that will be confronted
having a more precise and updated description of the function of the hippocampus.
The chapter starts with a review of basic characteristics of TGA including
diagnostic criteria, etiology, and differential diagnosis. Then, the preserved and
impaired memory pattern of TGA patients will be discussed considering the classical memory systems model. This includes both, the analysis of the ability of the
TGA patients to recall knowledge acquired before the TGA (retrograde amnesia)
and to learn new knowledge during the amnesic episode (anterograde amnesia).
And finally, based on new insights from the hippocampal function research, some
inconsistencies derived from the memory systems perspective will be analyzed.
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2. Transient global amnesia
2.1 Diagnostic criteria
In order to have a clear diagnosis of the TGA, the following diagnostic criteria
[4, 5] must be fulfilled: (a) there must be clear anterograde amnesia (inability to
create new memories) during the attack that it is witnessed by an observer. (b)
Consciousness loss and personal identity loss must be absent, and the cognitive
impairment must be limited to the amnesia. (c) The patient’s neurological examination is otherwise normal. No signs of pathology should appear in the electroencephalogram (EEG) of the TGA patient, with no epileptic-form activity or postictal
abnormalities [6]. (d) Epileptic features must be absent. (e) Patients with recent
history of head trauma or seizures must be excluded from this diagnosis. (f) The
amnesic episode must be resolved within 24 hours. (g) Mild vegetative symptoms
(headache, nausea, or dizziness) might be present during the acute phase [7].
2.2 Epidemiology
Concerning TGA epidemiology, the annual TGA incidence varies between 3 and
10 per 100,000 in different studies [5, 8–11]. In population older than 50 years old,
the TGA rate increases until 23–32/100,000 [9, 10], and it is very rare before 40 [5].
The second TGA episode recurrence rate varies between 6 and 15% [9, 12]; thus it is
not very frequent to have another episode.
2.3 Characteristics of a TGA episode
During TGA, patients show severe anterograde amnesia, which makes them
unable to create new memories and to have the sense of present. This makes them
disoriented in space and specifically in time, but they do not produce confabulations
(false memories which are taken by the patient as true to fill the gaps in memory)
[13]. In a study with 17 TGA patients, there were no significant differences in spatial
orientation with the control group, while the temporal orientation was severely
affected during the amnesic episode, and it was recovered after a week [14]. This
difference between spatial and temporal disorientation may be reflecting their ability to use contextual information and previous semantic knowledge to make inferences about where they are. But those inferences were not helpful enough to make
them orientate in time. During amnesic episode, patients maintain their attention,
and they are able to perform complex tasks as gardening or driving [15, 16]. Patients
usually are aware of their disease state, but they are unable to identify the nature of
their memory deficits and they overestimate their memory ability [14, 17].
Witnesses of TGA episode usually report a sudden expressive or behavioral
change in the patient [18]. A characteristic feature of TGA is the repetitive comments or questions that are repeated using the same words and making the same
comments to the answers that they receive [13]. The episode lasts some hours and
then the memory is recovered gradually. But the memory of the period of the
amnesic episode is never recovered.
2.4 TGA settings
The settings where the TGA episode usually occurs include immersion in water,
temperature change, painful experiences (e.g., renal pain [19]), physical activity, emotional stress (e.g., increased work load [5, 20]), sexual intercourse [21],
driving and traveling, medical procedures, Valsalva-associated maneuvers, and
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other activities as walks, house works, meetings, etc. [12, 17, 22–27]. In most of the
settings, the patient is doing a routine or automatized activity and usually is alone
or not in an active communication with others. Thus, it seems that patients are in a
default functioning state. Additionally, certain personality traits have been related
with the TGA as psychological or emotional instability [12] and higher occurrence
of personal or family history of psychiatric disorders [28]. TGA has been associated with the intake of different substances such as sildenafil, vasodilator drug for
erectile dysfunction [29, 30], or ergotic drugs to treat migraine. But in both cases, it
could be a coincidence of events, drug intake and amnesia, and not a causal relationship between them [31]. It is important to consider that the percentage of TGA
without a triggering factor or special setting is high, between 44% [24] and 52%
[12] with more than 800 patients in each review.
2.5 Etiology
MRI data suggest that during the TGA there is a temporary perturbation of the
hippocampal function, mainly in the CA1 field of the hippocampus [6, 22]. Various
factors such as migraine and vascular abnormalities have been suggested to be
involved in the TGA etiology, but the causal mechanisms underlying these hippocampal perturbations remain unclear.
Several studies have reported a higher incidence of migraine in patients with
TGA than healthy, age-marched controls [4, 12, 23, 32–34]. But patients do not usually have migraine episodes before TGA or migrainous features during TGA episode.
TGA usually occurs after 50 years old, while migraine appears through the life-span
[35] and migraine is a recurrent disease, and TGA usually has only one episode [28].
Thus, migraine could be a risk factor for TGA, and its correlation could reflect a
sharing mechanism [36] but probably is not a direct cause of a typical TGA.
Some studies have related TGA with ischemic deficits, but even there are cases of
transient amnesia with ischemic etiology (transient ischemic amnesia (TIA)) [1, 8],
they do not share many characteristic with TGA. For example, TIA is associated
with stroke risk factors that are not common in TGA patients [5, 7, 12, 32, 34, 37],
and TGA patients usually do not develop cerebrovascular diseases [9, 15, 33].
Another transient amnesia is transient epileptic amnesia [38], which is caused
by focal seizure activity, and it can be differentiated from TGA by the briefness and
high frequency of the amnesic episodes [6].
Some data suggests that the impairment of the hippocampal function during
TGA may be related to the metabolic stress of the hippocampal neurons [22]. This
stress-related change may trigger a hypometabolic event associated with the cortical
spreading depression, which is described as a short-lasting depolarization wave
followed by neuronal depression and regionally decreased blood flow [22, 39]. In
support to this idea, decreased oxygen and cerebral blood flow in the temporal
region has been reported in TGA patients [40–43]. Furthermore, CA1 region of the
hippocampus shows a selective vulnerability to metabolic stress caused by different
situations as neurotoxicity [44].
In the same direction, Kessler et al. [45] proposed that TGA might be related
with the biochemical imbalance associated with psychological stress and anxiety
through the increase of stress hormones’ level. There is an overlap between the
brain areas affected during TGA, as hippocampus, and regions with high density of
glucocorticoid receptors, which are stress hormones [45]. In fact, a special sensitivity of the TGA patients to psychological stress [12] and high prevalence of emotional stress in these patients have been suggested [32]. Additionally, several studies
have pointed out that emotional, physical, and behavioral stress situations lead
to the onset of TGA in many cases [22]. And studies on the animal hippocampus
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have shown that emotional and behavioral stresses impair long-term potentiation
and enhance long-term depression in CA1 neurons, disturbing the hippocampusdependent memory [46].
In conclusion, the causal mechanisms underlying hippocampal perturbations of
TGA remain unclear, but it seems probable that TGA is related with metabolic stress
of hippocampal neurons.

3. Memory systems and TGA
Traditionally, a memory system perspective has been used to describe which
processes are affected and preserved during amnesia. From this perspective, memory is considered as a not unitary entity, with relatively independent but interacting
systems that process different types of information, which have different cognitive
rules and that are implemented in specific cerebral networks [47]. In order to define
this systems, animal and human, behavioral, clinical, neuropsychological, and
neuroimaging studies have been used [48–50]. The combination of these findings
has helped to classify the different memory systems.
In order to describe the complexity of memory, initially binary models were
suggested. Cohen and Squire [51] proposed that long-term memory could be
subdivided between declarative memory, which is representational, can be verbalized, and is severely impaired during amnesia, and procedural memory, which is
expressed through action, is independent from conscious awareness, and is preserved during amnesia. On the other hand, Graf et al. [52] suggested that long-term
memory is divided into implicit memory that is acquired and used unconsciously
and explicit memory that is conscious and intentional.
Later, a more complex model was proposed, which is considered a classical
classification model of memory systems [47, 53]. This model includes the following memory systems: episodic memory, working memory, semantic memory,
priming, and procedural memory. This proposal assumes that there is a continuum between explicit/implicit and declarative/procedural dimensions through
different memory systems. In the following sections, each system will be defined,
and the impairments and preservation pattern associated with the TGA will be
described.
3.1 Procedural memory
Procedural memory is the system that allows no-conscious acquisition,
maintenance, and the use of motor and cognitive skills. It is characterized by
gradual or progressive acquisition, which typically results in increased speed
or accuracy with repetition. It includes heterogeneous set of subsystems: motor
and cognitive abilities, habits, conditioning, and nonassociative learning. It is
implicit and non-declarative, it is not hippocampal dependent, and it is spared in
amnesia [53].
3.1.1 Skills acquired before the TGA
During the TGA episode, patients are able to perform complex but automatized
activities learnt before the attack. For example, they are able to play the organ [54],
conduct a talk [17], cook [24], drive a car [55], or conduct a concert [56]. These and
similar activities, which are usually quite complex, when becoming routine procedures no longer need the involvement of the hippocampus. Thus, during the TGA
procedural memories acquired before the TGA tend to be preserved [56].
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3.1.2 Acquisition of new procedural skills during the TGA
In addition, the ability to learn new procedural skills remains preserved as well
during TGA episode. For example, Eustache et al. [40] showed that TGA patients
are able to acquire mirror-reading skill at the same learning speed as the control
group.
Another example of implicit learning phenomenon is the mere exposure effect,
which is defined as preference enhancement to previously exposed stimuli [57].
Mere exposure effect is preserved in TGA patients during the amnesic episode,
showing enhanced preference for previously exposed faces, in spite of the severe
anterograde memory loss [27].
Classical conditioning is another subtype of procedural memory that is based
on associative learning. In classical conditioning, repeated pairings of a neutral
conditioned stimulus (CS), such as a tone, and an unconditioned stimulus (US)
such as an air-puff to the eye result in the CS alone, eliciting conditioned response
(CR) such as an eyeblink [58]. Traditionally, it is considered that fear and eyeblink
conditioning are unaffected in patients with hippocampal damage [59, 60]. So far,
there are no studies with TGA patients assessing these types of classical conditioning, but more complex conditioning paradigms, as trace conditioning and fear
conditioning, seem to be affected in TGA population. This contradictory result will
be described in Section 3.
3.2 Perceptual representation system
The perceptual representation system [47] facilitates word and object identification identification based on form and structure information , but not considering
meaning or associative properties. It is pre-semantic, implicit, not hippocampal
dependent, and Usually it is spared in amnesia. Priming is a phenomenon dependent of this system. It implies a behavioral change that is reflected in speed or accuracy change with stimulus processed following prior exposure [61]. For example,
the word “plane” will produce faster response when it is preceded by the word
“rain,” because both words are auditorily similar, comparing when it is preceded by
the word “frog.”
There is some empirical evidence that suggests that PRS remains preserved
during TGA episodes. Kapur et al. [62] showed that perceptual priming was
spared during TGA through a fragmented figure completion task with visually
degraded drawings. And even 1 week after the amnestic episode, the patient
continued to show priming effect with the figures studied during the TGA episode compared with new figures. This result has been confirmed using different
learning materials as fragmented numbers [13] and verbal material with a word
completion task [40].
3.3 Semantic memory
Semantic memory refers to the acquisition, retention, and use of general knowledge (facts, concepts, vocabulary, and knowledge about the world and the individuals). It is declarative, independent of contextual information, and it is usually not
affected in amnesia [63].
3.3.1 Retrieval of semantic knowledge acquired before the TGA
During the TGA, language is intact. According to Caplan [17], patients show
spontaneous speech and normal vocabulary, and they do not present aphasic errors.
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They maintain the ability to repeat oral language, to read, and to write. They can
describe not present objects, geographical details, and familiar places using their
semantic knowledge. Patients with TGA are able to recognize and name objects and
colors [64] and to point at drawings in response to words [65]. In addition, nonverbal semantic knowledge, assessed with a task that requires matching conceptually
related figures, is also preserved [65].
Regarding verbal fluency tasks, in which participants have to produce as many
words as possible from a category in a given time, there are contradictory results.
While in some studies [40, 45, 66–68], TGA patients presented lower production
of category examples than the control group, both with words within a semantic
category (category fluency) and with words starting with a given letter (letter fluency); in other investigations [64, 65, 69, 70] no significant differences were found
between TGA patients and the control group, although the former produced more
perseverations.
Regarding knowledge about the world, memory for past public events and
famous people is impaired during TGA [62], especially for events and people from
recent decades [64]. TGA patients are able to differentiate between real events
from fictional events, probably based on their implicit knowledge. But their ability to localize these events in time, primarily those from the closest decades to the
amnesic episode, is impaired [71, 72]. Recognition of famous people faces seems
to be preserved in some cases [64, 71], but there is some contradictory data [72],
especially regarding faces linked to recent experiences.
3.3.2 Acquisition of new semantic knowledge during the TGA
It is not clear if TGA patients are able to learn new semantic memory during
amnesic episode. It is important to address this question. Interestingly, there is
evidence of preserved semantic priming during TGA [73, 74]. TGA patients showed
semantic priming during TGA episode, and this effect persisted for 1 day [73]. But
there is no data about the ability of TGA patients to acquire semantic facts. Previous
research has shown that the left hippocampus is involved in successful incidental
acquisition of new facts about the world [75].
Furthermore, there is evidence of patients with medial temporal lobe lesions
that are impaired to learn new semantic knowledge [76]. Thus, it would be
interesting to study this issue with TGA patients. Based on permanent amnesia
impairment pattern, new semantic knowledge acquisition is expected to be affected
during TGA.
3.4 Working memory
Short-term memory implies the conscious retention for information over a few
seconds, often through active rehearsal. When the information held in short-term
memory is manipulated or another task is performed, this is often referred to as
working memory [77].
Based on previous research, TGA patients have preserved capacity to maintain
activated a limited amount of information for a brief period of time. This has been
addressed using digit span task [13, 71, 78–80], immediate memory for rhythms
[81, 82], memory for spatial positions measured with the Corsi block-tapping task
[45, 70, 71, 78, 80], and immediate recall for letters and objects [81]. Regarding
working memory during TGA, there are no conclusive results, probably due to
the diversity of required processes and the variability of complexity level through
different tasks. Table 1 summarizes the data.
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Task

During TGA

References

Stroop task (inhibition to avoid reading and focus on the
ink color)

Preserved

[64, 65, 68, 70]

Card sorting task (flexibility to change matching criteria)

Impaired. Only one
classification criteria of
the six possible

[13]

Trail making test (connect fastest possible numbers placed
randomly in a paper sheet)

Preserved

[65, 68]

Backward memory span (recall stimuli in reverse order of
the presentation)

Preserved

[70, 71]

Impaired

[78, 80, 83]

Updating task (listen to auditory-presented letters, and
decide if each letter that is added matches one of the
previous three letters)

Preserved

[70]

Brown-Peterson’s experimental paradigm (retain three
consonant letters while performing a distractor task)

Deficit with 3- and
6- second delay intervals

[70]

Raven’s progressive matrices (nonverbal abstract
reasoning: to find a missing element to complete a pattern)

Preserved

[65]

Table 1.
Summary of studies assessing working memory in TGA patients with different tasks.

3.5 Episodic memory
Episodic memory encodes, stores, and recovers memories about past events in a
spatio-temporal context. This memory allows to reexperience the past episodes as
in a mental “time travel.” The episodic system is declarative, explicit, hippocampus
dependent, and severely damaged in amnesia [63].
3.5.1 Acquisition of new episodic information during the TGA
One of the most characteristic features of TGA is the deficit to form lasting
memories of new episodic information. This impairment affects the acquisition of
any kind of information: visual (figures and words), tactile, olfactory, or auditory
(environmental sounds and speech) [84].
Different laboratory tests have been used to measure episodic memory. Free recall,
the ability to reproduce previously presented material, is severely impaired, using
visually presented words [40, 66, 67, 70, 78], auditory-presented words [27, 64, 85],
semantically unrelated word pairs [72, 86], prose passages [40, 62, 72, 81, 86], or
complex geometric figures [40, 64, 78, 85, 86].
Regarding cue-recall, the ability to retrieve information with a recovery cue
that guides searching processes, there are no conclusive data. Some patients obtain
preserved cue-recall scores, and other patients show significantly lower performance than the control group [27, 69, 70, 81]. And it seems that is not related with
the type of cueing methods but with the patient, since contradictory outputs have
been found using the same method. In a study with a bigger sample, there was a
significant difference between TGA patients and the control group in cue-recall,
being impaired for the patients [27].
Regarding recognition, the ability to recognize previously presented stimuli,
is impaired in patients with TGA, both with words and drawings [41, 66, 69, 80,
85]. Recognition is usually subdivided into two component processes: recollection
and familiarity, frequently measured with the “remember/know” (R/K) paradigm.
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Recollection implies the retrieval of contextual details of the previous event, and
familiarity is based on the feeling that the event was previously experienced but
without details or context [87]. Recollection has been traditionally linked with episodic memory and hippocampal function, while familiarity is related with semantic
memory and it is independent from the hippocampus [88]. Impaired R/K response
pattern has been shown in TGA patients [70, 89], with usually lower recollection
scores in TGA patients than in controls, while no significant difference in familiarity scores between TGA and controls [80].
3.6 Autobiographical memory
Autobiographical memory is a uniquely human system that integrates memories
of past experiences into a life narrative [90], and it allows to mentally travel in
time [63]. There are two components of autobiographical memory: episodic and
semantic autobiographical memory. Episodic autobiographical memory refers to
the memories of our personal past, and it is usually assessed with interviews that
cover events from childhood until hours before the amnesic episode. Semantic
autobiographical memory refers to the recollection of personal facts and general
self-knowledge independent of a specific time and space [91]. This division between
episodic and semantic components of autobiographical memory is based on dissociations found with amnesic patients as KC [92], which shows an episodic autobiographical memory disturbed while the semantic component is preserved.
3.6.1 Acquisition of new autobiographical information during TGA
TGA patients are not able to create autobiographical memories during the TGA
episode showing a severely anterograde amnesia for this self-related information.
When recovering from the TGA episode, patients show a memory gap of those
hours that is never recovered.
3.6.2 Retrieval of autobiographical memories acquired before the TGA
Neuropsychological studies of TGA patients have shown that they have problems
to remember their past, even though this deficit is milder than anterograde deficit.
During TGA, episodic autobiographical memories from different periods of life
are affected, showing deficit of details, absence of spatial and temporal context,
and even sometimes confusion between memories [67, 69, 72, 89]. This retrograde amnesia usually is temporally graded [22], and it follows Ribot’s Law [93],
which implies deeper impairment of the closest memories compared with remote
memories.
In contrast, semantic autobiographical memory is preserved. TGA patients usually recall personal information such as age, place of birth, past addresses, phone
number, names of teachers, and educational and professional history [17, 94].
3.7 Conclusion about memory systems and TGA
This section has shown the memory deficit pattern of TGA based on the classical
memory systems perspective, which considers that the hippocampus is engaged in
declarative and explicit memory but not in non-declarative and implicit memory.
This perspective leads to some inconsistencies. For example, it seems that some
types of classical conditioning as trace conditioning and fear conditioning are
affected in TGA patients, but based on the memory systems perspective, they
should be preserved. Furthermore, working memory should be preserved as well
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in TGA patients, but some complex working memory tasks seem to be affected.
It is also important to point out that there is not much understanding of the TGA
patients’ ability to acquire very complex stimuli as people’s faces or complex semantic knowledge during the TGA. In the following section, in order to try to resolve
these inconsistencies, new research about the hippocampus is analyzed.

4. New insights from the hippocampal function research
Since the famous case of the HM patient, the hippocampus has been considered
a key structure for memory. HMs’ medial temporal lobe (including hippocampi)
was removed in order to try to control intractable seizures [95]. This produced him
a profound amnesia specially to acquire new memories. Since that time, extensive
research has been conducted in order to understand the hippocampus involvement
in learning and memory and in other cognitive domains.
As it was mentioned before, there is a temporary perturbation of the hippocampal function during the TGA. Therefore, this section reviews the theories about the
hippocampal function and its consequences to interpret the amnesic pattern of TGA
patients. These theories are organized based on the nature of the memory processes
involved and the type of information that is processed.
4.1 Memory processes
There are three main processes involved in human memory: encoding, which
allows converting perceived information into a more permanent form; consolidation, which stabilizes a memory trace after its initial acquisition; and retrieval,
which involves re-accessing events or information from the past [96]. There is a
general agreement that episodic memories depend on the hippocampus during
the encoding of new memories [95]. But the involvement of the hippocampus on
retrieving remote memories is controversial.
The Standard Model of Consolidation considers that episodic and semantic
memories become less dependent on the hippocampus until they are completely
independent [97]. On the contrary, multi-trace theory defends that the hippocampus is crucial for acquisition of both, episodic and semantic memories. But the
recollection of episodic memories remains dependent on the hippocampus in order
to retrieve contextual and detailed memories, whereas semantic memories become
independent from the hippocampus [98].
There is a historic debate whether the hippocampus is required to retrieve
remote autobiographical memories [99]. Considering this type of memories, two
patterns emerge from the literature about patients with medial temporal lobe
damage: complete autobiographical memory loss across all time points, recent and
remote [100, 101], and memory loss with a temporal gradient, with recent memories lost but remote memories preserved [102]. These patterns could be reflecting
at least two different explanations: that autobiographical memories become less
detailed and more semanticized over time and thus less dependent of the hippocampus, which could explain the apparent preservation of remote autobiographical
memories in some patients [98], or that the brain damage extension is different
between patients and those with widespread damage are the ones showing remote
autobiographical memories impaired [103].
In fMRI studies, it has been shown that the hippocampus is associated with
retrieving autobiographical memories, which are detailed and vivid, anytime that
they are recalled, regardless of age of the memory [75, 104]. And studies using
multivoxel pattern analysis (MVPA) has shown that more recent memories engage
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the anterior hippocampus but the posterior hippocampus is especially essential for
remote memories [105] . This shows that there is a temporal gradient representation within the hippocampus itself. Thus, the neuropsychological loss pattern
of each patient may depend on the location and extent of the damage within the
hippocampus.
In TGA patients, the autobiographic memory loss has two different patterns:
a continuous pattern, when memories from a limited period are affected, and
an irregular pattern, when memory loss is selective without a clear time interval
[78, 86, 105]. This could be related with the temporal gradient shown within the
hippocampus itself [105]. But in most cases, TGA patients follow Ribot’s Law [93],
so that recent memories are more likely to be lost than more remote memories.
This is coherent with the pattern shown in patient with permanent hippocampal
damage (e.g., [102]).
4.2 Type of processed information
4.2.1 Navigation and spatial representation
Spatial information is a type of information that has been proposed to be
processed by the hippocampus. Animal studies have shown that place cells in the
hippocampus encode location while moving in the environment, and these cells fire
when a specific place field is entered, irrespective of where the animal is looking
[106]. Thus, the hippocampus provides an internal space representation or cognitive map of the environment that is allocentric (world-centered) and not egocentric
(self-centered) [107]. As it seems that the hippocampus is a relevant structure for
both, episodic memory and spatial representation, it has been proposed that the
spatial representations of the hippocampus could support spatial context to the
episodic memories [108].
fMRI studies with humans support the idea that the hippocampus is engaged
when mentally or virtually navigating an environment [109]. Furthermore, studies
with permanent amnesic patients show that hippocampal damage impairs the spatial learning of new environments [101], but it is not essential to navigate in familiar
places. In the same direction, TGA patients are able to return to familiar places or to
drive in well-learnt routes [55]. This is coherent with the diminished hippocampal
activation when navigating in familiar environment [110].
However, a further question important to address is if TGA patients are able to
learn to navigate in a new environment while they are under the amnesic episode.
Considering the hippocampus involvement in both, acquisition of new explicit
knowledge and representation of space, an impaired performance is expected.
4.2.2 Temporal representation
Another type of knowledge that is related with the hippocampus is temporal
information. There are some cell ensembles in the hippocampus, especially in
the CA1 area, which fire when an animal is at a particular moment in a temporally structured experience. Firing patterns of these hippocampal neurons
change gradually over time representing the flow of time in an experience [111].
Literature about patients with permanent temporal lobe amnesia shows that
they are able to arrange information into a sequential narrative and they seem to
understand the concept of time [112]. As we mentioned before, temporal orientation is severely affected during TGA [14], and they show an absence of temporal details when trying to remember their episodic autobiographical memories
[67, 69, 72, 89]. But it would be interesting to study in more detail the concept of
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time in TGA patients, including the representation of the duration of an event,
the coding of temporal order of the elements in an episode, and the subjective
sense of time [113].
4.2.3 Relational representation
The relational memory theory assumes that the hippocampus’ main function
is to represent associations between different elements in order to bind together
multiple inputs into a single representation [114, 115]. In this sense, hippocampus
may represent bindings between items (e.g., who and what) and context (e.g.,
where and when) [116, 117]. Furthermore, the hippocampus allows to recall these
flexible relational representations and to use that information for inference in novel
situations [118].
Regarding relational memory in TGA patients, two different types of contextual
details have been studied: the recall of spatial information about the learning session (e.g., if words are presented on the top or bottom of the screen) and temporal
information of specific items (e.g., if words belong to a first or second word list).
TGA patients were very impaired remembering spatiotemporal details associated
with individual items or events [67, 89].
Another insight from studies in patients with permanent hippocampal damage
about relational memory is that these patients are able to recognize associations
between items of the same domain (e.g., word-word), but they have problems to
recognize associations between items of different kind (e.g., word-face) [119, 120].
Thus, when the task requires increased relational complexity, it is more dependent
on the hippocampus and specially affected in patients with hippocampal damage.
Thus, TGA patients may be impaired in across-domain association recognition as
well, but this issue should be studied.
A further example of hippocampal involvement in complex processing is scene
reconstruction. It has been proposed that the main function of the hippocampus is
scene reconstruction [121], which may be considered as a special case of relational
memory theory. Scene processing requires combining individual features across
domains in a complex and coherent representation of the world. Scene components
need to be integrated from modality-specific representation into a spatially coherent representation [108]. It has been shown that scene recognition is impaired in
patients with medial temporal lobe damage [118, 119], and even though it has not
been properly studied, it may be impaired in TGA patients as well.
There are additional examples about the hippocampal contribution when
relational complexity increases, both in conditioning and in working memory. As
it has been mentioned before, there is no hippocampus involvement in classical
conditioning, but trace conditioning, which occurs when there is a time interval
between offset of the conditioned stimulus and delivery of the unconditioned
stimulus, requires hippocampal functioning [122]. Thus, the processing of a temporal contiguity delay in associative learning adds more complexity and requires the
hippocampus. It would be interesting to study this type of conditioning with TGA
patients. Contextual fear conditioning is another example of classical conditioning
paradigm that requires complex associations and hippocampus involvement. This
conditioning involves placing the animal in a novel environment, providing an
aversive stimulus. When the animal is returned to the same environment, generally
will recover the association between environment and the aversive stimulus and it
will activate fear response (freezing response). TGA patients showed contextual
fear conditioning impairment compared with the control group [123], which
reflects the relationship between hippocampal functioning and relational complexity of the associations.
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As it has been mentioned before, working memory has traditionally been considered as immune from hippocampal damage. But, it has been shown that when
working memory task requires more complex stimuli or relational binding, then it
shows to be affected when hippocampus is disturbed [108, 124]. This may partially
explain the contradictory results of working memory in TGA that are considered in
Section 2.
In order to account hippocampal sensitivity to complexity and precision, it has
been proposed pattern separation as the underlying computational mechanism
[99]. This pattern separation enables to differentiate with precision between items
with overlapping features or relations [125]. It would be desirable to study this
mechanism in TGA patients in order to understand deeply the deficit associated
with this syndrome.
Thus, predictions from memory system model would expect that, for example,
conditioning and working memory are immune to hippocampal damage and
preserved during TGA. But a deeper analysis of the function of the hippocampus
shows the hippocampal involvement, and its impairment in amnesia is related with
the level of relational complexity of the processed information and with the computations needed in this processing.
4.2.4 Future and imagination
Traditionally, the hippocampus has been considered essential to retrieve
memories from the past, but recent research suggests that it may also be related to
envision and predict the future events and to imagine fictitious episodes [126]. It
has been shown that the hippocampus and connected areas recombine elements
of existing episodic memories to create new scenarios, and this allows creating a
representation of the future and imagining new events [127]. Regarding the ability
to imagine future events in patients with permanent hippocampal amnesia, usually
they show problems answering questions about the future [128], and they show less
richness and less integration of contextual details than the control group in imagining fictitious events or scenes [129, 130].
Research with TGA patients has shown that even though they can imagine past
and future events, they provide fewer and less detailed events than the control
group [131]. In another study, TGA patients showed prospective memory deficit,
which involves remembering to perform an intended action at some point in the
future [132], and this deficit was correlated with their retrograde impairment [68].
This probably reflects shared processes between remembering the past and projecting into the future.
In relation to future planning, mind-wandering is a form of spontaneous selfgenerated thinking independent from the current perceptual surrounding [133]. It
has been shown that people with selective bilateral hippocampal damage are able to
engage in mind-wandering as controls. However, their form and content of mindwandering are different, showing less flexible and scene-based content and more
abstract and semanticized representation [134]. An open question to be addressed is
mind-wandering and creative thinking in TGA patients.

5. Conclusion
The main goal of this chapter was to present a neurocognitive perspective of
the deficits and preserved abilities of TGA. In order to carry out this goal, basic
characteristics of TGA were analyzed, including diagnostic criteria, etiology, and
differential diagnosis. Then, the deficit pattern of TGA was presented based on the
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classical memory systems model. This perspective assumes that declarative and
explicit memory systems, as episodic and semantic memory, are severely affected
during TGA. On the contrary, procedural and implicit memory systems, as procedural memory and perceptual representation system, and also working memory are
preserved, while they are not dependent on hippocampal processing. The analysis
of this perspective leads to some contradictory or unresolved issues.
Afterward, in order to try to understand these inconsistencies and considering
that TGA is associated with transitory perturbation of the hippocampal function,
new research about the hippocampus and its cognitive mechanisms are analyzed. It
seems that declarative/procedural and implicit/explicit dimensions are not decisive
to be affected by hippocampus damage. Nevertheless, processes as associative or
relational binding and pattern separation, which operate regardless of declarative
level and conscious awareness, are especially sensitive to hippocampal impairment. Moreover, the complexity level of those processes seems to be a modulating
factor that affects the impairment degree both in permanent hippocampal amnesias and in TGA.
This new perspective focused on the hippocampal function has proportioned a
better understanding of inconsistent results, and it has pointed out new questions
that are not studied yet with TGA population.
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Mental disorders can result from disruption of neuronal circuitry, damage to the
neuronal and non-neuronal cells, altered circuitry in the different regions of the brain
and any changes in the permeability of the blood brain barrier. Early identification of
these impairments through investigative means could help to improve the outcome
for many brain and behaviour disease states.The chapters in this book describe how
these abnormalities can lead to neurological and mental diseases such as ADHD
(Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder), anxiety disorders, Alzheimer’s disease and
personality and eating disorders. Psycho-social traumas, especially during childhood,
increase the incidence of amnesia and transient global amnesia, leading to the
temporary inability to create new memories.Early detection of these disorders could
benefit many complex diseases such as schizophrenia and depression.
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